
STANDING COMMITTEE ON ESTIMATES AND FINANCIAL OPERATIONS

ANSWERS TO ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS

Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety

Hon Dr Brad Pettitt MLC asked:

1. I refer to Other Spending, Climate Action - WA Carbon Dioxide Geological Storage Atlas in
Budget Paper No. 3, page 121, specifically the $779,000 that  will be spent over 2022-23 and
2023-24 to engage specialist technical expertise to update and expand the Western Australia
Carbon Dioxide Geological Storage Atlas to provide updated data on potential carbon dioxide
geological storage sites . I ask what projects is this supposed to be for, and will there be a
particular focus area?

Answer: The new Western Australia Carbon Dioxide Geological Storage Atlas will assess the
potential for CO2 storage in the main sedimentary basins in Western Australia, that is, the Perth,
Carnarvon, Canning and Officer Basins. The particular focus will be on mapping the variation in
and distribution of reservoir porosity and permeability (mainly sandstone) and seal (shale,
claystone and salt) quality, burial depth, thickness and formation temperature of the reservoirs
in all these basins. The atlas and associated new pre-competitive geological data will help inform
government and industry on the areas where the geology is most suitable for CO2 sequestration.

2. I refer to page 253 - Exploration Incentive Scheme, and page 257, specifically the mining and
petroleum-related  Administered Transaction' expenses, and the mining and petroleum-
related 'Mining tenement refunds'. I ask what is the expected combined total cost to the
budget of the 'Exploration Incentive Scheme', the mining and petroleum-related
'Administered Transaction expenses', and the mining and petroleum-related 'Mining
tenement refunds' for:

(a) Each of the three previous financial years;

Answer

Item $'000
Co-funded Drilling (Exploration Incentive Scheme) 15,354
Mining and petroleum-related 'Administered Transaction 
(excluding Mining Tenement Refunds) 282,459
Mining Tenement Refunds 10,343
Expected combined total cost 308,156

(b) The current financial year; and

Answer:
Item $'000
Co-funded Drilling (Exploration Incentive Scheme) 5,800
Mining and petroleum-related 'Administered Transaction'

(excluding Mining Tenement Refunds ) 36,920
Mining Tenement Refunds 9,000
Expected combined total cost 51,720
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The next three financial years?

Answer:
Item

Co-funded Drilling (Exploration Incentive Scheme)
Mining and petroleum-related  Administered Transaction 
(excluding Mining Tenement Refunds )
Mining Tenement Refunds

24,137
27,000

$'000
17,400

Expected combined total cost 68,537

3. I refer to page 257, Details of Administered Transactions and I ask:

(a) In relation to the budget table titled, 'Details of Administered Transactions', for each
of the expense items from the list below please provide more detail as to their
rationale, purpose, beneficiary and assessed public benefit:

(i) Koolyanobbing Mine Financial Assistance;

Answer: In July 2018, the State Government committed to a 30 million tonne or five-year
(whichever comes first) 100 per cent royalty rebate in relation to Mineral Resources'
acquisition of the Koolyanobbing iron ore mine.

This was in order to guarantee continued operations at Koolyanobbing after previous
owner and operator Cleveland-Cliffs suddenly announced it would suspend the
operations, and ensure hundreds of ongoing jobs at the mine, in transport and rail
services, and at the Port of Esperance.

The program was provided in an environment of lower iron ore prices and a forecast
further decline in prices.

Without the financial assistance, the Koolyanobbing operations were not expected to
continue and, therefore, were not expected to provide any future royalty revenue to the
State Government.

Iron ore prices have increased significantly in the period since the program was
committed and therefore it has cost more than originally anticipated.

However, the State Government has also benefited from higher iron ore prices through
significantly larger overall iron ore royalty revenues.

The financial assistance is expected to conclude in 2022-23.

(ii) Magnetite Financial Assistance Program;

Answer: This program provided a 50 per cent rebate on royalties paid by the State's two
magnetite mines. - CITIC Pacific Mining's Sino Iron operations and Karara Mining's
operations.

It was originally introduced in 2013 as a temporary measure to assist what was then a
new and emerging industry in the State, and was subsequently extended in 2016, based
on technical challenges and sustained low iron ore prices at that time.

The State Government approved a further extension of the existing program to 31
December 2018. In accordance with responsible financial management, a condition of
this extension was the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety, in
conjunction with the Departments of Jobs, Tourism, Science and Innovation, and
Treasury conducting a joint review of the financial assistance to the magnetite industry
and its impact on operations and company finances.
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Following the review, and with the industry now established, in the 2018-19 Mid-Year
Review, the State Government announced a further extension of the program by 12
months until 31 December 2019 during which it would be phased out: from January to
June 2019, the royalty rebate continued at 50 per cent and from July to December 2019,
the royalty rebate was reduced to 25 per cent. It then ceased.

The program ceased in 2020-21 following the finalisation of royalty returns.

(iii) M IWA;

Answer: The funding secured will enable MRIWA to expand work in its four existing areas
and initiate new work in 2022-23 on three additional focus areas of:

• Green Steel Challenge - value chain assessment underway with the report due
in 2022 which will be used to inform the potential development of an iron ore
research centre.

• Net Zero Emission Mining Challenge - ongoing support of research and follow
up conference to promote WA s leadership on this topic.

• Exploration Research and Education Amplification - early stages of
commissioning work to identify current capability and activities within Western
Australia to promote and amplify activities already underway, and provide more
strategic coordination and ongoing long-term foresight regarding future
research and education needs as it relates to exploration.

• Minerals carbonation - initial scoping work and development of proposal
underway to progress the development of knowledge and technology required
to capture carbon and store it in mine tailings.

• Critical minerals - development of research program of work to enable security
of supply into international markets and increased downstream processing.

• Alternative use of tailings and waste - development of research program of
work, leveraging the principles of circular economy and net zero waste to
improve the sectors environmental, social and governance credentials and
develop new products.

• Uptake of clean energy technologies to support growth in minerals.

(iv) Mining tenement refunds;

Answer: Since 2012-13, an ongoing $9 million per annum has been allocated to refund
Mining Tenement Rental income that was collected in previous years. This is the long
term average level of refunds.

All mineral title applications must be accompanied by the first year tenement rental. In
some instances, applications do not proceed to grant and so this prepaid rental is
refunded to the application. Reasons for refunds include:

• Many mineral title applications are competing for the same ground. In these cases
the determination of competing mineral title applications results in the refund of
the first year rental revenue to the unsuccessful applicant(s).

• In some cases companies make decisions to withdraw mining lease applications in
lieu of progressing them to grant.

• Mineral title applications made under the Mining Act Amendment Reversion
Process continue to progress through the future act regime of the Native Title Act,
that when granted, will require rent paid on the reverted mining lease applications
to be refunded.
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(v) Other administered expenses; and

Answer: Other Administered Expenses are for one-off relatively small, in the context of
DMIRS Administered Statements, items across all of the Departments ministerial
portfolios. Under the Mining and Petroleum portfolio examples would be expenses
related to one off projects that have tied funding arrangements with other parties and
the provision for bad debts, writing off of debts or debt collections association with
Mining Tenement  ental income. Projects with tied funding arrangements would
typically benefit the state.

(vi) Ridges Iron Ore Financial Assistance Program;

Answer: In 2020-21, a rebate of 50 per cent on royalties paid over a period of two
quarters (December 2020 and March 2021) was approved for the Ridges mine, owned
and operated by a joint venture comprising Kimberley Metals Group, Ridges Iron Ore
Pty Ltd and Habrok (Rydges) Pty Ltd.

It was based on the operations being at risk of suspension within three months, due to
rising costs from COVID-19 restrictions, and heavily discounted iron ore prices from low
grades. Such a suspension was to result in the loss of local jobs, including Aboriginal
employment, and economic benefits to the East Kimberley.

The program was also to assist with the transition to mining of the nearby, longer-term,
Matsu deposit to support ongoing local jobs.

The program has now ceased.

(b) Which of the above expense items relate to iron ore mining projects or iron ore
mining companies;

Answer: Items (i) Koolyanobbing Mine Financial Assistance; (ii) Magnetite Financial
Assistance Program; and (iii) Ridges Iron Ore Financial Assistance Program.

(c) Given the enormous profitability of WA s iron ore sector over recent years, and likely
into the future, why is the public, via DMIRS, subsidising iron ore companies to the
level of hundreds of millions of dollars across multiple years, regardless of
profitability; and

Answer: Refer to answers to 3) (i), (ii), and (vi).

(d) Why is DMIRS refunding companies almost $50 million in the five years between
20-'21 and  25- 26, under the heading of mining tenement refunds:

(i) What exactly does this category of expense cover, in terms of types of
tenements involved and the reason for refund;

Answer: Since 2012-13, an ongoing $9 million per annum has been allocated to refund
Mining Tenement Rental income that was collected in previous years. This is the long
term average level of refunds.

All mineral title applications must be accompanied by the first year tenement rental. In
some instances, applications do not proceed to grant and so this prepaid rental is
refunded to the application. Reasons for refunds include:

• Many mineral title applications are competing for the same ground. In these cases
the determination of competing mineral title applications results in the refund of
the first year rental revenue to the unsuccessful applicant(s).

• In some cases companies make decisions to withdraw mining lease applications in
lieu of progressing them to grant.
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• Mineral title applications made under the Mining Act Amendment Reversion
Process continue to progress through the future act regime of the Native Title Act,
that when granted, will require rent paid on the reverted mining lease applications
to be refunded.

(ii) Over the same period, for each year, how much income does DMIRS budget
to receive for mining tenements;

Answer: Year
2020- 21
2021- 22
2022- 23
2023- 24
2024- 25
2025- 26
Total

Mining Tenement Rentals Income ($'000)
132,251
175,816
143,050
143,050
143,050
143,050
880,267

(iii) Is this DMIRS-administered refund scheme another form of public subsidy to
the mining industry, whereby industry does not end up actually paying for
access to WA lands and waters for its mining related activities; and

Answer: No.

(iv) If no to (iii), what is this scheme?

Answer: Refer to answer 3) (d)(i).

4. I refer to  age 253, Budget Paper No. 2 Vol. 1, Details of Controlled Grants and Subsidies, and
specifically the Exploration Incentive Scheme. I note that DMIRS plans to expend, in total,
approximately $34 million on exploration subsidies to the mining and petroleum industry in
the five years between FY 20-21 and FY 25-26. I ask:

(a) Has DMIRS sought and received any independent analysis of the need for and benefit
of this level of public subsidies for what is a highly profitable industry;

Answer; Exploration Incentive Scheme - Yes, three reports

(b) If yes, what were the findings of the study:

(i) Will it be released; and

Answer: The three reports listed below are attached and publically available on the
DMIRS EIS webpage and the DMIRS e-Bookshop

• 2020 University of Western Australia

An independent economic impact report of the Exploration Incentive Scheme (EIS)
for the first 10 years. Significantly, the report demonstrates that the central estimate
for the total return to Western Australia per dollar invested in the EIS is $31 dollars
(95% Cl $18.5 to $4 )

• 2019 Economic Consulting Services

Independent impact report - outlines a target of a $5 million increase in GSP for
each $1 million spent was achieved for the two years the EIS was funded under the
Royalties for Regions scheme.

• 2015 ACIL Allen Consulting
Independent impact report - confirms the strong multiplier effect of the EIS on the
State economy where  for every $1 million invested in the EIS, the long run expected
net benefit to the State, in terms of higher GSP is $23.7 million .
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(ii) If not, why not;

Answer: Not applicable

(c) To which specific mining, and petroleum companies have the subsidies been given in
each of the past three years;

Answer: Please see attached list

(d) Are there specific criteria that a company seeking a subsidy must satisfy, and if so,
what are they; and

Answer: Yes. A) They are technical criteria that address significant knowledge gaps and/or
critical uncertainties in under explored areas, value add to the State s geoscientific
knowledge and provide early public release of results. B) Technical Merit on the drilling
type, research methodology and proposed methods of analysis.

(e) Has any company that has applied for a subsidy been refused; and

Answer: The grant process is competitive, with marks assigned to the specific criteria.
Applications are then ranked according to the total marks gained and grants are offered until
exhaustion of available funding. Those with insufficient marks are unsuccessful and do not
receive funding, but can reapply in the next co-funding round.

(f) If yes to (e), on what grounds?

Answer: See above

5. I refer to page 136 of Budget Paper No. 2, Vol. 1, Wages Policy, point 19 Government's Public Sector
Wages Policy, and Hon Stephen Dawson's advice during the Department of Treasury's hearing on
Wednesday 22 June 2022 to refer this question to the Minister for Industrial Relations. I ask:

(a) why isn't CPI considered as part of the Government's Public Sector Wages Policy;
Answer:

The Consumer Price Index was one of a range of factors considered by Government in the development
of the current Public Sector Wages Policy in late 2021.

(b) in what way was attraction and retention considered in the formulation of Wages Policy;
Answer:

Attraction and retention was one of a range of matters considered by Government in developing the
Public Sector Wages Policy and the Public Sector Bargaining Framework. It is of course important to
consider the Governments Wages Policy in the context of other employment conditions enjoyed by the
public sector.

(c) in response to a question asked prior to the hearings, Treasury stated  extensive consultation was
undertaken as part of the review with public sector unions, Unions WA, the Chamber of Commerce
and Industry WA and government trading enterprises . Does the wages policy reflect what the unions
recommended during consultation;

Answer:

Public sector unions put forward different positions that reflected the interests of their respective
memberships -. These positions were all considered by Government in developing the Public Sector
Wages Policy.

(a) if no to (c), how much does the wages policy differ from union recommendations; and
Answer:

Refer to response at 5(c).
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(b) has the Department considered the economic stimulatory effect to the WA budget and economy with
a higher wages policy, and has any relevant economic modelling been done on this?

Answer:

The Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety does not provide economic modelling advice
to Government.
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This publication 

This report has been prepared for the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety. It describes 

an assessment carried out by Economics Consulting Services into the operation of the Western Australian 

Government Exploration Incentive Scheme (EIS). This report aims to provide an economic review of the 

EIS for the two financial years to June 2019. The focus is on the increase in Gross State Product arising 

from expenditure and investment flowing from the Scheme.  
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Executive summary 
This report has been prepared by Economics Consulting Services for the Department of Mines, 

Industry Regulation and Safety (DMIRS). The emphasis is on the economic outcomes flowing 

from investment in the Exploration Incentive Scheme (EIS) for the two financial years ending 

June 2019. In particular, the aim is to estimate the change in Gross State Product arising from 

the scheme over these financial years.  

The EIS is a Western Australian Government initiative aimed at encouraging mineral and 

petroleum exploration. It aims to stimulate private sector exploration leading to new mineral 

and energy discoveries. The program is administered by the Geological Survey of Western 

Australia (GSWA).  

The EIS began in 2009 and has been extended on several occasions with total funding to June 

2019 of close to $150 million (m). 

The third phase (EIS 3) was funded by the Royalties to Regions program with some additional 

funding from the GSWA budget. A key performance indicator was a target of a $5m increase 

in Gross State Product (GSP) for each $1m spent on the program.  

This report provides an overview of the program in the 2017-18 and 2018-19 years and an 

assessment of the economic benefits that have flowed from the investment. The focus on 

economic outcomes means the report is confined to a review of those activities that might be 

expected to lead to a short-term increase in exploration activity. Longer-term initiatives such 

as strategic research, jobs and industry promotions are not included.  

The fundamental case for an EIS is that provision of pre-competitive geoscientific data and 

assistance for innovative drilling in more remote and under-explored areas will lead to an 

increase in greenfield exploration and discoveries.     

The time lag between government geoscience data provision and an increase in private 

investment is uncertain. Private investment is a function of many factors including commodity 

prices, access to land and finance and perceptions of policy and regulatory stability. Drawing 

a direct relationship between government and private expenditure is highly problematic. 

The impact of “discoveries” associated with co-funded drilling is more immediate. Discoveries 

provide the “adrenaline” that excites private investment.  

Economic impacts that might be expected from EIS expenditure include increases in: 

1. The number of exploration tenements  

2. The turnover of exploration tenements  

3. Private exploration spend  

4. The number of exploration companies 

5. Metres drilled 

6. Mineral discoveries 

7. New explorers attracted to State 
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There was an increase of 890 Exploration and Prospecting tenements over the two years (9%) 

from the number at 30 June 2017. Private exploration expenditure was $584m higher over the 

two years than if the 2016-17 spend had continued.  

The Western Australian share of national exploration expenditure was 61% in the two years 

compared to an average 57% share over the previous twenty years.  

Drilling on brownfields areas in Western Australia has been rising since 2014-15 while there 

was an even larger rate of increase in greenfields drilling.  

In broad terms, GSWA has classified 19 “finds” as successes under the co-funded drilling 

program. A number of these have been associated with a significant increase in exploration 

activity in the region of the discovery (Paterson Province, Fraser Range, West Kimberley).  

The closest discovery to commercialisation associated with an EIS co-funded program is the 

rich Bellevue gold mine with an estimated net present value of $122m. This is a multiple of 5 

times the $20m allocated to the EIS program in the two financial years. When combined with 

the increase in tenement numbers and exploration investment that could be linked to the 

program, it provides an economic justification for this program.  

There are other discoveries from the co-funded drilling that will add to this value, but they 

are more difficult to quantify at this early stage.   
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1. Background 

1.1 Introduction 

This report has been prepared by Economics Consulting Services (ECS) for the Department of 

Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety (DMIRS). The emphasis is on the economic outcomes 

flowing from investment in the Exploration Incentive Scheme (EIS) for the two financial years 

ending June 2019. This includes an estimate of the change in Gross State Product arising from 

the scheme over these financial years.  

The EIS is a Western Australian Government initiative aimed at encouraging exploration for 

the sustainability of the State’s resources sector. The initiative was designed to stimulate 

private sector exploration and ultimately lead to new mineral and energy discoveries. The 

program is administered by the Geological Survey of Western Australia (GSWA).  

The initial business case for the EIS was endorsed by the State government in early 2009. It 

included six programs (EIS 1a) with a total budget of $80 million (m) over four years: 

1. Exploration and Environmental Coordination 

2. Innovative Drilling including the Co-funded Drilling Program 

3. Geophysical and Geochemical Surveys 

4. 3D Geological Mapping 

5. Promoting Strategic Research with Industry 

6. Sustainable Working Relations with Indigenous Communities 

The program was extended in 2013-14 with $20.6m in funding (EIS 1b). EIS 2 was funded for 

3 years at $10m from Consolidated Revenue. For the last two financial years ending June 2019 

EIS 3 was again funded from Royalties for Regions at $10m a year. Total funding for the 

program to June 2019 has thus been very close to $150m.   

There have been some program changes over the years although the emphasis remains the 

same. From 2017, the programs have been: 

1. Innovative Drilling 

2. Exploration through cover 

3. Geophysical surveys 

4. 3D Prospectivity mapping 

5. Promoting strategic research with industry 

1.2 Review approach  

This review was conducted in November 2019 and included consultation with Leadership 

Team members of the Geological Survey. Substantial consideration was given to past reviews 

of the scheme. Details of members of the ECS review team are included in Appendix 1. 

Chapter 

1 
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1.3 Terms of Reference  

EIS 3 is funded by the Royalties to Regions program (managed by the Department of Primary 

Industries and Regional Development - DPIRD) and administered by the Geological Survey 

and Resources Strategy Division, DMIRS.  

DMIRS has a Memorandum of Understanding with DPIRD for funding and operation of the 

Scheme that includes key performance indicators. One of the key indicators is a target of a $5 

million increase in Gross State Product (GSP) for each $1 million spent on the program.  

This report provides an overview of the program in the 2017-18 and 2018-19 years and an 

assessment of the economic benefits that have flowed from the investment. A focus is the GSP 

key performance estimate. 

1.4 The programs 

1.4.1 Sub-programs and funding  

The five programs involved 25 sub-programs that are the reporting entities for GSWA. Fifteen 

of these were funded in 2017-18 and sixteen in 2018-19 (Table 1). 

Table 1: Programs (2017-18) 

Cost Centre 2017-18 2018-19 

3302 Innovative drilling Co-funded drilling  Co-funded drilling  

 Exploration promotion  Exploration promotion  

3303 Geophysical 

surveys 
Geophysical surveys 

Airborne gravity and 

electromagnetic surveys 

 Seismic and MT surveys Seismic and MT surveys 

 Gravity surveys  

 Yilgarn geochemistry  

 Eastern Goldfields seismic 

survey 

 

3303 Encouraging 

exploration through 

cover 

MinEx CRC MinEx CRC 

  Drilling decision support 

  Depth of the cover and interfaces 

  Basement geology and evolution 

  
Targeting Mineral systems in 

Covered Terranes 

3304 3D Prospectivity & 

mapping 
Geology on-line 

Mineral systems 

 3D lithosphere visualisation Petroleum systems 

 Mineral systems WA Geology online 

 Mapping geodynamic settings Exploration data analysis 

 
Enhanced geochronology and 

isotope mapping 

3D lithospheric visualization 

 Petroleum systems Mapping geodynamic setting 

  
Enhanced geochronology & isotopic 

fingerprinting 

3305 Research support  MRIWA support  MRIWA support 
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The sub-program titles change from year to year as the research emphasis shifts but the program 

codes have remained constant.  

Total funding over the two years was $23.204m with three programs accounting for 95% of 

the funds (Figure 1). Expenditure was higher than the EIS allocation of $20m as some 

additional funding was re-allocated from GSWA operational funds. 

Figure 1: Funding in 2017-18 and 2018-19  

 
The MOU on Royalties for Regions funding outlined milestones, performance measures and 

deliverables. The milestones and performance measures are comprehensive with the outcomes 

set out in detail in Appendix 2 and summarized here (Table 2).  

Given this report’s focus on economic outcomes, the summary is confined to those activities 

that might be expected to lead to a short-term increase in exploration activity. Longer-term 

initiatives such as strategic research, jobs and industry promotions are not included.  

The sections that follow provide more detail on the outcomes of the programs that may provide 

a short-term increase in economic activity.  

Table 2: MOU outcomes with a short to medium term economic impact 

Program Outputs from MOU 

Innovative Drilling  Metres drilled  

Encouraging exploration through cover Geochemical data to open file 

Regolith map 

Number of stratigraphic holes and data 

Geophysical surveys Line kilometres of survey data 

Survey points 

Number of surveys undertaken  

3D prospectivity Mapping Number of reports, maps, data to online geological 

explanatory notes, datasets and 3D models. 
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1.4.2 Innovative Drilling 

Funding for co-funded government-industry drilling is designed to stimulate geoscience-based, 

targeted exploration drilling and thus contribute to discovery and economic development in 

greenfield areas in Western Australia. The emphasis is on projects that promote new 

exploration concepts and technologies in under-explored areas.  

There were 211 offers of financial assistance made to companies that could have involved 

drilling in the two financial years (Table 2). The continuous nature of the approval and payment 

process means that payments can be made for holes drilled in the prior half year. For this study, 

the relevant catalyst for an economic impact is the period of drilling rather than the payment 

period.  

Offers for both calendar years and financial years make it difficult to link activity to a specific 

financial year given the overlap. Holes drilled in the two financial years could be from offers 

made in one of five rounds (Table 4). There was a total of 108 projects drilled in the two 

financial years (Table 3).  

Table 3: Co-funded well program 

Round Year Offered Drilled 

14 2017 42 21 

15 2017-18 43 25 

16 2018 44 31 

17 2018-19 42 30 

18 2019 40 1 

Total    108 

 

A total of 81,204 metres were drilled in 2017-18 and 127,357 metres in 2018-19 for a combined 

total of 208,561 metres.  

1.4.3 Geophysical Surveys  

Regional gravity surveys 

The regional gravity surveys aim to complete regional medium-resolution (<4 km station 

spacing) gravity coverage of Western Australia by 2020. As ground data acquisition 

programs were experiencing land access delays in the north and east of the state, the 

acquisition program shifted to airborne gravity surveys beginning in 2016 with further large 

survey contracts awarded in 2017–18. The acquisition and processing of the data will often 

take longer than 12 months therefore reporting of line kilometres and release of final products 

will be across financial years. The regional gravity surveys were run in collaboration with 

Geoscience Australia under a National Collaborative Framework Agreement.  

Acquisition and processing were completed on all three of the 2018 airborne gravity surveys 

in six blocks covering large tracts of the Kimberley Basin, and the Little Sandy and Great 

Victoria Desert areas.  

The Pilbara 2019 airborne gravity survey (70,000 kilometres) completed second-generation 

gravity coverage of the State.  
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Figure 2: EIS Regional gravity line acquisition and release 

 

Completion of the Pilbara survey allows the second generation of gravity coverage of Western 

Australia (Figure 3). 

Figure 3: Second generation gravity coverage  
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2D seismic – Kidson Sub-basin 

Acquisition and data release was completed for the 872 km of gravity and deep crustal reflection 

data collected for the Kidson Sub-Basin 2D seismic survey. This project involved a deep seismic 

line across the Kidson Sub-basin within the Canning Basin and extending west over the Paterson 

Orogen and the Pilbara Craton. This was a collaborative project with Geoscience Australia with 

funding from the Commonwealth Northern Australia Exploring for the Future programme (EFTF) 

and the EIS. The first data release was at the Brisbane APPEA conference in June 2019. 

2D seismic – Eastern Goldfields 

Data acquisition was completed in March and April 2019 along -305 km of established roads and 

tracks for the Eastern Goldfields 2D seismic. The seismic acquisition along 7 lines was from Ora 

Banda, north of Kalgoorlie Boulder to lines near Kambalda. 

1.4.4 Encouraging exploration through cover 

The EIS is concentrating on the acquisition and interpretation of geophysical data, integrated 

with geochemical and isotopic analysis of sample material obtained through drilling beneath 

the cover of soil, sand and sedimentary basins that obscure 80% of Western Australia’s 

economic bedrock. A high priority is to map the distribution, composition, thickness, and age 

of regolith and paleo-surfaces. A State Regolith map at 1:500,000 was initiated in 2017, with 

the northern half of the state completed in January 2019. Work on the southern half of the state 

was 50% completed by the end of this reporting period. 

To encourage exploration the EIS contributes to the collection, analysis and online release of data 

that is essential for explorers and researchers. This includes the release of EIS co-funding reports, 

geochemical data, geochronological and isotope data (Table 4). 

Table 4: EIS sponsored data released (two years) 

Data type Number 

Geochemical – whole rock/trace elements 2,782 analyses 

Regolith geochemistry 637 sample results 

U-Pb Geochronology  184 age dates  

Isotope dating of rocks to investigate crustal evolution 

and build 4D models 

Whole-rock 

Sm-Nd  

Zircon 

Lu-Hf 

Zircon 

oxygen 

163 134 99 

Co-funded drilling reports to open file 128 reports 

The first release of zircon oxygen isotopic data to online applications (GeoVIEW) made GSWA the 

first survey in the world to generate and release such high-quality isotopic data to the public.  

1.4.5   Program 4 – 3D prospectivity mapping 

Current mineral systems research includes characterisation of geological settings, metallogeny and 

alteration footprints of selected mineral system types; development of exploration tools for area and 

target selection; and direct detection of mineralisation. It encompasses both empirical and 

conceptual studies, at regional, camp and deposit scales, and is undertaken in-house and via 

collaborations with State, Federal and international partners, including mineral exploration 

companies. The work results in the delivery of reports, maps, digital datasets and other products 

(Table 5). 
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A new project commenced - Australian Research Centre Linkage Project (3D stochastic geological 

modelling). This brings together geological surveys and research institutions in Australia, Canada, 

France, Germany and the UK to fund a new Open Source initiative to build the next generation of 

3D geological modelling tools. The project aims to create new knowledge and methods in the field 

of 3D modelling through the innovative application of mathematical methods, structural geology 

concepts and cutting-edge probabilistic programming. 

Results from the 2014-18 COPA passive seismic array were processed into a lithosphere-scale 3D 

model of the Capricorn Orogen. Other 3D geo-models released included the East Albany-Fraser 

Orogen and Lawlers Anticline. The Mineral Systems Atlas development was completed and 

released as an on-line interactive, GIS-based Atlas. Two major mineral systems, one for komatiitic-

based nickel and one for iron-ore formations were also released at the GSWA open day on 22 

February 2019. 

Table 5. Products released under the EIS 

Product type Number Description 

Data packages 14 USB digital packages with extensive information. E.g. 

2017 Canning Basin SEEBASE study, Diamond 

exploration and prospectivity of Western Australia 

Published reports 9 GSWA reports are designed to provide an interpretation on 

a specific matter which can include specialist input 

(University and/or Industry collaborations). e.g. Report 

177, Crustal and uppermost mantle structure of the west 

Albany-Fraser Orogen from passive seismic data 

Published records 11 GSWA records are designed to deliver information quickly 

into the public arena. Records deliver raw and/or processed 

information with minimal interpretation. e.g. Record 

2018/3. Regolith geochemistry of the Ngururrpa area, 

north-western Western Australia. 

Explanatory Notes  236 Open file comprehensive description of lithological and 

tectonic units within WA. Replacing hardcopy notes, and 

in digital format, they can be easily updated to provide 

current information. Linked to online layer in interactive 

geological map 

Posters 23 Conference attendance and verbal presentation. Excluded 

are the posters produced for GSWA open days. 

Maps 2 Regolith component of two 1:250,000 maps sheets – NB 

from September 2018 the GSWA will no longer produce 

hard copy maps. More information can be delivered by 

digital packages, allows for quicker updates and is more 

cost efficient. Hardcopies will be produced on request and 

at cost. 

1hrough the EIS, the St 
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2. Exploration and mining  

2.1 Introduction  

A sustainable mining industry depends on the discovery of new deposits and extensions of 

existing operations.  Except in the cases of iron ore deposits and a limited number of other 

deposit types mineral exploration is mostly a complex scientific pursuit in a three-

dimensional crustal space where there is commonly no surface expression of a mineral 

system. The difficulty of exploration is commonly further compounded where the hosting 

rock package is buried deeply beneath younger rocks, and this is more the rule in Western 

Australia. Mineral exploration is a high-risk activity where discovery is rare.  

Depending on the commodity sought, particular rocks and ages are more or less favourable 

for the occurrence of ore deposits. The regional geology together with previous exploration 

data and research knowledge helps point the way.  The GSWA acquires and produces new 

regional geoscience data, collects the records of previous exploration and collaborates with 

research organisations to define genetic models for mineral systems. The regional data 

acquired by geological survey organisations is known as precompetitive data and may, inter 

alia, include contemporary geological mapping, regional gravity, deep seismic, airborne 

electromagnetics, high-resolution airborne magnetics and radiometrics, and scientific 

research on mineral provinces and mineral systems. Most of this data is in the public domain 

and readily accessible through the digital information systems and online databases. 

The geological history of ore deposits is invariably complex reflecting the structural and 

chemical influences over hundreds or thousands of millions of years. This makes the work of 

exploration complex and costly. Exploration is a targeting process which commences with 

regional geoscience datasets that may allow an explorer to focus on particular and smaller 

areas that have suitable geology. Generally speaking, the GSWA’s precompetitive data 

allows an explorer to get within the “ballpark” of a potential mineral system reducing 

exploration risk. The scale and detail of the data is usually insufficient to permit direct ore 

finding. This is the role of industry and the explorer applies detailed geophysical and 

geochemical techniques to establish the existence of anomalism in a rock package at depth.  

Although science and technology are constantly providing smarter techniques and tools, 

exploration success cannot be guaranteed, and most exploration programs fail to yield an 

economic ore deposit. 

Chapter 

2 
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Once an anomalous target is identified then it is usually the time for drilling. This is the most 

expensive part of an exploration program and usually stretches the financial resources of junior 

explorers and even mid-caps. Assistance with the EIS co-funded drilling can play an important 

role in progressing exploration. 

Government’s provision of precompetitive geoscience data levels the playing field and thus 

allows junior explorers and mid-cap companies to compete with major companies. This works 

to the advantage of all in that such data attracts new resource explorers and new investment to 

Western Australia as well as intensifying the exploration effort by existing explorers.   

Government acquisition of this pre-competitive information, as well as having promotional 

value, addresses market failures including1: 

 positive externalities, whereby the geological knowledge of a new deposit may increase 

the probability and reduce the costs of the discovery of an analogue  

 public provision of geoscientific data, which acts to redress any advantage to a “free 

rider” deriving from another explorer’s work  

 public good, that underpins policy-making decisions 

 reduction of risk and uncertainty right across the resources exploration industry, which 

may prevent exploration activity falling to inefficiently low levels 

 harmonising of the data at provincial and continental level 

 equality of access to information, and efficiency of data distribution. 

  

                                                           
1 House of Representatives Standing Committee on Industry and Resources, Exploring: Australia’s Future – impediments to 
increasing investment in minerals and petroleum exploration in Australia. Commonwealth of Australia, Canberra, 156pp 
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3. EIS Assessment  

3.1 Performance measures 

The original business case for the EIS identified three key outcomes by which success should 

be measured: 

1. Increased greenfield exploration and hence new mineral discoveries in Western 

Australia’s more remote and regional areas 

2. Assistance in maintaining expertise (jobs) and equipment involved in Western 

Australia’s exploration industry during the economic downturn 

3. Clear signals to resource investors around the world that Western Australia is serious 

about attracting exploration investment   

The emphasis in this study is the economic impact of the two financial years (2017–18 and 

2018–19). The job and investor measures in outcomes 2 and 3 are important but outside the 

scope of this report.  

Economic impacts that might be expected from the EIS expenditure include increases in: 

1. The number of exploration tenements  

2. The turnover of exploration tenements  

3. Private exploration spend  

4. The number of exploration companies 

5. Metres drilled 

6. Mineral discoveries 

7. New explorers attracted to State 

The time taken for these outcomes to materialise is open to debate. Provision of geoscience 

information is generally considered a long-term investment to support exploration and mining. 

Fund raising for greenfields exploration is challenging and government approval processes take 

time. This creates a lag between data provision and exploration spend.  

On the other hand, a significant discovery in a drill hole will create significant interest in the 

local area potentially leading to new tenements, an increase in tenement turnover and increased 

local expenditure. The scale of the impact will depend on the discovery, the nature of the 

companies involved in that region and the commodity. An estimated 50-60% of greenfields 

exploration is undertaken by junior companies. They are flexible and innovative but rely on 

Chapter 

3 
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funds from investors willing to chance the high risks involved. Funding takes time to raise and 

is generally raised for specific purposes and locations – it takes time to divert funds to new 

locations. On the other hand, larger companies have less funding constraints, but this can be 

offset by the longer durations needed to obtain corporate approval.  

There is some anecdotal evidence that geoscience consultants carrying out work for the 

geological surveys can attract additional private funding to supplement the government data 

collection. This means increased private expenditure along with the EIS expenditure.  

The net effect is that the time lag between the government geoscience data provision and an 

increase in private investment is uncertain. It is more likely that there will be a measurable 

long-term effect while the short-term impact is far less predictable. An example of this lag can 

be seen in the discovery of the Nova mine operated and owned by Independence Group NL. 

The GSWA released precompetitive soil geochemical data in 1998 over the region which 

showed several small geochemical anomalies. Exploration was sparse until the EIS-funded 

aeromagnetic data released in 2010 and co-funded drilling in 2011–12 attracted private 

exploration investment. The discovery of Nova followed a year later (2012) and mining stated 

in 2015. The region now has extensive tenement coverage and active exploration by many 

companies. 

Acil Allen2 (2015) looked at the short and long-term response of exploration spend to changes 

in commodity prices. The focus of its study was on long run changes generally defined as three 

years. The preferred model included prices and exploration expenditure with both being current 

and lagged for one year. EIS expenditure variables are included in the current period and lagged 

for two periods. Acil Allen found that although the estimate of the EIS effect was statistically 

significant, there was considerable uncertainty surrounding the long run impact of the EIS on 

exploration spend. Different multipliers for private consumption expenditure (the alternative 

use for EIS funds) and the exploration sector meant that for every $1 million spent on the EIS, 

there was a net gain in economic activity of $2.18m. When discounted back from the three-

year gain, the net change was $2.06m. Further, assuming, conservatively, that half the funds 

for exploration are sourced from outside Western Australia, the net present value of the induced 

transfer of spending to Western Australia was $10.3m for every $1m spent as part of the EIS 

program (Acil Allen p26).  

Economic modelling indicated that there was a construction expenditure impact (new mines) 

of $5.4m, an increase in production wealth of $6.6m and $6.2m in royalties and taxation.  

The full benefit from the $1m in EIS expenditure was thus estimated at $23.7m in net present 

value.  

The following sections look at some specific and measurable impacts from the two financial 

years of EIS expenditure.  

  

                                                           
2 Acil Allen; 2015. Exploration Incentive Scheme, Economic Impact Study 
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3.1.1. Tenement numbers  

The number of exploration tenements is a measure of investor confidence in the future of the 

sector. It also correlated to private investment as there are costs associated with the application 

and compliance requirements. The two financial years under review both saw an increase in 

exploration and prospecting tenement numbers – an increase of 890 tenements over the two 

years (9%) from the number at 30 June 2017. There was no significant change in the number 

of mining leases. 

Figure 4: Exploration, prospecting and mining tenement numbers  

 

3.1.2. Tenement turnover  

Monthly exploration applications varied significantly over the two years from a low of around 

200 to a high of about 450 (Figure 5).  There seems to be some suggestion of a cycle with high 

application months followed by two or three low months.  

Figure 5: Exploration tenement applications by month  
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3.1.3. Exploration investment 

Mineral exploration expenditure in Western Australia reached a peak of $2,110m in 2011-12 

(Figure 6). It fell after that to a low in 2014-15 before gradually picking up again to $1,400m 

in 2018-19. Expenditure in the first half of 2019 suggests a further rise in 2019-20.  

Expenditure in the two financial years under review was $2,640m. This compared with 

$1,028m in 2016-17 or $584m more than if the 2016-17 spend had continued.  

Figure 6: Mineral exploration expenditure – the last ($m) 

 

 

Source: Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2011 

The Western Australian share of national expenditure has varied from a low of 49% to a high 

of 66% with an average of 57% in the last twenty financial years (Figure 7). Expenditure in the 

two study years averaged $1,320m and represented 61% of the Australian total. The next 

highest state was Queensland with less than one quarter of the WA expenditure.  

Figure 7: WA exploration expenditure share 
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3.1.4. Exploration companies  

There are no published statistics on exploration companies. Public companies listed on the 

Australian Stock Exchange are classified in the “materials” category which includes 

manufacturing and other enterprises. There are around 670 companies in this category. The 

two largest are BHP and Rio Tinto and the top ten include six mining companies. One 

measure of company activity would be new listings, but this is not published by category.  

It is reasonable to assume that exploration expenditure is closely linked to the number of 

companies and this will include private companies as well as publicly listed ones. Given the 

paucity of information, the number of companies is not considered further in this study.  

3.1.5. Metres drilled  

Metres drilled under the co-funded drilling program for the two financial years totalled 

208,561 metres. Unfortunately, there is no data available on metres drilled in Western 

Australia against which to compare this total. ABS surveys companies and records 

expenditure and metres drilled for Australia but does not segregate drilling on a state basis. 

DMIRS receives returns from mining and exploration companies that include details on 

drilling, and this has been recorded electronically since 2015-16. However, at this stage 

lodgement of electronic reports is still only at 70% providing an incomplete dataset on which 

to determine metres drilled.  

One way of estimating metres drilled is to multiply the Western Australia share of 

exploration expenditure by the metres drilled for Australia. Drilling costs are possibly higher 

in states such as Victoria with significant land access and environmental controls, but the 

Victorian share of exploration is low and hence the distortion may not be great.  

Drilling on brownfields areas (existing in Figure 8) has been rising since 2014-15 while there 

was an even larger rate of increase in greenfields drilling (new in Figure 8).  

Figure 8: Estimated metres drilled, Western Australia (million)  
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The co-funded amount drilled in the two financial years represents 5% of the estimated metres 

drilled in Western Australia over this period. It is possibly too early to say whether the co-

funded results will influence new greenfields drilling in future years, but the trend is certainly 

upwards.  

3.1.6. Discoveries 

Measuring success in drilling is a subjective exercise. A major discovery in a new area might 

be regarded as standard in an old and established mining area. A discovery with high grade 

intercepts will still depend on the size of the resource while information that disproves a 

geological model may be just as important in the long term as one that demonstrates support. 

GSWA uses a broad approach to describing success (Table 6).  

Table 6: Discoveries under the co-funded drilling program 

Round        

14 
Agnew Gold 

(Au) 

Encounter 

Resources 

(Cu/Au) 

Middle 

Island 

Resources 

(Au) 

Antipa 

Minerals 

(Cu/Au) 

Mt Magnetic 

Morning Star 

(Au) 

 

15 
Bellevue 

Gold (Au) 

Buxton 

Resources 

(Au) 

Comet 

Resources 

(graphite) 

Great 

Boulder 

Yamarna 

(Au) 

Greenmount 

Karlawinda 

(Au) 

MacPhersons 

Boorara (Au) 

16 

IGO 

Andromeda 

(Cu/Zn) 

Explaurum 

(Au) 

Rox 

Resources 

(Ni) 

Kingston 

Livingstone 

(Au) 

  

17 

Anglo Gold 

Southern 

Shear (Au) 

Antipa 

Chicken 

Ranch (Au) 

Ausgold 

Exploration 

(Au) 

   

18 
Bellevue 

Gold (Au) 
     

 

The broad distribution of discoveries over the State demonstrates the diversity of mineral types 

and focus on remote areas (Figure 9).  

Notes on some of these discoveries follow to demonstrate the impact on exploration. A detailed 

case study is used for the Bellevue discovery in Round 15 as this is the most advanced 

commercially thus providing a financial model for assessment.  
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Figure 9: Mineral discoveries 

 

3.1.6.1 Antipa Minayri-Waca deposit  

Antipa announced a maiden resource at the Minayri-Waca deposit in November 2017 

following drilling supported by Round 14. This deposit is in a poorly explored area north of 

the Telfer mine in the Great Sandy Desert known as the Paterson Province. After December 

2017, Rio Tinto increased the area they held for exploration in the area from an interest in 2,335 

km2 to 11,036 km2 while FMG increased acreage from zero to 5,300 km2. Antipa announced 

new discoveries in 2019 partly in response to a second co-funded drilling program in Round 

17. The Rio Tinto expansion was due to the successful discovery of the Winu deposit that the 

company found, and the broader regional excitement created by the Antipa discoveries. The 

Paterson Province is now extensively covered in exploration tenements.  

3.1.6.2 Buxton Resources Double Magic 

The Double Magic discovery of nickel including the flagship Merlin prospect has increased 

interest in the poorly explored West Kimberley region. IGO subsequently formed a joint 

venture with Buxton to explore for nickel-copper in the broader region. IGO acquired $4 

million in Buxton shares and the right to earn 70% of Merlin/Double Magic by spending an 

additional $8 million on exploration. This joint venture brings a large nickel company into the 

region to join a junior explorer.  

A substantial exploration program is planned for 2020 and Buxton has increased the area held 

for exploration.  
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3.1.6.3 Comet Resources graphite  

Comet Resources received EIS funding for graphite exploration drilling in 2017. Drilling 

commenced in December of that year. A new high-grade deposit was announced at the 

Springdale deposit in March 2018 and a maiden resource in December 2018. The company has 

now proven up a promising graphite project at Hopetoun on the WA south coast. Metallurgical 

test work has been completed and the company is engaging with off-take partners.  

3.1.6.4 Explaurum  

The Tampia Hill gold deposits near Narambeen in the Wheatbelt of Western Australia were 

first discovered by BHP in 1987. Numerous companies operated small mines over the years 

with Explaurum taking over from Auzex Exploration in 2015. Co-funded exploration drilling 

in 2018 found promising grades in all three holes. A feasibility study subsequently completed 

found the Tampia Hill project could produce 100,000 ounces of gold for five or six years with 

a pre-tax net present value of $156 million and a 70% internal rate of return.  

The project attracted larger companies and Ramelius Resources gained ownership through the 

takeover of Explaurum Limited in February 2019. The ore will be mined and trucked to the 

Ramelius Resources Edna May plant for processing.  A decision to proceed with mining is 

expected in early 2020.  

3.1.6.5 IGO Andromeda  

A co-funded program by IGO intersected zinc-bearing sulphides in metasedimentary rocks and 

identified the Andromeda nickel orebody. This marked a change of focus in the area, which 

previously concentrated on the mafic rocks where the Nova-Bollinger nickel-copper-cobalt 

deposit is located. IGO subsequently intensified exploration in the Fraser Range. An adjacent 

tenement holder stated that “IGO is spending $30 million in Fraser Range, Mark Creasy has 

been spending $10 million and we’ve been spending $4 million3. An indication of the 

exploration excitement in the Fraser Range resulting from the initial Nova discovery and 

subsequent Andromeda can be seen from the exploration tenement map (Figure 9).  

  

                                                           
3 https://www.proactiveinvestors.com.au/companies/news/310127/igo-s-andromeda-discovery-also-a-
wildcard-for-legend-minings-fraser-range-project-10127.html 

https://www.proactiveinvestors.com.au/companies/news/310127/igo-s-andromeda-discovery-also-a-wildcard-for-legend-minings-fraser-range-project-10127.html
https://www.proactiveinvestors.com.au/companies/news/310127/igo-s-andromeda-discovery-also-a-wildcard-for-legend-minings-fraser-range-project-10127.html
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Figure 9: Fraser Range exploration tenement holdings  

 

3.1.6.6 Bellevue Gold mine  

Gold was mined at the Bellevue lode for over 100 years through to 1997 when the operation 

shut down. About 800,000 ounces of gold were produced largely from narrow underground 

veins. The geology is complex, and the ore had many processing challenges leading to frequent 

changes of ownership and production disruptions. Copper and silver were found in the gold 

with the copper creating early ore-processing difficulties. Ore recovered was generally high in 

grade with the average over the mine life a significant 15g/t.  

The mine site was partially rehabilitated in the late 1970s and little remained of the previous 

operations other than some pit workings, an old roaster and a chimney.  

A co-funded drill hole in Round 15 located gold mineralisation on the other side of a critical 

fault zone. A second co-funded hole in Round 18 intersected deeper and significant 

mineralisation. This discovery and higher gold prices (in Australian dollars) have made the 

company an ASX success story and it is now in the S&P/ASX 300 Index.  

The new resource of 1.8mt has an average grade of 11g/t which is very high by Australian 

standards. The company has eight drill rigs on site to prove up the resource to allow a definitive 

feasibility study to be completed. Mineralisation remains open to the north, south and at depth, 

and additional new lodes have been identified to the east and west. This study assumes there 

will be further success with a project based on reserves of 2mt grading 10g/t.  
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The discovery will be mined. This study estimates the net value of the gold in present day terms 

as $122m using the assumptions summarized in Table 7. The notes provide justification for the 

key assumptions.  

The net value of output from the Bellevue mine discounted to present day values provides a 

multiple of 5 times the $20m allocated to the EIS program in the two financial years. When 

combined with the increase in tenement numbers and exploration investment that could be 

linked to the program, it provides an economic justification for this program. There are other 

discoveries from the co-funded drilling that will add to this value, but they are more difficult 

to quantify at this early stage.  

Table 7: Financial model assumptions  

Parameter  Benchmark Totals (rounded)  

Gold reserves  2 mt grading 10g/t  

Recovery  94%  

Processing  350,000 tonnes a year  

Mine life  6 years   

Output schedule  Start in 3 years, finish in year 9  

Output Average 112,000 ounces a year 671,400 ounces  

Capital cost  $180/oz  $121m 

Operating cost  $900/oz $604m 

Net revenue   $282m 

Net present value 10% discount rate $122m  

Gold price 

Average prices received by Western Australian producers have steadily increased from 2000 

and following a slump in 2014 have now risen to record highs (Figure 10). This study assumes 

a long-term price of A$1,500 an ounce.  

Figure 10: Average gold price received by WA producers ($ per ounce) 
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Cost of gold production. 

PCF Capital Group released a report in May 2019 with details on the all-in sustaining costs 

(AISC) for Australian and New Zealand gold operations4. AISCs are the costs attributed to 

production at operating mines. They don’t include the costs of building a plant and establishing 

the infrastructure required to bring a mine into production, commonly referred to as upfront 

capital expenditure (CAPEX). 

AISC costs vary widely with such factors as the grade, open cut or underground extraction, by-

product credits, location, and scale of operation.  

The average AISC was A$1,255/oz with the lowest cost producers below A$500 and the 

highest cost ones over A$1,500. This study uses the average of A$900 given the high grade.  

Capital costs vary a great deal with location, scale and metallurgical complexity. This study 

applies a capital cost of $180 per ounce of reserves slightly higher than the recently 

commissioned Gruyere mine which has a capital cost of $620m and reserves of 3.5m ounces 

($177/oz).  

Production  

It will take at least two more years to bring the mine into production and this study assumes a 

more conservative three years.   

  

                                                           
4 https://finfeed.com/investor-101/australias-gold-mines-by-production-grades-and-costs-part-1/ 

https://finfeed.com/investor-101/australias-gold-mines-by-production-grades-and-costs-part-1/
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4. Findings 

1. The EIS involved funding of $23.4m over the two financial years to June 2019. 

2. 95% of this expenditure was on three programs – innovative drilling, geophysical surveys 

and 3D prospectivity mapping. 

3. 108 projects were drilled with government co-funding achieving 208,500 metres. 

4. Second generation gravity survey coverage was completed for the whole state. 

5. 2D seismic surveys were completed for the Kidson Sub-Basin and the Eastern Goldfields  

6. The 1:500,000 Regolith map was completed for the northern half of the State. 

7. Geoscience data released included 2,782 geochemical samples, 637 regolith geochemistry 

samples, 184 age dates, 396 isotope analyses and 128 drilling reports.  

8. The release of zircon oxygen isotopic data to online applications made GSWA the first 

survey in the world to generate and release such high-quality isotopic data to the public. 

9. Results from the 2014-18 COPA passive seismic array were processed into a lithosphere-

scale 3D model of the Capricorn Orogen.  

10. A new open source 3D stochastic geological model was commenced involving geological 

surveys and research institutions in Australia, Canada, France, Germany and the UK. 

11. Two 3D geo-models were released –East Albany-Fraser Orogen and Lawlers Anticline.  

12. The Mineral Systems Atlas was completed and released as an on-line interactive, GIS- 

Atlas.  

13. 295 products were released including data packages, published reports and maps.  

14. The two financial years under review both saw an increase in exploration and prospecting 

tenement numbers – an increase of 890 tenements over the two years (9%) from the 

number at 30 June 2017. 

15. Private exploration expenditure in the financial years was $2,640 m. This compared with 

$1,028 m in 2016-17 or $584 m more than if the 2016-17 spend had continued.  

16. Western Australian has seen an average 57% share of national private exploration spend 

over the last twenty years. Expenditure in the two study years increased to 61%. 

17. Drilling on brownfields areas in Western Australia has been rising since 2014-15 while 

there was an even larger rate of increase in greenfields drilling.  

18. Measuring success in drilling is a subjective exercise. In broad terms, GSWA has 

classified 19 “finds” as successes under the co-funded drilling program. 

19. The discovery of the rich Bellevue gold mine is a commercial success. It will almost 

certainly be developed and the net present benefit to the State is estimated at $122m.  

Chapter 

4 
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20. The net value of the benefit from the Bellevue mine provides a multiple of 5 times the 

$20m allocated to the EIS program in the two financial years.  

21. When combined with the increase in tenement numbers and exploration investment that 

could be linked to the program, it provides an economic justification for this program.  

22. There are other discoveries from the co-funded drilling that will add to this value, but 

they are more difficult to quantify at this early stage.   

23. The time lag between government geoscience data provision and an increase in private 

investment is uncertain. Private investment is a function of many factors including 

commodity prices, access to land and finance and perceptions of policy and regulatory 

stability. Drawing a direct relationship between government and private expenditure is 

highly problematic. 

24. Given the long-term nature of the exploration and mining cycle, it is more likely that 

there will be a measurable long-term effect than a demonstrable short-term impact. This 

relationship deserves further investigation.   
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Appendix 1: Study team 

Murray Meaton AM 

Murray Meaton is Managing Director of Economic Consulting Services Pty Ltd (ECS). Murray 

has completed over 800 consulting assignments for a wide range of government agencies, 

private corporations and industry associations. Private sector clients have included 

Wesfarmers, Woodside Energy, CSBP, WMC, CRA, and the Chamber of Minerals and Energy. 

Government sector clients have included the Department of Water, Office of Water Regulation, 

Water Corporation, Department of Agriculture and Food, Departments of Fisheries and 

Education, the Office of Gas Regulation, Department of Industry and Technology, Department 

of Industry and Resources Development, and Department of Commerce and Trade. 

Projects have included feasibility studies, economic impact studies, and financial evaluations, 

government submissions, forecasting studies, corporate planning facilitation workshops, and 

reviews of government legislation. Murray has worked in all regions of Western Australia and 

is very familiar with the economies and development issues facing regional areas, including 

the south west of the State. 

Prior to joining the private sector, Murray spent 25 years with the State and Commonwealth 

governments. Appointments included the Departments of Agriculture, Minerals and Energy, 

Treasury, and the Commonwealth Department of Primary Industry.  

Lindsay Gilligan PSM 

Lindsay was formerly Director of the Geological Survey of New South Wales. His career has 

focused on the geology of mineral resources and fostering mineral exploration and discovery 

of NSW and he has over 40 years’ experience as a geologist. Lindsay has extensive 

experience in government geoscience. He has published widely on aspects of mineral 

deposits. Whilst Director he led the NSW State Government’s highly successful New 

Frontiers exploration initiative. He has actively promoted mineral exploration investment in 

New South Wales both nationally and internationally.  

Lindsay has a broad network across the exploration industry, government and research 

organisations, as well as internationally in both government and industry and has a high 

public profile in the minerals industry. He was non-executive Chairman of Thomson 

Resources Ltd, a NSW-based junior explorer, from 2009 to 2019. He was a director from 

2010 to 2018 on the governing body of the Deep Exploration Technologies Cooperative 

Research Centre (DET CRC). In 2019, he was appointed to the board of the newly formed 

Mineral Exploration Cooperative Research Centre (MinEx CRC) which is arguably the 

largest mineral exploration research organisation in the world. He has also consulted to 

Commonwealth and State agencies on government geoscience issues.  

Lindsay was awarded the Public Service Medal in the 2008 Queen’s Birthday Honours and, 

in the same year, was also awarded the Australian Mining magazine’s “Most Outstanding 

Contribution to Australian Mining” Award.  
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Executive summary 

In Western Australia the mining sector is the main driver of wealth creation and is a major 

contributor to state government revenue, providing, through royalty payments, around 22 

percent of general government revenue. 

Exploration activity is a necessary input into the creation and continued success of the 

mining sector.  Due to the importance of exploration to the long term economic health of the 

Western Australian economy the state government introduced the Exploration Incentive 

Scheme (EIS) to support exploration in greenfield areas.  Across Australia the need to 

support greenfield mineral exploration is widely recognised, and all major jurisdictions have 

implemented programs to support greenfield exploration. 

Although major new discoveries are found at increasing depth, the evidence that the value 

of mineral deposits discovered through exploration is a multiple many times greater than 

exploration spending is strong; even after discounting to allow for the time it takes to move 

from a new discovery to an operating mine. 

Exploration activity has public good attributes, which means the socially optimal level of 

exploration activity is greater than the level of exploration activity generated in a pure private 

market.  Furthermore, a pure private market generates too much brownfield exploration and 

too little greenfield exploration.  These issues have long been recognised, and globally, 

direct government funded geoscience is a standard policy response.     

That there is a divergence between the socially optimal level and mix of exploration activity 

and the level and mix of exploration generated under a pure private market suggests that 

government action to support exploration in general, and greenfield exploration in particular, 

could increase community welfare.  The typical government response has been to provide 

some form of exploration incentive to the private sector.   

The international evidence, and the evidence from other Australian jurisdictions, all find that 

there is a strong private sector exploration response following the introduction of exploration 

incentives.  The strength of the response is moderated by general market conditions, as 

measured by commodity prices, and the extent of successful exploration.  When commodity 

prices are high, and when there have been major discoveries, the extent of the private 

sector exploration response to incentives is stronger. 

For the specific time period that the EIS has operated, detailed statistical modelling found 

that the long run (three year) cumulative effect of $1M of EIS spending was an increase in 

exploration expenditure of $19.8M.  This estimate is large, but the estimate is consistent 

with what might be expected based on a review of other published studies, the targeted 

nature of the EIS program, and market conditions for the sample period.  

Care is needed when calculating the net benefits from policy actions.  For example, it is 

necessary to recognise that additional exploration expenditure displaces other expenditure 

that otherwise would have taken place; and that raising tax revenue to fund any government 

program also involves costs.  Care must also be taken to determine where costs and 

benefits fall.  For example, if the EIS increases the attractiveness of exploration investment 

in Western Australia relative to other states such that Western Australia attracts additional 

exploration investment away from other states, this represents a substantial net gain for 

Western Australia, but the reallocation of funds from other states to Western Australia does 

not necessarily imply a substantial net gain at the national level.     
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To determine the net benefit of the EIS to Western Australia we consider the source of the 

additional exploration funds, sector specific multipliers, and the expected value of future 

mine developments following additional exploration.  Where appropriate, future values are 

discounted to net present value terms.  In aggregate, the modelling found that for every $1 

million invested in the EIS the long run expected net benefit to the State, in terms of higher 

GSP, is $23.7 million.  

This comprises: 

 $10.3M due to additional exploration activity 

 $6.2M in additional taxation and royalty revenue  

 $3.9M due to additional construction activity 

 $3.3M in new net wealth generated by the development of new mines. 

The above results, derived from empirical modelling, are large, and the key driver of the 

result is the strong private sector exploration response to the EIS.  For the particular 

activities of the EIS, and given existing market conditions, such a response is reasonable. 

The main transmission channel delivering the large private sector exploration response is 

new geoscience information.  The new pre-competitive geoscience information provided 

through the EIS opened up, for the first time, significant new areas of the state for 

exploration.  The release of this new pre-competitive geoscience information is non-rival in 

consumption.  This means that each new data release can, and did, stimulate new 

Figure ES 1 Exploration Incentive Scheme benefit summary 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 
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exploration activity at many firms; hence the large private sector response to the EIS 

observed in the data. 

It should, however, be understood that the results hold only for the range of values observed 

in the data.  So, while the modelling controls for the effect of commodity prices, the results 

cannot be extrapolated to periods when market prices fall outside the range observed in the 

study.  For example, a consensus view in the literature is that the private sector response to 

government exploration initiatives is lower when commodity prices are lower.   

To explore the effect of high and low prices we conducted sensitivity analysis.  For the low 

price scenario we find that the expected value of an average drilling campaign is negative.  

When the expected value of a drilling campaign is negative we do not expect rational market 

participants to fund a drilling campaign that has only an average probability of success.  

Under a low price scenario only those prospects that have an above average chance of 

success, which are most likely to be brownfield projects, will attract funding.  Overall, with 

low prices, the private sector exploration response to incentives and new geoscience 

information will be muted, and as such, the potential benefits that accrue to the state will be 

low.       

Under the high price scenario we find that market conditions make it possible to fund the 

capital investment needed to develop very large mine projects.  As modelled, these projects 

go on to operate for very long periods of time, and as such, deliver royalty, employment, and 

net wealth creation benefits to Western Australia for decades.  
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Key findings 

The report key findings are summarised below: 

 there are externality issues associated with mineral exploration that result in under 

investment in grass root exploration.  As such, well designed government programs that 

address these externality issues -- such as the EIS -- can increase community welfare  

 for the sample period there was a strong private sector exploration response to the EIS 

and the additional exploration activity generated net benefits for Western Australia 

 the expected combined Western Australian private sector and government sector 

benefit, in net present value terms, is $23.7M for every $1M invested in the EIS.  This 

finding is consistent with the results reported from other studies  

 per $1M invested in the EIS, the expected benefits are: 

 the direct financial impact of the additional exploration activity stimulated by the EIS 

of $10.3M 

 the employment impact of the additional exploration activity stimulated by the EIS, 

which is 12.5 FTE positions in minerals exploration for three years 

 the financial impact of the mine site construction phase, which is estimated to be 

$3.9M   

 the employment impact of the mine site construction phase, which is estimated to 

result in 27.6 FTE positions for the two year construction phase 

 the share of net private sector wealth that accrues to Western Australians following 

the successful development of a mine, which is estimated to be $3.3M  

 the employment created during the production phase which is 7.4 FTE for 13 years 

 the net present value of additional government revenue generated by royalty and 

pay-roll tax payments of $6.2M 

 for low price scenarios the expected value of an average drilling campaign is negative.  

As such, the expected private sector exploration response to incentives under a low 

price scenario is expected to be modest; as are the benefits that accrue to the state  

 for higher price scenarios, market conditions make it possible to fund the development of 

very large mining projects.  These projects operate for long periods, potentially delivering 

royalty, employment, and net wealth creation benefits to Western Australia for decades.  

Under the high price scenario the expected net present value of every $1M invested in 

the EIS is $38.3M.     
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1 Introduction 

This report presents an evaluation of the economic impact of the Exploration Incentive 

Scheme (EIS).  The Exploration Incentive Scheme is a Royalties for Regions initiative that 

has, as its main objective, the promotion of exploration activity in Western Australia.  The 

EIS program commenced in April 2009, partly in response to the global financial crisis.  

Specific objectives of the program were to encourage exploration in underexplored areas, 

reduce the risk for explorers, and provide support to maintain a strong mining sector in 

Western Australia.  The program is managed by the Department of Mines and Petroleum 

and to date has invested $80M.  The Government has committed to funding the scheme to 

June 2017, by which time total program expenditure will have reached $130M.  

Exploration Incentive Scheme 

The stated objectives of the Exploration Incentive Scheme include: 

 sending a clear signal to resource investors around the world that Western Australia is 

serious about attracting exploration investment 

 enhancing the take-up of greenfield exploration acreage and hence new mineral 

discoveries in remote and regional areas 

 sustaining the greatly improved international rating of the attractiveness of Western 

Australia as an investment destination. 

To meet these objectives a number of sub-programs were developed as part of the overall 

EIS program.  These sub-programs are explained below.  

1. Geophysical and Geochemical Surveys (Funding allocation to date $33.3 million) 

As part of this sub-program, between 2009 and 2013, approximately 3.4M line-km of 

airborne magnetic and radiometric data was acquired; providing, for the first time, 

almost complete state coverage with airborne magnetic and radiometric survey data.  

Other activities under this sub-program have included geochemical and survey work 

covering the east Wongatha regolith, deep seismic data for the Musgrave, Yilgarn 

Craton, and Albany-Fraser regions; and pilot AEM surveys.  
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Figure 1 State exploration geochemical coverage 

 

Source: Department of Mines and Petroleum  

2. Innovative Drilling Program (Funding allocation to date $26.9 million) 

The innovative drilling co-funding sub-program supports several different types of 

exploration activity.  Co-funding is available, up to a maximum of $150,000, or $200,000 

in the case of a deep drill hole, for 50 percent of direct drilling costs.  For a ‘prospector’ 

application that may involve non-core drilling, co-funding of up to $30,000 is available.   

The application process for funding is highly competitive, and each year there are two 

calls for funding applications from exploration companies; one around February and 

another around September.  Applications are made via an on-line system where 

applicants must address a series of criteria which assess the extent of innovation, the 

soundness of mineral deposit models used to identify target resources, and the potential 

of the proposed program to advance exploration activity in under explored areas.  

Applicants are also asked to identify proposed methods of analysis such as assays, 

geochronology, isotopic analysis, and downhole logging. 

All applications are evaluated by a team of independent exploration geologists, and the 

evaluation process also determines whether the applications will deliver basic 

geoscientific information such as age, stratigraphic relationships, structural settings, 
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untested geochemical or geophysical anomalies, depth to geophysical targets or 

basement, and new mineral commodity potential.  

The overall application and grant funding program is also subject to external review.  

Figure 2 Exploration drilling in Western Australia 

 

Source: Department of Mines and Petroleum  

The companies that have received co-funding have been associated with the following 

discoveries:  Hand Pump gold project (Beadell Resources); Tropicana East gold project 

(Beadell Resources); Lake Mackay uranium project (Toro Energy); Magnus gold project 

(Alchemy Resources); Yeneena zinc-copper project (Encounter Resources); Speewah 

vanadium-uranium project (Speewah Metals); Nova nickel-copper project (Sirius 

Resources). 

3. 3D Geological Mapping (Funding allocation to date $13.8 million) 

A wide range of activities have been undertaken as part of this sub-program, including 

major unconventional energy studies for tight gas and shale gas in the Perth Basin; 

modelling of the Canning Basin for CO2 storage potential; and investments in software 

upgrades.  When -- as part of the 2011 Fraser Institute Global Petroleum survey -- 

detailed information on the quality of the geological survey information in different 

jurisdictions was released, the Western Australian Petroleum and Geothermal 

Information Management System (WAPIMS) was ranked in first place, globally.  

4. Strategic Research with Industry (Funding allocation to date $2.3 million) 

This sub-program has led to the WA Regional Researcher collaboration with CSIRO, 

and the initiation of new projects through the Minerals and Energy Research Institute of 

Western Australia, including a biogeochemistry project in the North East Yilgarn. 

5. Sustainable Working Relations with Indigenous Communities (Funding allocation to 

date $2.2 million) 
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Although there is a whole of government approach for negotiation of land access where 

native title has been established, a range of other complementary activities have been 

undertaken as part of this sub-program.  These activities have included community 

engagement to promote awareness about uranium mining, regional heritage studies, 

and the digitisation of 6,500 existing heritage reports.   

6. Exploration and Environmental Coordination (Funding allocation to date $1.5 million) 

This program has focused on improving the administrative interactions of private sector 

exploration companies with government through the use of on-line technology.  For 

example, the implementation of new systems now allows on-line tracking of a wide 

range of aspects associated with tenement applications, and other administrative 

processes, such as applications for environmental approval to conduct exploration 

activities. 

Report approach 

The purpose of this report is to provide an economic impact assessment of the Exploration 

Incentive Scheme.  Measuring the impact of programs such as the EIS is difficult because it 

requires an estimate of the increase in the industry economic rent associated with the 

program (Hogan 2003, p. 37).  The concept of economic rent takes into consideration: the 

full production cost, including mine site rehabilitation; mine development costs; and 

exploration costs.   

At the industry level economic rent is defined as the difference between the long run 

marginal cost of exploration, development, and extraction (Hogan 2003, p. 35).  The EIS 

works to lower the industry long run marginal cost curve, and hence increase economic rent.  

Given the simplifying assumption of constant prices (used for illustration purposes only), this 

increases industry economic rent.  In Figure 4 the increase in industry rent can be calculated 

as the difference between the area defined by abc; and the area defined by ade; where in 

the figure S0 denotes the industry long run marginal cost curve before the program; S1 

denotes the industry long run marginal cost curve following the program; and Pw denotes the 

world mineral price.  

Figure 3 1800 km seismic cross section the Western Australia’s crust 

 

Source: Department of Mines and Petroleum  
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Figure 4 Increase in industry economic rent  

 

Source: adapted from Hogan (2003) 

Although Figure 4 illustrates how, in theory, the change in the economic rent can be 

measured; in practice deriving this value is difficult.  As such, in this report we build a 

credible story around the impact of the EIS program using evidence from multiple sources.   

The first source of evidence is detailed empirical modelling of Western Australian specific 

exploration expenditure and discovery data.  The empirical modelling shows that the EIS 

has provided substantial net benefits to Western Australia.  Next, a series of case studies 

are presented that show the modelling results are consistent with what we observe in 

practice.  Finally, the results from other studies are presented and compared to the findings 

of this study.  This comparison shows that the findings of this study are consistent with the 

findings of many other studies.   

Combined the weight of evidence provides a compelling case that the EIS program has 

been a valuable government activity.  
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2 Background 

This chapter provides information on the role of the mining sector in Western Australia and 

establishes that on average new exploration activity leads to the creation of new private 

sector and public sector wealth.  The externality issues specific to exploration activity are 

then reviewed, with appropriate government actions to address these externality issues 

identified.   

2.1 Western Australia’s mining sector 

In Western Australia the mining sector is the industry sector responsible for the greatest 

contribution to net wealth creation, and in the 2013 financial year the mining industry 

contributed 29 percent ($71B) of Gross State Product (GSP) (Government of Western 

Australia, 2014a, p. 2).  Mining royalty income for the State Government is significant, and 

mining royalties currently contribute around $6B, or 22 percent of general government 

revenue (Government of Western Australia, 2014, p. 88).  Over the forward estimates of the 

current budget, royalty income is forecast to grow at a rate similar to other revenue, but 

royalty income forecasts rely on many assumptions, and some important variables used to 

forecast royalty income, such as exchange rates and commodity prices, are volatile.     

Given the size of the mining sector a vibrant mining industry is central to the economic 

prosperity of Western Australia.  It has long been recognised that resource abundance alone 

is not a sufficient condition for the development of a successful resource sector.  Rather, 

developing and maintaining a successful and prosperous resource sector depends on a 

complex combination of factors, including: technology, social and organisational factors, the 

legal framework, government policy regarding ownership of resources, and government 

support for the geological survey function (David and Wright 1997).    

2.1.1 Mineral potential of Western Australia 

The Fraser Institute Best Practices Mineral Potential Index provides a measure of the pure 

mineral potential of regions based on mining company executives’ perceptions of the 

geology in each region (Fraser 2013, p. 10).  Western Australia has consistently ranked 

highly on this measure, and globally, in 2013, Western Australia was ranked second, behind 

Alaska.  At the top of the rankings the difference between scores is slight and so from year 

to year there can be some movement in the rankings at the top of the index but little change 

in the actual index score.   

To place the prospectivity of Western Australia in a national context, Table 1 shows index 

scores for the Australian jurisdictions evaluated in the survey.  As can be seen from the 

detail in the table, Western Australia consistently ranks as the Australian jurisdiction with the 

geology most favourable for exploration.  Over the past five years, the Western Australian 

index score has been about 30 percent higher than the average for the other Australian 

jurisdictions in the survey.   
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Table 1 Mineral potential of Australian jurisdictions  

 2009a 2010a 2011a 2012a 2013 

Western Australia 0.77 0.87 0.83 0.77 0.82 

New South Wales 0.62 0.55 0.55 0.49 0.62 

Northern Territory 0.83 0.72 0.66 0.68 0.70 

Queensland 0.81 0.80 0.75 0.72 0.73 

South Australia 0.80 0.73 0.79 0.69 0.68 

Tasmania 0.59 0.66 0.47 0.46 0.57 

Victoria 0.51 0.42 0.37 0.40 0.53 

Average ex WA 0.69 0.65 0.60 0.57 0.64 

a Financial Years 

Source: Fraser Institute (2014) 

The index values shown in Table 1 are derived from survey responses.  In the survey there 

are five response options that range from the ‘geology encourages investment’ through to 

the ‘geology is the defining reason for not investing’ in the region.  Figure 5 provides a 

detailed decomposition of the way mining industry executives see the geology potential of 

different Australian regions.  As can be seen from the figure, in the 2013 survey 70 percent 

of mining executives indicated that the geology in Western Australia encourages investment.   

Figure 5 Mineral potential of Australian regions 

 

Source: Fraser Institute (2014) 

Given Western Australia is a substantial global producer of a number of commodities (Table 

2) the view of industry executives is not surprising. 
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Table 2 Western Australia: A globally important 

supplier of minerals 

 WA % of world WA % of Australia 

Iron ore 29.9 97.3 

Garnet 15.3 100.0 

Zircon 14.7 35.2 

Alumina 14.2 63.3 

Nickel 12.1 100.0 

Limonite 9.0 64.9 

Diamonds 6.7 100.0 

Rutile 6.7 11.4 

LNG 6.4 82.6 

Gold 6.1 69.6 

Source: Government of Western Australia (2014a) 

2.1.2 Exploration expenditure 

Consistent with the information on the mineral potential of different regions, Western 

Australia is the country’s most preferred jurisdiction for mineral exploration.  As can be seen 

from the detail in Table 3, Western Australia consistently attracts over half all national 

exploration expenditure.   

Table 3 Exploration expenditure by state and territory 

 2009 2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 

 (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) (%) 

WA 56 56 54 53 58 57 

Qld 16 20 22 25 22 22 

SA 10 7 9 8 8 6 

NSW 8 6 5 6 6 7 

NT 6 6 7 5 4 6 

Vic. 3 4 2 2 1 1 

Tas. 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Note: Financial years 

Source: DMP Statistics Digests [available: dmp.wa.gov.au] 

2.1.3 Policy setting 

In terms of the current investment environment, the Fraser Institute Current Practices 

Mineral Potential Index provides a measure of whether or not a jurisdiction’s current policy 

settings encourage or discourage investment.  In 2013, Western Australia ranked first on 

this measure.  Although again it should be emphasised that there are a number of 

jurisdictions that have a policy structure that is attractive for mining exploration, and so in 

any one year the rankings can move around at the top of the league table with little change 

in the underlying policy settings. 

Table 4 provides comparative information on the policy setting measure for Australian 

jurisdictions.  Notable features of the information in Table 4 are that Western Australia’s 

policy setting are consistently seen as above average for Australia; perceptions about the 

policy setting in Western Australia have improved over time; and the gap between Western 

Australia and the average measure for the rest of Australia has grown.  

It is not possible to definitely say that the EIS program was the causal factor in the (0.73 - 

0.59)/(0.59) = 24 percent improvement over five years in the policy setting index measure 

for Western Australia.  However, given the nature of the programs undertaken as part of the 
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EIS, an improvement in mining executives’ perception of the policy environment in Western 

Australia is a reasonable expectation.   

Table 4 Policy setting Australian jurisdictions  

 2009a 2010a 2011a 2012a 2013 

Western Australia 0.59 0.68 0.64 0.67 0.73 

New South Wales 0.48 0.39 0.46 0.42 0.47 

Northern Territory 0.66 0.54 0.58 0.65 0.65 

Queensland 0.58 0.55 0.51 0.56 0.58 

South Australia 0.62 0.56 0.62 0.58 0.60 

Tasmania 0.44 0.42 0.37 0.34 0.40 

Victoria 0.30 0.35 0.25 0.39 0.42 

Average ex WA 0.51 0.47 0.47 0.49 0.52 

a Financial Years 

Source: Fraser Institute (2014) 

2.2 Exploration context 

Exploration is a necessary step for the successful development of an economically valuable 

mine.  New natural resource deposits can be discovered through exploration activity at the 

extensive margin, generally referred to as greenfield exploration, or exploration activity at 

the intensive margin, generally referred to as brownfield exploration.  Distinguishing 

between greenfield and brownfield exploration can be complicated if the issue of depth is 

considered.  For example, while there has been much exploration activity in the Yilgarn 

region most of this activity has involved drilling to depths of less than 50 metres (Schodde, 

2014b).  A program of deeper drilling in this area could, therefore, be classified as greenfield 

exploration. 

The Exploration Incentive Scheme is focused on the provision of high quality pre-

competitive survey information and lowering the cost of innovative drilling programs through 

fiscal incentives.  The factors that contribute to the rate of new resource discovery identified 

in Gleb et al. (2009, p. 6) are: 

 availability of geological information 

 state of technology 

 fiscal incentives 

 economic feasibility 

  government credibility. 

As such, the program is aligned with the factors identified as leading to an increase in new 

discoveries.  More generally, Western Australia has been, and continues to be the main 

source of mineral discoveries in Australia.  For example, over half of the major 2013 

exploration results highlighted in Geoscience Australia (2014, p. 10-11) relate to Western 

Australia.  As shown in Table 5, over the past five years Western Australia has also 

dominated the select mineral discoveries profiled in Geoscience Australia (2014, p. 3). 
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Table 5 Select Australian mineral discoveries: 2009-2013 

Year State Deposit Commodities Status 

2013 WA Oxley Potash Exploration 

2012 WA Jury-Metcalf Nickel Exploration 

2012 NSW Mallee Bull Copper, Silver, Gold Exploration 

2012 WA Dampier Mineral Sands Exploration 

2012 WA Nova Nickel, Copper Development* 

2010 SA Maldorky Iron Ore Advanced exploration 

2010 NT Barrow Creek Phosphorus Feasibility study 

2009 WA DeGrussa Copper, Silver, Gold Operating mine 2011 

Note: * Updated to reflect current status 

Source: Geoscience Australia (2014) 

Junior companies play a major role in exploration and account for between 50 percent and 

60 percent of the discovery of new resources (Schodde 2014a).  As junior exploration 

companies, these firms necessarily tend to be focused on exploration at the extensive 

margin rather than the intensive margin.   

That the junior sector plays an important role in discoveries can be seen as an economically 

efficient allocation of capital.  For a junior exploration company the continued remuneration 

of employees is directly linked to the success or failure of their exploration program.  Such a 

direct link serves to maximise the alignment of incentives between those that have funded 

an exploration program, and those that are carrying out the exploration.   

2.2.1 Drilling to discovery relationship 

Drilling and other exploration costs have fluctuated through time.  For example Schodde 

(2013, p. 19) estimates that over the period 2000 to 2012, in real terms, the average per 

metre drilling cost rose by 88 percent in Canada and 125 percent in Australia.  Over the 

same period the estimated increase in the real average salary for an exploration manager 

was 83 percent in Canada and 150 percent in Australia.  It is therefore necessary to be 

cautious when looking at the relationship between exploration expenditure and discoveries, 

as an increase in exploration expenditure may not have been associated with a proportional 

increase in metres drilled.     

For the period 2004 to 2013, the analysis in Schodde (2014b, p. 23) suggests that for 

Australia there is: 

 a moderate size discovery for every 530,000 metres drilled 

 a major discovery for every 2.4M metres drilled 

 a giant discovery for every 21M metres drilled. 

These general relationships can be influenced by the prospectivity of the region.  It is also 

worth noting that there is no uniform definition for defining discovery categories.  For 

example, what is considered a giant discovery in another jurisdiction, may, in Western 

Australia, be considered merely a large discovery.     

2.2.2 Exploration expenditure to discovery relationships 

Table 6 provides information on estimated global reserve levels for a range of minerals, oil, 

and gas in 2000 and 2008.  Additionally, the table provides information on the estimated 

extent of extraction over this period so that it is possible to derive a measure of the extent of 

new discoveries.  The table shows that for most minerals there were substantial additions to 

reserves over this period. 
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Table 6 Mineral and energy reserves 2000-2008 

Mineral  Units  Reserves Extraction 
Imputed 

discovery 

Imputed 

discovery (%) 

  2000 2008 2000-08 2008-08 2008-08 

Bauxite M tn 24,640 25,200 1,480 2,040 8 

Copper M tn 393,500 540,000 128,423 274,923 70 

Gold M toz 45 48 22.9 26 56 

Iron M tn 142,600 162,500 13,115 33,015 23 

Lead M tn 64 79 29 44 69 

Nickel M tn 45,680 67,090 13 21,423 47 

Phosphate M tn 11,500 17,912 1,290 7,702 67 

Silver '000 tn 420 570 175 325 78 

Tin M tn 7,720 6,072 2.5 -1,646 NA 

Zinc M tn 188 182 83 77 41 

Oil B barrel 1,105 1,333 229 457 41 

Gas T m3 159.00 191 24 56 35 

Note: Reserves can be upgraded and downgraded for a variety of reasons in addition to new 
exploration so that a negative value is possible.  For example, in the case of Tin, the collapse in prices 
in the early 2000s saw previously known reserves struck of the list of known reserves as they became 
uneconomic.   

Source: Gleb et al. (2009) 

Valuing mineral discoveries is difficult and there is no universally accepted valuation 

method.  The current rent value method considers the rent value of a unit of resource 

multiplied by the quantity of resources found, and using the net rent value of resources 

method, Gleb et al. (2009) compare exploration expenditure and discovery results for non-

ferrous metals.  A summary of their findings is presented in Table 7 and using this method, 

globally, the rent value of discoveries is almost 17 times exploration expenditure.  

Table 7 Exploration and discovery relationship 

Period 2005-2008 Exploration Discovery Costs/Discovery 

 $ B $ B (%) 

Sub-Saharan Africa 5.9 26 23 

Asia-Pacific 4.0 196 2 

Europe/Oceania 6.1 57 11 

Canada/US 9.6 113 8 

South Central America 8.9 183 5 

Other 2.5 42 6 

World 37.0 617 6 

Source: Gleb et al. (2009) 

The current rental value method, however, overstates the value of new discoveries as it 

does not take into account the need to discount the net rent value reflect the fact that 

extraction will only take place in the future.  If the Gleb et al. rent values are first discounted 

by one half to reflect a low mineral price and hence low resource rent value world; and it 

was assumed that resource extraction does not start for at least eight years following 

discovery; then using a discount rate of 5 percent, the net present value of the resource 

discoveries summarised in Table 5 is still around five times greater than mineral exploration 

expenditure.  Using the same price reduction of one half and applying a discount rate of 15 

percent would imply a net present value of new discoveries of 1.6 times exploration 

expenditure. 
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The major oil and gas companies of the world are involved in both brownfield and greenfield 

exploration and can be expected to be at the frontier of efficiency in terms of translating 

exploration activity to provable reserves.  These companies have been able to maintain 

production reserves with discovery investments equal to about 10 percent of production 

investment (Gleb et al. 2009, p. 18).  Such a ratio in turn implies exploration to resource rent 

values that are several times greater than the values reported in Table 7.     

2.2.3 Junior exploration company analysis  

Following the life-cycle of a random sample of Australian mining exploration companies 

provides an insight into the probability of an exploration company transitioning into a 

successful producer.  Schodde (2014a, p. 28) presents analysis of the history of 100 

randomly selected ASX listed junior Australian mineral exploration companies for the period 

June 2004 to June 2014.   

Of the initial 100 exploration company sample, at the end of ten years: 

 52 companies were still listed as exploration active (although 11 had less than $100,000 

in cash at hand) 

 10 companies had been acquired by other exploration companies 

 4 companies had switched to oil and gas exploration 

 6 companies had gone into administration without moving to the production stage. 

The remaining 28 companies had moved from the junior exploration stage to become 

mineral producers.  This does not mean, however, that all 28 companies went on to become 

successful mining companies.  Specifically, of the 28 companies that transitioned out of the 

exploration stage: 

 9 subsequently went into administration 

 4 reverted back to exploration company status 

 5 were acquired by other mining companies 

 10 were still in operation as producers. 

Acquisition by a larger company is a genuine aspiration for some junior miners, and so over 

the ten year period, of the initial 100 exploration companies, 15 transformed into operating 

companies.   

In terms of financial performance, over the ten year period, 78 of these companies 

decreased in value; with 41 falling in value to less than ten percent of their 2004 value.  

However, a small number of the 100 companies grew substantially in value, and over the 

ten year period, an equally weighted portfolio of these 100 junior exploration companies 

delivered a return of $1.60 for every $1 invested.  As would be expected, a small number of 

companies account for most of the total return over this period.  Specifically, four companies 

account for 58 percent of the total portfolio value at the end of ten years, with two 

companies growing in value by a factor of at least 33.      

2.3 Economic perspective 

Globally, there has been a long tradition of government provided geological survey services, 

and there is little disagreement that these activities have been valuable.  In the US, going 

back to at least the 1850s, the provision of reliable government survey work has been 

identified as a critical element in the successful and rational development of resources that, 

in turn, led to the rise of the US as a global power.  This impact was due to both the pure 

economic value of the mining industry that the work of the US Geological Survey allowed to 
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flourish, and the role of the US Geological Survey in demonstrating the value of considered 

research activity.  

The [US Geological Survey] emerged as the leading scientific bureau of the post-Civil War era 

and was the most productive governmental research agency of the nineteenth century… … 

The payoff to its early topographical and metallurgical work had a lasting impact on popular 

appreciation of the practical benefits of scientific research (David and Wright 1997, p. 227).     

The economic literature concerning exploration and extraction is substantial, with Cairns 

(1990) and Krautkraemer (1998) providing comprehensive reviews of most major theory 

contributions and relevant issues.  More recent contributions, such as Cairns (1998), have 

had a tendency to focus on technical highly theoretical elements of the exploration problem.  

Here, the intention is not to provide a discussion of this literature, but simply to highlight 

several key issues relevant to the EIS program and note some of the seminal contributions 

to the literature.   

2.3.1 Exploration activity as research and development  

Exploration activity can be characterised as a research and development activity, and there 

are many studies that have shown the return to government investment in research and 

development expenditure is very high.  Recent critical reviews of past work on the return to 

research and development, for example Salter and Martin (2001), and Hurley et al. (2014), 

suggest that the government return to research and development is still high (internal rate of 

return of around 10%), but not as high as reported in many early studies.   

More generally, the return to research and development literature provides a strong 

evidence base that demonstrates the financial return to government from investment in 

research and development is high.  If exploration activity is characterised as investment in 

research and development there is a strong case for government investment in exploration. 

2.3.2 Exploration activity externalities 

The research and development analogy for exploration activity is appropriate, but the issues 

at stake are not exactly the same, and there are two externality issues that need to be 

addressed.  The first externality issue is due to the exhaustibility of resources.  The easiest 

mineral deposits to find are those that are closest to the surface.  As each near surface 

deposit is found, the chance of finding another near surface deposit falls.  This means that 

the average drilling cost associated with finding each successive deposit increases: deposits 

will be increasingly found at greater depth, hence greater drilling cost.  As, following each 

discovery, average drilling cost per discovery rises for the industry as a whole, and not just 

the individual firm, there is a wedge between the social cost of discovery and the private 

cost of discovery.  This cost wedge in turn means that an unregulated market does not 

deliver the optimal level of exploration activity.  That the average depth of deposit 

discoveries in the Western world has been increasing over time is clear evidence the issue 

is real (Schodde 2014b).  Regulatory practice is suggested as an effective means of 

addressing this externality issue (Stiglitz 1975, p. 87).  

The second externality issue is the information externality.  The success or failure of a 

drilling campaign provides important information about the success or failure of other drilling 

campaigns in similar regions; where similarity could be defined in terms of geographic 

distance or mineralisation.  This in turn means there is an incentive to wait and not explore 

until someone else first undertakes a drilling campaign.  There have been a number of 

complex model extensions to the formal exposition of the problem set out in Stiglitz (1975), 

but the Stiglitz model contains all the essential elements required to gain insights into the 

public policy implications of the information externality.  Specifically, Stiglitz shows that 
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because there are benefits from drilling that accrue to parties external to the individual 

private firm undertaking the drilling campaign, the socially optimum distance between drill 

holes is less than the competitive equilibrium solution.  To resolve this problem Stiglitz 

(1975, p. 94) argues for a system of government subsidies/ tax incentives for greenfield 

drilling far from other drill holes; and a drilling tax for drilling very close to existing drilling 

activity. 

Additionally, from a society point of view, the difference between the social discount rate and 

the private sector discount rate can result in what would be socially valuable projects not 

being developed.  To understand the issue consider the following simplified example.  A 

resource discovery is made of 100 units, where the resource rent per unit of resource is $10, 

the resource will not be extracted for eight years, extraction will take place evenly over 5 

years, and the resource rent is constant.  If a discount rate of 5 percent is selected as the 

social discount rate the net present value of the wealth created by the discovery is $615.  If, 

however, a discount rate of 15 percent is used to reflect the nature of risky private sector 

investment, the net present value of the wealth created by the discovery is only $252.  For a 

resource that was not developed for 20 years the respective social and private values would 

be $342 and $42.  In effect this means that there will be a range of projects where the social 

benefit is greater than development cost that do not proceed.   

Taxation also truncates to the upside profits available to exploration, which in turn creates a 

wedge between the social value of exploration activity and the value to the private sector.   

There is also the option value view of exploration activity.  This says that we expect 

technology to lower exploration costs in the future, which in turn raises the option value of 

delaying exploration today so that the opportunity to explore is available in the future.  

In summary, the situation can be described as one where circumstances create a 

substantial difference between the social value of exploration activity and the private 

valuation of such activity.  This in turn leads to a situation of underinvestment in exploration.   

Given there is a divergence between the private and social value of discoveries, a relevant 

question to consider is the appropriate government response. 

While Stiglitz developed a theoretical model to investigate what type of public policy 

response could be used to address the information exploration externality, Peterson (1975) 

provides case study evidence to show that the externality issue is real and concludes with a 

series of public policy recommendations that remain relevant today: 

 direct government provision of geophysical studies, or subsidies to the private sector to 

undertake these studies 

 provide tax incentives for greenfield exploration 

 use large tenement areas. 

Subsequent work, for example Dodds and Bishop (1983) has explored innovative ways of 

implementing a pure market based approach but have still found that such an approach is 

unlikely to be the best approach.     

It is also notable that the Australia’s leading government agency for economic public policy, 

the Productivity Commission, agrees there are market failure issues in the provision of pre-

competitive information for exploration and has concluded that, overall, Australia is well 

served by our national and state based geoscience providers (Productivity Commission 

2013). 
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2.4 Summary and key findings 

2.4.1 Summary 

Economic prosperity in Western Australia depends on a successful mining industry.  In 

broad terms, the geology in Western Australia is favourable for further exploration.  The 

policy setting in the state -- which is at least as important as geological factors in ensuring a 

vibrant mining sector -- is seen in a very positive light by industry.  Overall, this suggests 

that: (i) industry sees the current government policy for mining in Western Australia as 

appropriate, and (ii) Western Australia is an attractive location for further exploration 

investment.   

Exploration discovery rates in Australia over the past decade have been such that for every 

million metres drilled there were, on average, 1.9 moderate discoveries, 0.4 large 

discoveries, and 0.05 giant discoveries.  Due to the geology, policy settings, and the 

infrastructure base in Western Australia, these average rates understate the expected 

discovery rate and quantum of minerals expected to be discovered in Western Australia 

following exploration activity. 

On average, global information shows that exploration expenditure leads to the creation of 

new wealth.  In the Australian context analysis of the performance of junior mining 

companies confirmed this result.  Specifically, analysis of a representative sample of 100 

ASX listed junior mining companies indicated that over a ten year period every $1 invested 

in exploration companies generated a return of $1.60 in value.  The average return was 

however highly skewed, with two of the 100 sample companies growing in value by at least 

a factor of 33.   

Overall it is clear that:  

 exploration activity leads to new discoveries, and due to geology and institutional factors 

exploration in Western Australia is likely to be especially prospective  

 a proportion of exploration companies transition from exploration to production, and a 

small proportion of companies increase in value significantly 

 the net value created through discoveries is substantially greater than exploration 

expenditure. 

The economic history literature has specifically acknowledged the positive contribution of 

the government geological survey function to economic wealth creation.  In the modern 

economics literature the theory of exploration, and the role of externalities in exploration 

have been studied extensively.  The economic theory literature finds that there is a role for 

government to play in the exploration sector.  The key roles of government are found to be 

the provision of pre-competitive geoscience information, encouragement of greenfield 

exploration, and discouraging additional drilling near existing finds.  The validity of these 

solutions has continually been probed, and recent reviews of the state of play in the 

exploration sector find nothing to challenge the long established findings.   

Figure 6 provides an overall flow chart that identifies those stages in the process of 

supporting the mining sector where there is a role for government.    
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Figure 6 Flow diagram of greenfield mine development process  

 

Source: Adapted from Hogan (2003) 
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3 EIS expenditure benefits 

There are several reasons to think that the Exploration Incentive Scheme would result in a 

strong private sector exploration response.  First, the new pre-competitive geoscience 

information provided through airborne surveys conducted by GSWA, and funded through the 

EIS, opened up, for the first time, significant new areas of the state for exploration.  The 

release of this new pre-competitive geoscience information is non-rival in consumption.  This 

means that each new data release can, and did, stimulate new exploration activity at many 

firms.  Second, receipt of co-funding for drilling can be seen as a quality marker that allows 

firms to raise additional private sector funds for new exploration.  Third, institutions in 

Western Australia are very supportive of exploration and mine development.  Fourth, the 

geology in Western Australia is very prospective for mineral exploration.   

If the EIS stimulates additional exploration spending this additional spending can create 

additional benefits for Western Australia.  In this chapter we explain the approach used to 

estimate what we are referring to as the Stage 1 benefits of the EIS.  There are several 

elements to deriving these benefits.   

First, the EIS involves switching expenditure from general consumption activity to 

exploration activity.  If the economic multiplier associated with exploration activity is greater 

than the multiplier associated with general private sector consumption, then this reallocation 

of spending will result in a net economic gain.   

Second, the EIS can stimulate additional private sector exploration activity.  If the funding for 

this additional exploration activity is sourced from within Western Australia the marginal 

difference between the economic impact of general consumption spending and exploration 

spending represents a net gain to economic activity in Western Australia.  If the funding for 

additional exploration activity is sourced from outside Western Australia, the full value of this 

induced spending represents a net gain to economic activity in Western Australia.   

This chapter sets out the approach used to estimate the private sector exploration response 

to the EIS, explains how the various industry sector multipliers are estimated, and calculates 

the net benefits to the state.   

3.1 Modelling approach for induced exploration 

From the available literature, the most flexible models used to estimate the relationship 

between government incentive programs to encourage exploration and the private sector 

exploration response appear to be Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ADL) models and Error 

Correction Mechanism (ECM) models .  Both modelling approaches require time series data 

and can estimate both short-run and long run relationships.  As it is possible to take an ADL 

model and write it as an ECM model and vice versa, here the focus is on the ADL 

representation of the model representation.   

ADL models were originally developed in the 1960s, and interest in ADL type models was 

revived in the 1990s as techniques emerged to estimate long run relationships with non-

stationary time series data.  The ADL model can be difficult to interpret, so it is worth 

explaining the approach as a combination of two underlying sub-models that have a more 

natural interpretation.  Here the sub-models are explained informally, but a formal 

explanation is also provided in an appendix.  The explanation presented here uses the 
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response to market conditions (prices) to motivate the discussion, but the formal exposition 

of the model presented in the appendix derives key results for the case of the EIS multiplier.  

3.1.1 Partial adjustment model 

The first sub-model to consider is the partial adjustment model, and in the context of 

exploration activity the model can be understood as follows.   

Consider a firm engaged in exploration.  When commodity prices change it is unlikely the 

firm will respond immediately; rather, it is more likely the firm will wait to see if the price 

change looks like a permanent price change or transitory price change.  However, even if a 

firm wanted to adjust immediately, it is unlikely the firm would be able to.  For example, it 

takes time to research the most prospective sites.  It takes time to obtain management and 

board level approval for a specific exploration program.  It takes time to source the 

equipment needed for a drilling program and then get the equipment on site, etc.   

The aggregate effect of these practical frictions to business operations is that in response to 

a mineral price increase in the current time period there will be only a partial adjustment in 

exploration activity towards the intended ultimate target level of activity in the current time 

period.  With this characterisation of the market there is then a very real problem in 

assessing the impact of price and government policy changes.  What is required for policy 

evaluation is a measure of the long-run exploration expenditure response; what is observed 

every period is the short-run exploration expenditure response.  As explained in the 

appendix, the partial adjustment framework provides a mechanism that makes it possible to 

retrieve the long-run effect based on actual data observations.  

3.1.2 Distributed lag model 

The second sub-model to consider is the distributed lag model.  The distributed lag model 

says that there can be a delay in responses to a change in the operating environment today.  

In the context of exploration activity and price changes, the model says what happen today, 

in terms of price changes, matters, but because we have a slow moving process, what 

happened in the past also matters for what happens today.  The motivation is similar to that 

outlined for the partial adjustment model.  If there is a commodity price increase in 2012, 

then that increase is important for what happens in 2012, but the increase is also important 

for what happens in 2013, and subsequent years.   

To see why this is the case, consider an example where commodity prices increase 

substantially in 2012.  In the immediate period the price increase might encourage some 

existing exploration companies to increase or extend their current exploration programs, so 

there is an exploration expenditure response in 2012 from a commodity price increase in 

2012.  The increase may, however, also encourage someone to start a new exploration 

company, where the company only becomes operational in 2013.  The price change in 2012 

therefore has a modest immediate period effect on exploration expenditure, and a second 

additional effect on exploration expenditure in 2013, and potentially 2014.  As with the 

partial adjustment model, the distributed lag model allows the long-run effect to be derived 

from observable data.  The specific process for achieving this is described in the appendix.  

3.1.3 The autoregressive distributed lag model 

With an understanding of the relevant sub-models, and the motivation for the way these 

models are estimated, it become possible to consider the ADL model.  The ADL model is 

very flexible and incorporates both the partial adjustment model and the distributed lag 

model within the one overarching framework.  The specific way the partial adjustment model 

and the distributed lag model are combined into an ADL model is described in the appendix.  
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3.1.4 Technical issues  

Non-stationary data 

Non-stationary data is a situation where the mean value of the data series varies through 

time. The issue can result in what is known as the spurious regression problem.  Note, 

however, that the traditional ADL model is still valid for trend stationary data, and the 

modelling approach has been shown to generate consistent estimates of long-run effects 

with a mix of I(1) and I(0) regressors (Pesaran and Shin 1999).  The method does however 

require that no regressor is I(2). 

For all data series, there is no evidence any regressor is I(2).  The models estimated meet 

the remaining technical requirements for estimation as outlined by Pesaran and Shin (1999), 

and for the models considered there is no evidence that the error process violates the 

classical model assumption.    

Note, however, that we still proceed with caution and allow for a trend term in the model.  

Specifically, in this case a quadratic trend term was found to be appropriate.  The cost of 

this approach is in terms of estimate precision.  The introduction of a trend term necessarily 

introduces additional multicolinearity into the model such that standard errors are inflated.  

However, the failure to include a trend term will result in an incorrect estimate of the EIS 

effect. 

Multicolinearity 

Although use of a trend term causes multicolinearity problems, it is the use of lags in models 

that generally introduces the greatest multicolinearity problems.  The extent of the issue can 

be investigated by calculating what are called variance inflation factors (VIF).  In this 

instance, based on the VIF measure, multicolinarity is found to be a problem for the 

statistical model.  In terms of interpreting model outputs, this problem means that traditional 

t-statistics, which are used for testing the significance of individual variables are overly 

conservative.  The problem is most acute when trying to determine short run impacts.   

One approach to dealing with this problem is to impose structure on the model to ensure the 

short run impacts behave in a manner consistent with theory.  However, from a policy 

perspective it is the long run response that is important not the short run effect.  Given there 

are now delta method implementations available to derive standard errors for long run 

impacts, in this instance our preferred approach is to not impose structure on the short run 

impacts but to just focus on estimating the long run impact and the associated standard 

error for the long run impact.       

3.2 Empirical model 

In section 3.1 a very simplified specification was used to illustrate the model structure: the 

only variable considered in the discussion was price.  The actual model estimated considers 

a full range of relevant factors.  These factors are explained below.  

3.2.1 Model design 

The factors considered in the empirical model are: 

 market structure 

 private sector exploration spending 

 commodity prices 

 underlying data trends 
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 Exploration Incentive Scheme expenditure  

 geoscience expenditure 

 discovery impacts. 

This is a more comprehensive list of factors than considered in the models reviewed in 

section 7.2, but by considering these factors we mitigate against the possibility of finding a 

spurious relationship between variables.  The Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) measure is 

used to select between different models where the dependent variable is the same.  For 

models where the dependent variable is not the same, it is difficult to settle on a clear 

selection criteria.  Here the approach is to select the model with the easiest interpretation as 

the preferred model, but present the results from alternative functional form specifications to 

show that functional form changes do not have a material impact on the estimated 

relationships.  

Market structure 

In the model we allow for a dynamic structure where responses are not immediate but there 

is business friction such that it takes time for a full response to changes in market conditions 

to be realised.  This is achieved by allowing for lags of both the explanatory variables and 

the dependent variable in the model.  We focus on long run effects, which in this instance 

means the cumulative effect after three years.  For policy discussions it is the long run 

impact that is the appropriate measure.    

Private sector exploration spending 

The dependent variable in the model is private sector exploration spending.  The data used 

is the publicly available ABS exploration data for Western Australia. 

Market conditions and commodity prices 

We include in the model prices and lagged prices for iron ore, copper, gold, and nickel.  

Specifically, we include the current price and one year lagged Australian dollar prices so that 

we allow for a dynamic adjustment process to changes in market conditions.  For 

consistency, both the price series and exchange rate values have been sourced from the 

London Metal Exchange.  

Underlying data trends 

To mitigate against spurious regression we include a trend term.  Selection between a linear 

trend and a quadratic trend was based on empirical criteria, and this indicated a quadratic 

time trend was appropriate.   

Expenditure type 

As the review is of the EIS program, the EIS specific expenditure has been separated from 

general geoscience program expenditure.  This financial information has been provided by 

the Department of Mines and Petroleum.  

When considering the lag structure, convention is to include all lags up the final lag.  For 

example, let 𝐸𝑡 denoted EIS expenditure at time t, and assume that it was thought 

appropriate to include EIS expenditure at time t-2 in the model.  If 𝐸𝑡−2, is considered in the 

model, 𝐸𝑡−1, and 𝐸𝑡 are also included in the model.  For co-funded drilling the traditional 

approach of including all lags seems appropriate.  In the case of more general geoscience 

work, initially it was not clear that the traditional approach was appropriate.  However, 
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discussions with industry suggest that when undertaking activities such as large scale 

regional airborne surveys, the firms undertaking this work will actively market their services 

at the time of the survey to induce exploration firms with tenements in the area to 

commission more granular work over their tenement areas.  So, while investment in 

geoscience is generally an investment in a long term research and development service, 

this activity also has the ability to stimulate additional exploration activity in the current 

period.  This suggests that for both types of EIS expenditure, all lags up to the final lag 

should be included in the model.  For completeness we also empirically test alternative 

model assumptions. 

Discovery impacts 

Independent of market conditions, discoveries will trigger an increase in exploration activity.  

We control for this effect through the use of the SNL discoveries database and include 

discoveries as an explanatory variable.  We count as a discovery all new discoveries in the 

SNL database, and any increase in the resource if there has been no change in the 

resource for at least five years.  This is an important element in the model.  In the Canadian 

context the impact of exploration incentives reported in Khindanova (2012) is much lower 

(although still substantial) than that reported in Synergies (2009), where the key difference 

between the studies appears to be that Khindanova introduces a control for discoveries.   

3.2.2 Summary regression model results 

A summary of the key modelling results is presented in Table 8.  For all models except 

Model 2 the estimated effect is statistically significant at the 95 percent confidence level.  

For Model 2 the effect is statistically significant at the 90 percent confidence level.  The 

model preferred on: (i) theory grounds; (ii) empirical model selection criteria; and (iii) ease of 

interpretation is highlighted in bold. 

Table 8 Summary modelling results 

No. Prices (periods) 
Exploration (period 

and transformation) 
Trend 

Existing budget 

(period)  
EIS (period) EIS impact 

Std 

error 
AIC 

1 current, one lag levels, one period lag quadratic current, one lag current, one lag 105 38.7 289 

2 current, one lag log, one period lag quadratic current, one lag current, one lag 0.099 0.055 -28 

3 current, one lag levels, one period lag quadratic two lags two lags 138 31.7 255 

4 current, one lag log, one period lag quadratic two lags two lags 0.148 0.041 -56 

5 current, one lag levels, one period lag quadratic current, two lags current, two lags 178 61.5 250 

6 current, one lag log, one period lag quadratic current, two lags current, two lags 0.166 0.060 -54 

7 current, one lag Levels quadratic current, two lags current, two lags 96.0 25.1 271 

8 current, one lag Log quadratic current, two lags current, two lags 0.113 0.041 -36 

Note: All models have been estimated using the open source software platform R.  Data and estimation 
code are available on request.  For the AIC, lower values are preferred.  Note, however, that AIC values 
are not comparable across models where there is a transformation of the dependent variable.  

Source: ACIL Allen 

As mentioned earlier, although the estimate of the EIS impact is statistically significant, there 

is substantial uncertainty surrounding the long run impact of the program on exploration 

spending.  One way of illustrating the extent of the uncertainty is to show the 95 percent 

confidence interval for the estimated long run impact from each version of the model.  For 

the models that have been estimated with a log transformation of the dependent variable, 

the conversion back to dollar value equivalents has been performed using the mean level of 

exploration spending during the period of the EIS program and the suggested correction of 

Kennedy (1981).  These uncertainty bands are shown in Figure 7.   
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When estimates are relatively precise it makes sense to use the point estimate as the best 

guess value.  When there is significant uncertainty surrounding an estimate there is a risk 

that such an approach may lead to an overestimate of the impact.  To mitigate against such 

a possibility, here our approach is to use the 95 percent confidence interval lower bound 

from the preferred model (shown as the purple line in Figure 7).  Using this approach the 

estimated long run effect of $1M of EIS spending is an increase in exploration expenditure 

of $19.8M.    

Figure 7 Long run EIS impact on private sector exploration spending 

 

Source: ACIL Allen 

This finding is consistent with the results for the evaluation of the PACE program reported in 

Economic Consulting Services (2014), and substantially less than the result report in ACIL 

Tasman (2010).  In terms of the results reviewed in Duke (2010), the result is towards the 

top end of the range of observed values.  Although, as some of the schemes evaluated in 

Duke were general tax credit schemes and the EIS has been a much more focused 

program, at a minimum it should be expected that the EIS response would be above the 

average response for the studies reviewed in Duke.  

A relatively strong response to the government program is also consistent with industry 

observations that Western Australia is a highly prospective location for exploration, and also 

a location with excellent institutions that support the mining sector.   

A final caveat to the result is that, as with all regression modelling exercises, the relationship 

estimated holds only for the sample data period.   

3.3 Direct impact 

The above discussion makes the case that the EIS stimulated additional private sector 

exploration spending.  This change in the allocation of spending can stimulate economic 

activity. 

The EIS is funded from royalties that are collected from operating mines1  So, the EIS 

transfers a fraction of the (pre-tax) revenue of operating mines to resource exploration.  

                                                      

1 http://www.dmp.wa.gov.au/7743.aspx [available 21 December 2014] 
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Assuming this fraction of the total royalty payment does not render a mine unviable, the 

associated payments reduce the affected mines’ profitability, and thus, ultimately incomes.  

Based on this logic, the EIS replaces private consumption with resource exploration 

expenditure.  In this setting, the direct impact of the EIS can be estimated as the difference 

between the economic multiplier associated with private consumption and the multiplier 

associated with resource exploration, net of any deadweight loss due to the imposition of 

the royalty. 

Multipliers can be estimated by tracing an economic shock through an input-output table  

(Australian Bureau of Statistics, 2013).  An input-output table provides a summary of the 

transactions occurring within an economy.  Specifically, an input-output table shows, for a 

given industry, the industries it purchase from, and the industries to which it sells.  Box 1 

presents a simple example illustrating this approach. 

Box 1 Input-output table analysis 

 
The illustration depicts how an impact is traced through a simple economy with three industries 
(1, 2, and 3). The initial impact occurs in Industry 1 where an additional 100 units of value are 
added to its output.  In order to generate this additional output, Industry 1 requires additional 
inputs from Industry 2 and Industry 3. Therefore, Industry 2 and 3 increase their output as well. 
This in turn requires input from Industry 1 and 3, and Industry 1 and 2 respectively, which 
increase their output to satisfy this additional demand, and so on.  The impacts grow smaller with 
each iteration and ultimately converge to zero.   

Figure 8 Input-output trace through analysis summary 

 

 

Source:  Source: ACIL Allen Consulting 

Using the input-output analysis approach, ACIL Allen has estimated a multiplier of 2.01 for 

resource exploration activity and a multiplier of 1.90 for private consumption.  These findings 

align with those in a Reserve Bank of Australia discussion paper which quantifies the links 

from demand for Australia’s natural resources to activity in other domestic industries using 
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the structural relationships embedded in input-output tables.  Specifically, Rayner and 

Bishop (2013) use the 2008-09 version of the ABS input-output table and estimate the 

resource extraction sector multiplier to be 1.74 excluding imports, and 2.16 including 

imports.2  Rayner and Bishop assume imports contribute 13 percent to the output of the 

resource extraction sector and only 1.6 percent to the exploration and mining support 

services sub-industry, which is the relevant sub-category for a discussion of the exploration 

sector multiplier.  This in turn suggests an implied exploration sector multiplier slightly below 

2.16, which is consistent with the value estimated by ACIL Allen of 2.01. 

For the EIS this means that for every $1M spent by DMP on exploration, additional 

economic activity worth $1.01M, through flow-on effects is generated.  The same amount 

spent as private consumption would have generated flow on effects of $900,000.3  In other 

words, by redirecting funds, for every $1M the EIS directed away from private consumption 

spending the net gain in economic activity was $110,000.     

However, in any program evaluation the distortion created when the funds raised for the 

program must be considered as part of the program cost.  Raising funds for programs such 

as the EIS and geological surveys is no different (Hogan 2003, p. 40).  If we assume the 

deadweight loss associated with raising the funds was equal to 10 percent of the funds 

raised, then the deadweight loss effect completely offsets the gain identified above.    

In the long run, the EIS is, however, estimated to stimulate a further 19.8 dollars of 

exploration activity for each dollar of EIS spending.  It is reasonable to assume that these 

funds were redirected away from private consumption.  Applying the same multiplier values 

for exploration and private consumption, the redirection of spending away from private 

consumption to exploration activity generates an economic benefit equal to the induced 

exploration spending multiplied by the difference in the private sector consumption multiplier 

and the exploration sector multiplier.  So, for each $1M in EIS spending, the net gain can be 

calculated as $1M × 19.8 × (2.01 – 1.90) = $2.18M, and this value can be thought of as the 

net economic gain attributable to the reallocation of funds towards exploration activity. 

As this increase takes place over three years, discounting makes little difference to the 

result, but reduces the net benefit calculation to $2.06M.   

On an industry basis, professional, scientific and technical services benefit most from the 

flow on effects.  Manufacturing, in contrast, would be better off if the funds were spent on 

private consumption.  Figure 9 shows the break-down of the effect by industry. 

                                                      
2 The paper defines the resource extraction sector as an aggregation of the coal mining, oil & gas extraction, iron ore mining, 

non-ferrous metal ore mining, non-metallic mineral mining and quarrying, exploration and other mining support services, 
iron and steel manufacturing and basic non-ferrous metal manufacturing sub-industries. 

3 For estimating the consumption multiplier, the initial spend is allocated to the industries found in the input-output table using a 
typical (basket) of good(s) sold by each industry and the expenditure weights from the consumer price index (Australian 
Bureau of Statistics, 2011). 
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Figure 9 Relative impact by industry 

 

Source: ACIL Allen modelling based on ABS data  (Catalogue 5209.0.55.001: Australian National 
Accounts: Input-Output Tables, 2013) 

A final relevant question to consider is the source of the funds directed towards exploration.  

If the funds were entirely sourced within Western Australia, then the above analysis is an 

accurate reflection of the direct economic impact of redirecting expenditure away from 

private consumption to exploration.  If, however, funds are sourced from outside Western 

Australia, it is possible to classify these funds as a net gain for Western Australia.  This net 

gain to Western Australia is a transfer from other regions in Australia and overseas. 

The majority of funds sourced for exploration come from outside Western Australia, and so 

the net gain estimate of $2.06M for every $1M invested actually represents the lower bound 

of net benefits.  Assuming, conservatively, that half the funds for exploration are sourced 

from outside Western Australia, the net present value of the induced transfer of spending to 

Western Australia is $9.35M for every $1M spent as part of the EIS program.  

3.4 Summary and key findings 

3.4.1 Summary 

Using a transparent methodology, an estimate was obtained of the new private sector 

exploration spending stimulated by the EIS.  Although a statistically significant effect was 

found, there is considerable uncertainty regarding the true response value.  Inspired by the 

approach taken in the peer reviewed literature, eg Scott et al. (2002), we address this issue 

by taking the 95 percent lower bound confidence interval of our estimate.  This results in an 

estimate of private sector responsiveness consistent with what others have found 

(discussed in section 7.2).   

Multiplier values were then derived for private consumption expenditure and the exploration 

sector.  For funds sourced from within Western Australia, only the net difference between 
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these two values, not the full exploration sector multiplier, was used to calculate the net 

economic benefit from the program.  Further, the deadweight loss created by the 

government raising revenue for the EIS through royalty payments was subtracted from the 

benefit calculation.   

The effect of exploration funds raised outside of Western Australia was then considered.  If 

the interest of the program evaluation is the benefit to Western Australia, then this transfer 

can be counted as a net gain.   

3.4.2 Key findings  

For the sample period, we find that in the long run there was a strong private sector 

exploration response to the Exploration Incentive Scheme. 

Using conservative assumptions, for every $1M invested in the EIS, the net present value of 

the additional benefit delivered to the state was $10.3M. 
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4  Induced mineral extraction 

The previous chapter discussed the benefits of the EIS in terms of the reallocation of funds 

away from private consumption to exploration activity, and the transfer of investment funds 

from other jurisdictions to Western Australia.  In section 2.2 it was established that there is a 

direct relationship between exploration activity and the discovery of resources.  In this 

chapter Western Australian specific data is used to explore the expected value of induced 

exploration activity in terms of increased mineral discoveries that go on to be developed as 

successful mines.     

4.1 Methodology 

The benefits that are derived from the successful establishment of a mine we refer to as 

stage 2 benefits.  The stage 2 benefits are modelled as the result of a binary event.  Any co-

funded drilling campaign can lead to a commercial discovery (triggering a very high payoff) 

or not (a payoff of 0).  The probability of any given drilling campaign leading to a commercial 

discovery is low.  As the EIS was implemented only five years ago, it would not be 

appropriate to draw inferences based just on the actual drill results associated with the 

program.  The absence of a commercial discovery would not imply that the EIS has no stage 

2 benefits.  Conversely, if a major discovery was made in the last five years it would not 

necessarily mean that another major discovery should be expected in the next five years. 

In order to address this problem the assessment of the stage 2 benefits uses an expected 

value approach.  In such a framework the average outcome of an event is estimated rather 

than the result of a single draw.  For the binary outcome case, a risk neutral person will 

engage in an activity if there is a non-negative expected payoff.  For a risk averse person 

there will be some projects with a positive expected value that they reject. 

The development of a mineral resource can be understood as a process which requires 

positive exploration expenditure for a potentially large payoff.  The cost of exploration 

expenditure is certain; the potential payoff uncertain.  For an exploration program to be 

undertaken the expected payoff from the program (which could be far into the future) must 

be greater than the exploration cost. 

In the spirit of the model described above, Figure 10 illustrates the development of a 

resource.  A decision maker (black box) embarks on a drilling campaign if the expected 

payoff is positive.  This decision can be influenced by a policy measure such as the EIS 

(orange box) as it increases the probability of a find by providing better (geological) 

information and reduces the cost of the drilling campaign through co-funding.   

Once embarked upon, a drilling campaign leads to a significant find every x kilometres. 

Detailed analysis of the drilling results and potentially further drilling can turn a certain share 

of finds into a discovery.  Further research is required to assess the commercial potential of 

the discovery.  In this context the subset of discoveries which show commercial potential are 

referred to as deposits.  This means that the (ex-ante) probability of finding a deposit iMD  

can be expressed as:  

1 1( | ) ( | )M

iM SF iD D p Disc SF p R Disc    , (1) 
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where M  denotes the respective mineral and i  the size of the (representative) deposit; 

SFD  denotes the average distance to be drilled until a significant find is made; 

 |p Disc SF  denotes the conditional probability that this significant find turns out to be a 

discovery; and  |M

ip R Disc  denotes the conditional probability that the discovery shows 

commercial potential. 

Figure 10  Methodology flow 

 

 

In Western Australia the most common deposits are gold, nickel and iron.  Over the last 35 

years 96 percent of the discoveries with commercial potential were associated with one of 

these three minerals (see section 4.2 for details).  In light of this, and in order to keep the 

analysis tractable, the assessment of the stage 2 benefits is limited to gold, nickel, and iron 

ore.  As a practical matter, this approach means that we capture slightly less than all the 

expected benefits.  This in turn can be viewed as a conservative approach to estimating 

program benefits. 

For each mineral three representative deposits, which are defined by reserve size, grade, 

and production tonnage are considered.  For each case a financial model has been 

developed to estimate the present value of the mine’s revenue (PV).4   

                                                      
4 Although the financial models developed are relatively simple, in reality models with a more detailed decomposition of costs 

add little extra insight as essentially such models just further split out fixed and variable costs into their component parts 
before subsequently re-aggregating these costs for the return calculations.   
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In this setting the expected value of the exploration program -- denoted  E Exp  -- for an 

exploration campaign drilling D  metres is the sum of the nine PVs weighted by the average 

drilled distance required to discover the associated deposit .iM   Formally, this relationship 

can be written as: 
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E Exp PV D D D C

 

 
     
 
 . (2) 

The first part of the expression represents the expected payoff to the campaign, which is 

calculated as the expected payoff per metre drilled (term inside the brackets) multiplied by 

distance drilled  D  of the assessed exploration program.  The second part of the 

expression represents the expected cost; again with D  denoting the distance to be drilled 

in the exploration campaign and 'C  denoting the all-inclusive per unit (metre) drilling cost 

to the decision maker.  A rational decision maker will only conduct a drilling campaign with 

an expected payoff larger than zero.  Co-funding drilling and/ or better geoscience 

information can reduce the cost of the drilling campaign and thus increase its expected 

value.   

The following three sections derive and discuss the parameters of equation (2), but the 

intuition of equation (2) has important implications for the results derived in section 3.3.  

Equation (2) says that if the expected payoff from exploration without any incentive is 

sufficiently low, even with an incentive program, the expected payoff could still be negative.  

That in turn implies that it is theoretically possible for an incentive program to result in no 

additional private sector response.  In reality, price movements for minerals are not perfectly 

correlated, and the characteristics of each drilling campaign vary so the zero response 

scenario is unlikely.  It is however likely that under a low price scenario the extent of private 

sector exploration stimulated by programs like the EIS would be much lower than the 

response found for the sample period of this study.   

4.2 Estimating the probability of a commercial 

discovery 

Essential inputs into the model, for each of the nine representative mines are the metres 

drilled for each significant find, and the metres drilled for each significant find that ultimately 

transitions into a discovery.  To obtain this information the SNL Metals & Mining database 

was used, and the specific steps in the process are explained below. 

Between 1 January 2012 and 19 November 2014 there were 40,187 mineral exploration 

holes drilled in Western Australia.  The combined distance drilled was four million metres 

and this drilling resulted in 3,500 significant intervals.  This means that in the past three 

years a significant interval was found every 1,140 metres.  

For the period 1980 to 2013, the SNL database reports the (annual) reserve and production 

history of 1,196 named mineral deposits in Western Australia.  This dataset can be used to 

estimate the number of new discoveries with commercial potential and the discovered 

quantity of the (primary) commodity.  The dataset shows that reserve sizes often increase 

over a number of years.  Since, by definition, stage 2 impacts are only triggered by new 

discoveries, the data set was filtered for initial discoveries.  In this context a new discovery is 

defined as an increase in the reported reserve if it has not increased in the previous five 

years.  The total discovered quantity was estimated by adding any subsequently discovered 

reserve to the initial discovery.   
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This methodology identified five new discoveries in 2012 and 2013.  In these two years 

2,841 significant intervals were found which means that about one in every 570 significant 

intervals led to a new discovery, or that on average, a discovery is made about every 

650,000 metres.  In total the analysis identified 314 new discoveries with an aggregate 

reserve of 26 billion tonnes.  Of these discoveries -- with an aggregate reserve of 25 billion 

tonnes -- 192 were gold discoveries, 53 were iron ore discoveries, and 39 were nickel 

discoveries.  The sizes of the discovered reserves vary significantly and not all discoveries 

show commercial potential.  

Representative mines were developed with reference to actual operations in Western 

Australia.  For example, the smallest currently operating Western Australian gold mines 

produce about two tonnes of gold per annum.  Assuming a minimum required mine life of 

five years, this means that at the average reserve grade of the analysed sample, which is 3 

g/t, the smallest reserve size with commercial potential is four million tonnes.  Medium gold 

mines such as Agnew or Sunrise Dam produce approximately seven tonnes of gold per 

annum.  Assuming a minimum life of 10 years for this type of mine, and an average reserve 

grade of 2.4 g/t, the minimum reserve size of a medium mine is 30 million tonnes.  Using 

similar logic it was possible to determine the attributes for all nine representative mines.  A 

summary of the key attributes for each mine is presented in Table 9, and in the final column 

of the table the number of economically viable mines in each category is identified.  In total, 

only 116 of the 314 new discoveries are economically viable new discoveries.     

Table 9 Stylised deposits: characteristics 

Deposit type Minimum life Reserve 

minimum/average 

Average grade Economic       

new discoveries 

 Years Million tonnes Units Count 

Gold small 5 4 / 9 3.0 g/t 53 

Gold medium 10 30 / 52 2.4 g/t 15 

Gold large 15 100 / 429 1.6 g/t 4 

Nickel small 5 2.5 / 8 1.7% 14 

Nickel medium 10 15 / 25 1.3% 3 

Nickel large 15 100 / 171 0.8% 3 

Iron ore small 5 100 / 312 49.1% 13 

Iron ore medium 10 800 / 951 46.4% 7 

Iron ore large 15 1,500 / 2,459 60.4% 4 

Source: ACIL Allen analysis of SNL Metals and Mining Database 

The number of metres required to be drilled in order to find one specific representative 

deposit iMD  can be calculated by applying the share of a specific type of deposit of the 

total new discoveries  |M

ip R Disc  to the average number of drilled metres required to 

make a new discovery.  The estimates obtained by working through this process are 

presented in Table 10.  As can be seen from the detail, the most common discovery during 

the sample period was the small gold mine category.   
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Table 10 Stylised deposits: required drilling 

Deposit type Economic new discoveries 𝑝(𝑅𝑖𝑀|𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑐) DiM 

 Count Percent Million metres 

Gold small 53 16.9 3.83 

Gold medium 15 4.8 13.56 

Gold large 4 1.3 50.86 

Nickel small 14 4.5 14.53 

Nickel medium 3 1.0 67.81 

Nickel large 3 1.0 67.84 

Iron ore small 13 4.1 15.65 

Iron ore medium 7 2.2 29.06 

Iron ore large 4 1.3 50.86 

Any 116 36.9 1.73 

Source: ACIL Allen analysis of SNL Metals and Mining Database 

Although the relationships shown in Table 10 suggest drilling rates greater than those 

reported in Schodde (2014b) the values used here are based on Western Australian specific 

data.  The definition of size is also different between the two studies and the large mine 

category in the Schodde (2014b) classification more closely matches what we define in this 

report as a medium mine.  The difference in the size classification is due to the focus on the 

Western Australian specific data, where very large discoveries are possible.       

4.3 Value of a deposit 

The value of a deposit is estimated using a simple model assessing the cash flows 

generated by a representative mine exploiting this deposit type.  A stylised mine is 

described by assumptions specifying its reserve, key production parameters, construction 

timing, and the relevant commodity price.  These assumptions are translated into a simple 

(monthly) cash flow model which calculates the NPV of each stylised mine based on its 

specific capital and operating expenditure, revenue from mineral sales, wage cost, and 

royalty payments.   

The model assumes a real discount rate of 12 percent for private enterprise revenues and 

costs, and a real discount rate of 4 percent for government revenues.  The assumed pay-roll 

tax rate is 5.5 percent, the royalty rate for gold and nickel is set at 2.5 percent, and the 

royalty rate for iron ore is set at 7.5 percent.  The impact of alternative assumptions are 

considered as part of the sensitivity analysis.  

Reserve 

The reserve is defined by the stylised deposits described above.  Specifically, the reserve is 

defined as the average reserve size and grade identified for the nine stylised deposits 

described in Table 9 above.  So, for example, the assumed reserve size for a small gold 

mine is 9M tonnes, at a reserve grade of 3.0g/t.    

Production assumptions 

The production assumptions for each of the representative mines are based on information 

in the Raw Materials Database for matching benchmark mines that have a similar reserve 

size.  The production assumptions specify operating expenditure, employment, annual 

production tonnage, and life of mine.  The labour cost information, which enters the model in 

terms of a per FTE value, is sourced from ABS catalogue 6302: Average weekly earnings 

Australia: table 17 average weekly cash earnings by industry.  The production assumptions 

are summarised in Table 11 below. 
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In the case of gold mines, both the small and medium mines are assumed to be 

underground mines, whereas the large gold mine is assumed to be an open cut gold project.  

For the nickel projects, both the small and medium mines are assumed to be sulphide nickel 

projects.  The large nickel mine is assumed to be a nickel laterite project.  The chemical 

process of separating the mineral from the rock is less complex for nickel sulphide mines 

and this is reflected in the operating expense assumptions.  The size, grade, and operating 

expenses for a medium nickel mine reflect the Nova-Bollinger project.  All iron ore mines are 

assumed to be hematite mines.   

Table 11 Stylised mine: production assumptions 

Mine type OPEX Employment Production Life 

 AUD / unit FTE / cost per FTE Million tonnes p a years 

Gold small $850 per oz 250 / $132,000 1.0 10 

Gold medium $1,000 per oz 500 / $132,000 5.0 10 

Gold large $1,120 per oz 750 / $132,000 30.0 15 

Nickel small $10,000 per t 100 / $132,000 0.5 15 

Nickel medium $8,000 per t 225 / $132,000 1.5 15 

Nickel large $18,000 per t 390 / $132,000 3.0 55 

Iron ore small $60 per t 200 / $132,000 10.0 30 

Iron ore medium $55 per t 450 / $132,000 30.0 30 

Iron ore large $46 per t 900 / $132,000 60.0 40 

Source: ACIL Allen analysis of SNL Metals and Mining Database 

Construction assumptions 

Construction assumptions use the same set of benchmark mines as the production 

assumptions, but the data is sourced from company reports, the Deloitte Access Investment 

Monitor, and confidential data held by ACIL Allen.  Construction assumptions specify capital 

expenditure, the time required from exploration campaign to mine construction, construction 

time, and production ramp up profile.  The assumptions are summarised in Table 12 below. 

Table 12 Stylised mine: timing assumptions 

Mine type CAPEX Time to 

construction start 

Construction time Ramp up time 

 AUD million Years Years Years 

Gold small 80 2 0.5 0.5 

Gold medium 800 5 1.5 0.5 

Gold large 3,500 10 2.5 1.0 

Nickel small 80 2 1.0 0.5 

Nickel medium 500 5 1.5 1.0 

Nickel large 2,000 10 4.0 2.0 

Iron ore small 500 5 1.5 1.5 

Iron ore medium 5,000 7 3.0 2.0 

Iron ore large 10,000 10 5.0 3.0 

Source: Company reports, Deloitte Access Investment Monitor and ACIL Allen intelligence 

The construction spend follows an inverted log-normal distribution with the mean at half the 

construction time (see Figure 11).  This function has proven to reliably describe the typical 

construction spend as it has a slow ramp up, a distinct peak, and a steep decline.  The 

analysis assumes a linear ramp up.   
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Figure 11 Construction spend assumptions 

 

Source: ACIL Allen modelling 

Commodity prices 

The three modelled price scenarios are summarised in Table 13.  The price scenarios were 

provided by the Department of Mines and Petroleum.  Here we focus on the results for the 

mid price scenario, with a discussion of the high and low price scenarios considered as part 

of the sensitivity analysis.  

Table 13 Price scenario assumptions 

Commodity Nickel Gold Iron Ore (@62%) 

 AUD per tonne AUD per oz AUD per tonne 

Low 15,000 1,200 65 

Mid 20,000 1,400 95 

High 35,000 1,600 125 

Source: Department of Mines and Petroleum 

Decision rule 

A key decision rule applied in the modelling process is that if a representative mine shows a 

negative NPV for a certain price scenario it is assumed the mine does not go ahead, and the 

mine is therefore excluded from any further analysis.  For example, under the mid price 

scenario, and given the assumptions about the nature of each mine, we find that the 

expected value of the representative large gold mine, large nickel mine, and medium iron 

ore mine are such that they do not provide a commercial rate of return.    

4.4 Summary and key findings  

The EIS stimulated additional private sector exploration.  In this chapter an expected value 

framework has been used to estimate the value of this additional exploration spending on 

future mine development.  The modelling found that on an expected value basis, the 

stimulated exploration activity will lead to the discovery of additional resources that can be 

developed into commercial mines.  In order to quantify the value creation attributable to the 
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EIS, a metric was developed which expresses the value of a mine per metre required to be 

drilled for discovering the associated deposit. 

Value of stylised mines 

The value of the future mines was estimated by analysing the cash flows associated with the 

commercialisation of nine representative deposits.  Stylised mines were described by 

assumptions specifying their reserve, key production parameters, construction cost, and the 

relevant commodity price.  Table 14 summarises the key parameters. 

Table 14 Stylised mine: Wealth created 

Mine type CAPEX Production Life PV of revenue PV of CAPEX PV OPEX NPV 

 AUD million Million tonnes p a Years AUD million AUD million AUD million AUD million 

Gold small 80 1.0 10 594 52 360 181 

Gold medium 800 5.0 10 1,550 394 1,107 49 

Gold large 3,500 30.0 15 3,492 894 2,801 not viable 

Nickel small 80 0.5 15 738 58 369 312 

Nickel medium 500 1.5 15 1,163 246 465 451 

Nickel large 2,000 3.0 55 640 468 576 not viable 

Iron ore small 500 10.0 30 2,577 246 2,053 277 

Iron ore medium 5,000 30.0 30 4,662 1,775 3,609 not viable 

Iron ore large 10,000 60.0 40 6,440 2,206 3,202 1,032 

Source: ACIL Allen analysis of SNL Metals and Mining Database 

In addition to the wealth created from each stylised mine, the metres required to be drilled 

for discovering each representative deposit was also estimated.  The expected value of 

exploration attributable to the EIS is estimated by applying the probability of discovering a 

(viable) deposit to the present value of its revenue.  

Expected value of exploration 

The expected value of a drilling campaign was defined as the sum of the nine NPVs 

weighted by the average drilled distance required to discover the associated deposit less the 

cost of the drilling campaign: 
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The total distance drilled triggered by the EIS  D  can be estimated using the regression 

analysis results presented in section 3.2.  Specifically, the regression analysis found a long 

term multiplier of 19.8 for the EIS, which means that an annual payment of $1M triggers total 

exploration expenditure of $19.8M, which is spread over three years.  ACIL Allen analysis of 

ABS catalogue 8412 found the three year average cost of drilling per metre for a new 

deposit (i.e. C’) to be $382 per metre.  This means that drilling expenditure of $19.8M 

translates to approximately 51,700 drilled metres.  

The expected present value of the wealth created through a representative drilling campaign 

stimulated by $1M of EIS spending, less the cost of the drilling program, is $6.6M.  This 

figure represents the value of the campaign to the decision maker, net of all costs and 

taxes.  In the following chapter this value is decomposed into a range of private sector and 

government components in order to estimate the campaign’s economic impact.     
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5 Benefits to Western Australia 

This chapter combines the findings of chapters 3 and 4 in order to quantify the benefits to 

Western Australia triggered by the EIS.  The first section outlines the approach to deriving 

the benefits and presents the results.  The second section presents sensitivity testing 

results. 

5.1 Benefit summary 

The net present value of the total expected financial benefits generated by the exploration 

activity stimulated by $1M in EIS spending is $23.7M. 

The expected benefits to Western Australia comprise: 

 the direct financial and employment impact of the new exploration activity stimulated by 

the EIS 

 the (expected) impact of new mine developments consisting of: 

 the financial and employment impact of the mine construction phase 

 the net wealth created through mining, which is represented by the net present value 

of the new mines net of all costs; and the associated employment benefit 

 the additional government revenue generated by royalty and pay-roll tax payments. 

The underlying assumptions and resulting benefits, by component, are described in Table 

15.  Because the modelled expenditure is $1M, the final column in Table 15 can be 

interpreted as a benefit cost ratio.  As can be seen by reading down the table, the single 

biggest impact channel is the direct extra exploration activity stimulated by the program.    

A key element in Table 15 is the distinction between funds sourced from within Western 

Australia and funds sourced external to Western Australia.  Consider the first row of Table 

15.  For the present value of total induced drilling expenditure of $18.6M, the calculation 

assumes that 50 percent of the funds are external to Western Australia.  For drilling 

expenditure and construction expenditure this assumption increases the benefit calculation.  

However, for the wealth created for Western Australians, the assumption works in the 

opposite direction: if 50 percent of the funds for exploration and construction are sourced 

from outside Western Australia, 50 percent of the net private sector wealth created with 

each new mine is then assumed to flow back to the providers of the initial funds.   

If it was assumed that 100 percent of the funds for new exploration were sourced from within 

Western Australia, and that as such, 100 percent of the private sector wealth generated 

from new mines also went to Western Australians, the overall benefit cost ratio would fall 

from 23.7 to 21.1 
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Table 15 Net present value of benefits to Western Australia  

 

WA 

share 

State 

impact 

Expenditure of 

modelled 

campaign 

Benefits of 

modelled 

campaign 

Unit Share Multiplier Million Million 

Drilling expenditure 50% 0.11 $18.6 $10.3 

Construction expenditure 50% 0.43 $5.4 $3.9 

Wealth created 50% 0.10 $6.6 $3.3 

Royalties (net of EIS) 100% 1.00 $5.8 $5.8 

Pay-roll tax 100% 1.00 $0.4 $0.4 

Total   $36.8 $23.7 

Source: ACIL Allen modelling 

Each element of the return identified in Table 15 is explained in further detail below.  

5.1.1 Drilling expenditure benefits 

As discussed in section 3.3, the EIS transfers a fraction of the (pre-tax) revenue of operating 

mines to resource exploration and thus ultimately replaces private consumption with 

resource exploration expenditure.  In this setting, the direct impact of the EIS can be 

estimated as the difference between the economic multiplier associated with private 

consumption and the multiplier associated with resource exploration, net of any deadweight 

loss due to the imposition of the royalty.  Section 3.3 found a difference of 0.11 between the 

minerals exploration and the consumption multiplier.  For funds sourced external to Western 

Australia these funds represent a net economic stimulus to the Western Australian 

economy.  Using a discount rate of 12 percent the total benefit is estimated to be $10.3M.  

In addition to monetary effects, the EIS generates employment.  Analysis of the input-output 

table revealed that approximately 25 percent of total exploration expenditure is employee 

compensation (see section 3.3).  This means that of the undiscounted $19.8M spent under 

the modelled drilling campaign $4.95M is paid to employees.  This spending takes place 

over three years. 

According to the ABS (catalogue 6302: Average weekly earnings Australia: table 17 average 

weekly cash earnings by industry) average full time ordinary time earnings in the mining 

industry in May 2014 were $2,552 per week or about $132,000 per annum.  Assuming that 

the wages in the mineral exploration sector align with this industry average, compensation of 

employees of $1.7M per annum ($4.95 million / 3 years) translates to 12.5 full time 

equivalent (FTE) positions.   

This means that every $1M spent under the EIS generates 12.5 FTE positions in minerals 

exploration for three years. 

5.1.2 Construction phase benefits 

A similar logic applies to the impact of the construction phase.  The capital expenditure of a 

mining development is funded by a mix of internally raised equity and debt.  As raising 

equity reduces company profits, and the debt funding of one party requires the investment 

(savings) of another party, both courses of action ultimately replace consumption with 

construction expenditure.  For the share of locally sourced funds, the impact of the EIS can 

therefore be approximated as the difference between the construction sector multiplier and 

the general consumption multiplier developed in section 3.3.5  The ACIL Allen estimate of 

                                                      
5 The difference of the two multipliers is likely to be the lower bound of the construction impact as it assumes that no additional 

funds enter the state economy, i.e. only WA residents fund the construction cost. 
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the economic multiplier of the construction industry is 2.33, so the multiplier difference is 

0.43.  For the externally sourced funds the impact is the present value of the construction 

value. 

For $1M of EIS payments, the present value of the expected construction expenditure is 

$5.4M.  Applying the multipliers derived above, this translates to a state benefit of $3.9M.  

The expected undiscounted construction expenditure associated with $1M of EIS payments 

is $14.7M, which is spent over a 17 month period.  Analysis of the input-output table found 

that approximately 20 percent of total construction expenditure is employee compensation.  

This means that $2.9M is paid to employees per annum, for 17 months, or $2.1M per 

annum. 

According to ABS data (catalogue 6302: Average weekly earnings Australia: table 17 

average weekly cash earnings by industry) average full time ordinary time earnings in the 

construction industry in May 2014 were $1,465 per week or about $76,000 per annum.  So, 

for the construction industry, employee compensation of $2.1M per annum translates to 27.6 

full time equivalent (FTE) positions.  This means that for every $1M spent under the EIS, 

27.6 FTE positions are created in the construction industry for 17 months. 

5.1.3 Private sector wealth 

Exploration activity is not an end product.  Individuals fund exploration activity because it 

can lead to the development of a successful mine that generates significant new wealth.  

Here, the wealth created by a new mine is calculated as the net present value of the mine.  

As future revenue is discounted with this approach it is a much more conservative approach 

than the resource rent valuation approach.  Additionally, and consistent with the treatment of 

exploration expenditure, only half the private sector value created is attributed to Western 

Australia.  Applying the same 12 percent discount rate, this benefit is estimated to be $3.3M. 

The representative mine operates for 12 years and 8 months.  Based on the employment 

assumptions presented in Table 11, $1M of EIS payments create 7.4 FTE positions.  This 

means that every $1M spent under the EIS generates 7.4 FTE positions in the mineral 

extraction industry that last for 12 years and 8 months. 

5.1.4 Government revenue 

The analysis assumes that (in the long term) the exploration triggered by the EIS induces 

additional mineral extraction which would not have happened without the EIS program.  

Therefore, all royalty and pay-roll tax payments (net of the initial incentive payment) made 

by the representative mines defined in chapter 4 are interpreted as financial benefits of the 

scheme.   

Royalty payments were estimated by applying the relevant rate (2.5 percent for gold and 

nickel, and 7.5 percent for iron ore) to the undiscounted revenue of the nine representative 

mines.  The net present value of the royalty payments was calculated by applying the 

assumed government discount rate of 4 percent to the resulting revenue flow and the net 

present value of expected royalty income for every $1M invested in the EIS is $5.8M. 

Pay-roll tax was only estimated for the production phase of the representative mine and for 

every $1M invested in the EIS the net present value of expected pay-roll tax income is 

$0.4M. 

5.2 Sensitivity testing  

The above results are based on the central value assumptions described in chapter 4. 
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The two assumptions that have the greatest impact on the results are the price assumption 

and the discount rate assumption.  The impact of variation in these two setting is explored 

below. 

5.2.1 Prices 

The nine representative mines were analysed under three price scenarios and Table 16 

shows the expected net present value for each mine type under each price scenario.  As 

can be seen, under the low price scenario, six of the nine representative mines are not 

viable.  Under the high price scenario all mines are viable.   

Table 16 Value of deposit by price scenario 

Mine type Mid price Low Price High price 

Net NPV $ million $ million $ million 

Gold small 181.4 96.5 266.2 

Gold medium 48.7 Not viable 270.0 

Gold large Not viable Not viable 295.3 

Nickel small 311.5 126.9 865.4 

Nickel medium 451.3 160.6 1,323.3 

Nickel large Not viable Not viable 76.3 

Iron ore small 277.5 Not viable 1,091.2 

Iron ore medium Not viable Not viable 751.6 

Iron ore large 1,032.1 Not viable 3,065.9 

Source: ACIL Allen modelling 

The low price scenario has significant implications when considering average values, as for 

a representative drilling campaign the probability of finding a deposit that is commercially 

viable is greatly reduced.  When we apply the same decision structure as outlined in chapter 

4, we find that the expected value of a representative drilling campaign is negative.  A 

summary of the findings for the mid, high and low price scenario are presented in Table 17.  

Table 17 Decision maker’s value of deposit by price scenario 

 Mid price Low Price High price 

 $ million $ million $ million 

Net value of deposits 27.1 8.9 44.1 

Incurred drilling cost 18.8 18.8 18.8 

E[Exp] 8.3 -9.9 25.3 

Source: ACIL Allen modelling 

The table demonstrates that the modelled exploration campaign would only be undertaken 

under the mid and high price scenario.  The decision maker can expect a return of $8.3M or 

44 percent under the mid price scenario and one of $25.3 or almost 135 percent under the 

high price scenario.   

For the low price scenario the expected value to the company is less than the cost of the 

drilling campaign, so no drilling campaign takes place.  This result is in part due to the model 

reflecting averages and expected values.  Under the low price scenario there are still a 

number of mine developments that would be viable, for example small gold mines, so we 

would expect that some drilling campaigns with above average prospects would still take 

place under the low price scenario.  Such prospects are typically brownfield prospects. 
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This analysis demonstrates that the modelled exploration campaign would only be 

undertaken under the mid and high price scenario.  This means that the benefit to Western 

Australia under the low price scenario is zero.  The scenario represents an outcome where 

prices are so low, for all commodities, simultaneously, that incentives do not stimulate new 

exploration activity.   

The result is a reminder that the modelling results hold for the sample period only.  At the 

initial stage of the modelling process the driving factor is a large private sector response to 

the EIS program.  Such a response is only possible if exploration companies are able to 

raise new funds for exploration.  If all commodity prices are seriously depressed, 

government incentives may not be enough to allow new funds for greenfield exploration to 

be raised.  Funds for prospects that are likely to have a below average drilling requirement, 

such as brownfield exploration, are, however, still likely to be funded.   

Returning to the specifics of the model structure, the specific logic of the model is that 

investors do not provide funds when the expected value of a project is negative.  Unless the 

EIS stimulates exploration activity that would not otherwise be undertaken there are no net 

benefits to the program. 

Table 18 Benefits to Western Australia by price scenario 

 Mid price Low Price High price 

Unit $ million $ million $ million 

Drilling expenditure $10.3 0 $10.3 

Construction expenditure $3.9 0 $5.8 

Wealth created $3.3 0 $11.3 

Royalties (net of EIS payment) $5.8 0 $10.3 

Pay-roll tax $0.4 0 $0.5 

Total $23.7 0 $38.3 

Source: ACIL Allen modelling 

The structure of the payoff to the state also changes under each price scenario, and 

because future values are discounted, the net present value calculations mask some of this 

variation.  Under the high price scenario it is larger projects that are developed, and these 

projects start later, but have a much longer life.  This effect is illustrated in Figure 12 and 

Figure 13 that show the different profile of benefits under the high and mid price scenarios.  

As can be seen, the main difference between the mid and the high price scenarios is that 

under the high price scenarios mines with very long lives (and hence substantial initial 

capital expenditure costs) are established.    
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Figure 12 Economic benefit per $1M (undiscounted) over time by scenario 

 

Source: ACIL Allen modelling 

 

Figure 13 Generated employment per $1M over time by scenario 

 

Source: ACIL Allen modelling 

5.2.2 Discount rate 

There is no absolute correct discount rate assumption, and reasonable people can disagree 

about what is the most appropriate rate to apply.  In the base case we use a real discount 

rate of 12 percent for the private sector benefits.  As there is a substantial lag between when 

exploration costs are incurred, and when a mine enters production, the discount rate 

assumption is important.  The lower the discount rate the greater the benefit.  Although 

Table 19 considers a wide range of discount rates it is likely that most people would agree a 

real discount rate of between 10 percent and 14 percent is appropriate for private sector 

calculations.  Within this range of values the core conclusions remain unchanged:  under a 

universal low price scenario for all commodities future returns are so low that the expected 
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payoff to grass roots exploration is always less than the discounted expected return, and we 

find no net benefit for the program; under the mid and high price scenarios the return to the 

EIS is always substantial.    

Table 19 Sensitivity to private discount rate assumptions 

 Low price Mid price High 

Discount rate Total state benefit per $1M of EIS payments in $M 

6% $19.6 $59.8 $79.5 

8% $0.0 $40.0 $59.8 

10% $0.0 $28.6 $47.0 

12% $0.0 $23.7 $38.3 

14% $0.0 $20.2 $31.6 

16% $0.0 $0.0 $24.2 

Source: ACIL Allen modelling 

5.3 Summary and key findings  

The expected combined community and government benefit, in net present value terms, is 

$24.6M for every $1M invested in the EIS.  This finding is consistent with the results 

reported from other studies.  

For every $1M invested in the EIS, the expected benefits comprise: 

 the direct financial impact of the additional exploration activity stimulated by the EIS of 

$10.3M 

 the employment impact of the additional exploration activity stimulated by the EIS, which 

is 12.5 FTE positions in minerals exploration for three years 

 the financial impact of the mine site construction phase, which is estimated to be $3.9M   

 the employment impact of the mine site construction phase, which is estimated to result 

in 27.6 FTE positions for the two year construction phase 

 the share of net private sector wealth that accrues to Western Australians following the 

successful development of a mine, which is estimated to be $3.3M  

 the employment created during the production phase which is 7.4 FTE for 13 years 

 the net present value of additional government revenue generated by royalty and pay-

roll tax payments of $6.2M. 

For low price scenarios the expected value of an average drilling campaign is negative.  As 

such, the expected private sector exploration response to incentives under a low price 

scenario is expected to be modest; as are the benefits that accrue to the state 

For higher price scenarios, market conditions make it possible to fund the development of 

very large mining projects.  These projects operate for long periods; potentially delivering 

royalty, employment, and net wealth creation benefits to Western Australia for decades. 

Under the high price scenario the expected net present value of every $1M invested in the 

EIS is $38.3M.     
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6 Case studies  

The following case studies are not meant to be a comprehensive description of all 

exploration activity stimulated by the EIS.  Rather, the case studies are presented as 

evidence to demonstrate that the impact values derived from the empirical modelling are 

reasonable.  Each case study is relevant to a different element of the empirical modelling.   

The EIS program included a significant geoscience element.  The first case study 

demonstrates that pre-competitive geoscience provided through EIS has directly resulted in 

the creation of new private sector exploration companies with an active exploration program 

that definitely would not exist without the work completed as part of the EIS.  The case study 

also shows that a substantial proportion of the funds raised to establish the company are 

external to Australia; hence a significant proportion of new exportation expenditure can be 

counted as a net gain to economic activity in Western Australia.   

The second case study focuses on the way accessing co-funding for a drilling program 

allows junior exploration companies to raise additional funds from the private sector for new 

grass roots exploration.  The case study demonstrates that, at least for the junior exploration 

sector, the EIS is not just displacing planned private sector funding for an existing drilling 

program, but is assisting companies to raise a significant multiple of the co-funding amount 

in new private sector money that is then invested in grass roots exploration.  The case study 

provides evidence to support the finding of a high exploration multiplier for the EIS. 

The third case study focuses on examining the implications for wealth creation and royalty 

income for the state when a specific project transitions from exploration to production. The 

case study relates to an exploration company that received co-funding for their drilling 

program, and also made use of GSWA data to inform their exploration program.  This case 

study demonstrates that the values derived as part of the stage 2 impacts are reasonable 

and appropriate.     

6.1 Enterprise Uranium: From pre-compensative 

geoscience to an ASX listed company 

In December 2012 Enterprise Uranium Limited listed on the ASX after raising $5.1M in 

funds for grass roots uranium exploration activity in Western Australia.  Several of the 

prospects (see Figure 15) that formed the basis of the portfolio of projects at the time of 

listing were identified as a direct result of past and recent GSWA work and the recent EIS 

program.  The role of the EIS and earlier GSWA pre-competitive geoscience work was 

made clear at the time the company listed: 

The uranium targets in the Perenjori area were identified by the Company from airborne survey 

data recently flown by the Geological Survey of Western Australia (GSWA) under the Royalties 

for Regions program. 

Using this GSWA data and other proprietary data, Enterprise has assembled a strong portfolio 

of projects at Byro, Yalgoo, Peranbye, Ponton and Harris Lake, covering a total area of 

5,931km2. These areas cover airborne uranium anomalies located over present day lake 

systems which have historically had little or no previous uranium exploration (Enterprise 

Uranium 20 December 2012). 

The projects forming the basis of the company at the time of listing, the relationship to 

government pre-competitive geoscience, the additional private sector exploration investment 

prior to listing, and the planned exploration activity are all outlined below. 
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Byro project 

Located 250km Northeast of Geraldton, the Byro prospect is in an under explored area.  The 

airborne magnetic and radiometric surveys flown by GSWA in 2008, and region wide soil 

sampling at approximately 4km intervals, also conducted by GSWA, allowed for the 

identification of a uranium anomaly that has similar features to known other high yield 

uranium deposits  (see Figure 14).  The prospectivity of the deposit was then further defined 

by private sector exploration investment including: high resolution airborne magnetic and 

radiometric surveys in 2011 and airborne electro magnetic surveys in 2012. 

Table 20 Bryro project exploration expenditure  

  Year1 Year2 Year1 Year2 

Byro project  Low Low High High 

Expenditure item  $ $ $ $ 

Native title and stakeholder management 45,000 45,000 45,000 45,000 

Geological activities and interpretations 15,000 15,000 15,000 40,000 

Geophysical activities and interpretations - - 80,000 80,000 

Drilling activities and assaying 124,000 124,000 120,000 430,000 

Direct project administration costs 18,000 18,000 18,000 58,000 

Total 202,000 202,000 278,000 653,000 

Note: The low case represents expenditure based only on existing tenements.  The high case 
represents exploration expenditure under the assumption all additional tenement applications lodged 
are approved at the end of one year. 

Source: Enterprise Uranium Ltd Prospectus 

 

Figure 14 Pre-competitive science can lead to the identification of promising targets 

 

 Source: Enterprise Uranium Ltd Prospectus; ASX announcement Enterprise Metals Limited 20 January 2010 
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Figure 15 Enterprise Uranium Limited Projects 

 

Source: Enterprise Uranium Ltd Prospectus 

Panel A. Projects

Panel B. Byro project

Panel C. Peranbye project

Panel D. Ponton project

Panel E. Harris lake project
Panel F. Yalgoo project
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Yalgoo project 

The Yalgoo project is a deposit that has been identified through private sector exploration 

activity on airborne magnetic and radiometric surveys and drilling, combined with GSWA 

information on Calcrete deposits.  For this prospect it is the combination of pre-competitive 

geoscience and private sector initiative and exploration investment that developed the 

project to the point that it could be included as a prospect at the time of the IPO.  

Table 21 Yalgoo project exploration expenditure  

  Year1 Year2 Year1 Year2 

Yalgoo project Low Low High High 

Expenditure item  $ $ $ $ 

Native title and stakeholder management 55,000 50,000 55,000 50,000 

Geological activities and interpretations 35,000 20,000 35,000 20,000 

Geophysical activities and interpretations - 5,000 - 50,000 

Drilling activities and assaying 190,000 160,000 190,000 285,000 

Direct project administration costs 28,000 28,000 28,000 41,000 

Total 308,000 263,000 308,000 446,000 

Note: The low case represents expenditure based only on existing tenements.  The high case 
represents exploration expenditure under the assumption all additional tenement applications lodged 
are approved at the end of one year. 

Source: Enterprise Uranium Ltd Prospectus 

Peranbye project 

The initial potential of the Peranbye project was identified following the release of the 

airborne magnetic and radiometric surveys of GSWA in 2012.  The genuine potential of the 

prospect was then established through private sector exploration work including airborne 

and ground radiometric surveys, and bulk soil sampling. 

Table 22 Peranbye project exploration expenditure  

  Year1 Year2 Year1 Year2 

Peranbye project Low Low High High 

Expenditure item  $ $ $ $ 

Native title and stakeholder management 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 

Geological activities and interpretations 25,000 15,000 25,000 25,000 

Geophysical activities and interpretations - 50,000 - 50,000 

Drilling activities and assaying 175,000 135,000 175,000 315,000 

Direct project administration costs 25,000 25,000 25,000 44,000 

Total 275,000 275,000 275,000 484,000 

Note: The low case represents expenditure based only on existing tenements.  The high case 
represents exploration expenditure under the assumption all additional tenement applications lodged 
are approved at the end of one year. 

Source: Enterprise Uranium Ltd Prospectus 

Ponton project 

The identification of the potential of the Ponton prospect followed a similar pattern to that of 

other prospects.  Following the release of airborne magnetic and radiometric airborne 
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survey information private sector explorers were able to conduct a targeted airborne electro 

magnetic survey to better identify the resource. 

Table 23 Peranbye project exploration expenditure  

  Year1 Year2 Year1 Year2 

Ponton project Low Low High High 

Expenditure item  $ $ $ $ 

Native title and stakeholder management 55,000 - 55,000 - 

Geological activities and interpretations 30,000 20,000 30,000 20,000 

Geophysical activities and interpretations - 70,000 - 70,000 

Drilling activities and assaying 290,000 285,000 290,000 285,000 

Direct project administration costs 37,000 37,000 37,000 37,000 

Total 412,000 412,000 412,000 412,000 

Note: The low case represents expenditure based only on existing tenements.  The high case 
represents exploration expenditure under the assumption all additional tenement applications lodged 
are approved at the end of one year. 

Source: Enterprise Uranium Ltd Prospectus 

Lake Harris project 

The Lake Harris project has been identified through private sector exploration investment in 

terms of high resolution airborne magnetic and radiometric surveys, and airborne electro 

magnetic surveys.  The prospect has the same characteristics in terms of a plausible 

process that might result in the accumulation of a uranium deposit as the other prospects.   

Table 24 Lake Harris project exploration expenditure  

  Year1 Year2 Year1 Year2 

Lake Harris project Low Low High High 

Expenditure item  $ $ $ $ 

Native title and stakeholder management 50,000 50,000 50,000 50,000 

Geological activities and interpretations 15,000 15,000 15,000 15,000 

Geophysical activities and interpretations - - - - 

Drilling activities and assaying 120,000 120,000 120,000 120,000 

Direct project administration costs 18,000 18,000 18,000 18,000 

Total 203,000 203,000 203,000 203,000 

Note: The low case represents expenditure based only on existing tenements.  The high case 
represents exploration expenditure under the assumption all additional tenement applications lodged 
are approved at the end of one year. 

Source: Enterprise Uranium Ltd Prospectus 

Ownership structure 

At the time of listing a significant proportion of the funds raised were from overseas 

companies.  For example, a brief examination of significant shareholders at the time of 

listing identified two holdings, representing 32 percent of the issued stock, as Hong Kong 

registered investment companies.  The shareholder registry investigation did not aim to 

identify all non-Western Australian subscribers to the share issue.  Rather, the investigation 

was simply to show that it is reasonable to assume a significant proportion of funds raised 

for new exploration are sourced from outside Western Australia.    
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6.1.2 Summary 

Information provided through airborne surveys as part of the EIS has made it possible for 

private sector exploration companies to identify prospective anomalies.  Private sector 

initiative, exploration knowledge, and new thinking has then been used to take this 

information and identify potential resources in areas that were previously under explored.  

For this one company, the total new exploration expenditure approved for the first two years 

following listing was $1.8M if no new tenement applications were approved; and $3.7M if all 

new tenement applications were approved. 

In this case study geoscience should be seen as the catalyst for new exploration activity, but 

geoscience is not the only factor.  A complex set of interrelated factors, including: the skill 

base in Western Australia; IT developments that allow manipulation of large data sets; 

institutions and governance in Western Australia that support exploration; and market 

conditions also play a role. 

It should also be highlighted that the geoscience information provided through the EIS is 

non rival in consumption so that we should expect this pattern of private sector initiative 

based on EIS funded geoscience to be repeated many times over across the state.  In turn 

that means it is possible for programs such as the EIS to stimulate a very significant 

increase in private sector exploration spending.  

6.2 Why the EIS multiplier is so high 

The core empirical results found a relatively high exploration multiplier for the EIS.  The 

focus of this case study is on highlighting drilling co-funding announcements to subsequent 

capital raisings by a junior exploration company.  Projects that receive co-funding under the 

EIS must be evaluated by an expert panel.  This conveys some level of information to the 

market that although the drilling program may be a grass roots drilling program, within the 

context of such programs, the proposed project has been well thought through.  For 

example, following the most recent round of co-founding the Antipa Minerals 9 December 

2014 announcement of success in gaining co-funding included the following passage: 

Antipa would like to acknowledge the ongoing support provided by the WA Government 

through its EIS programme for the Company’s exploration programmes. Since listing the 

Company has successfully applied for four WA Government EIS co-funded drilling grants. The 

EIS co-funded drilling programme preferentially funds high quality, technical and economically 

based projects that promote new exploration concepts and are assessed by a panel on the 

basis of geoscientific and exploration targeting merit. 

By reading the details in ASX company announcements the following pattern emerges for 

one company that has received EIS funding.  In June 2009 Enterprise Metals had cash at 

bank of $1M.  In the previous quarter exploration spending had been around $700,000, and 

in the forthcoming quarter planned exploration spending was also $700,000.  The 

exploration budget of the company was therefore almost exhausted.  In June 2009 the 

company also announced that it was successful in the first round of applications for drilling 

co-funding of up to $110,000 for the Doolguna project.  In July 2009 the company raised 

$2.3M from the market for additional exploration work.  Since this time the company has 

gone on to conduct significant exploration activity around the Doolguna project; including 

Versatile Time Domain Electromagnetic airborne survey work, as well as investing in a 

range of other exploration projects.  Some of these projects continue to be seen as 
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attractive prospects and the 2014 company AGM presentation notes the company had a 

market capitalisation of $10.6M.6  

Figure 16 Location of company prospects 

 

Source: ASX announcement Enterprise Metals Limited 8 December 2014 

That the company was able to raise additional funds for exploration just after the 

announcement of a successful co-funding for drilling application does not mean that co-

funding for drilling was a causal factor in the successful capital raising.  The example does, 

however, illustrate, that a high multiplier for the EIS program is plausible.  EIS funding can 

do more than just leverage an existing program of drilling or displace existing private sector 

exploration.  It can serve as a quality signal that can help junior explorers to raise funds.  In 

doing so, the EIS can support a high exploration multiplier.    

6.3 Sirius Resources: The long run value of a mine 

The empirical modelling does not assume that the EIS is above average in stimulating 

productive exploration investment.  The modelling just assumes that the EIS program has 

stimulated exploration investment and that based on average probabilities this will lead to 

new developments that create value for the state.  This is a conservative position.  New and 

                                                      
6 All ASX announcement material and company presentations are available at http://enterprisemetals.com.au/investor-

information/asx-announcements/ [accessed 10 December 2014]  

http://enterprisemetals.com.au/investor-information/asx-announcements/
http://enterprisemetals.com.au/investor-information/asx-announcements/
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historical geoscience information allows explorers to be more selective in the prospects they 

target, and hence become more effective. 

This final case study explores the value to the state when an exploration company 

transitions from junior explorer status to a viable mineral production company.  The Sirius 

Resource Fraser Range Nickle project made use of data from various sources, including 

historical data from the 1960s, and GSWA geophysics and soil sample information (see 

Figure 17).  In addition, the company also received an EIS co-funding grant for its initial 

drilling program (see Appendix B).  For these reasons, tracking the growth in value for this 

specific company and likely benefits to Western Australia seems appropriate.    

Figure 17 GSWA work combined with private sector expertise, investment 

and expertise identifies deposits of high economic value 

 

Source: ASX announcement Sirius Resources Limited 20 January 2010. 
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Company history 

Company details as described in the Annual General Meeting presentation, November 

2009: 

 the company has a market capitalisation $13M and is actively working in under explored 

and unexplored areas for large deposits.  The focus of exploration is on Western 

Australia, a location known for producing world class resource discoveries that can be 

developed into low cost mines. 

Company details as described in a presentation to the Brisbane Mining 2010 Conference, 

October 2010: 

 the company has an experienced exploration team and $11M in funds to undertake 

drilling in highly prospective, yet under explored areas. 

Company details as described in a presentation to the London Mines and Money 

Conference, December 2011: 

 the company has a market capitalisation of $13M.  A range of prospects are being 

progressed.  Initial drilling at the Fraser range project has found nickel, copper, and 

cobalt enriched material and “a “stratigraphic” diamond drilling hole (co-funded by the 

WA government exploration incentive scheme) is underway”. 

Company details as described in a presentation to the Australian Resources Conference, 

November 2012 

 the company market capitalisation has risen to $623M from a value of $84.5M in June 

2012.  For the Nova-Bollinger deposit discovery, the discovery hole was “the last roll of 

the dice”.  Since the initial discovery extensive work has been undertaken to define the 

resource (90 holes) and this work has not identified any major mineral issues. 

Figure 18 Drilling to identify a valuable resource for Western Australia 

 

 Source: Sirius Resources NL at the Mines and Money conference, London Limited December 2011 

First (and only) drilling intersected a thick blanket
of Ni-Cu-Co enrichment, open in all directions.

Underlying rocks are meta-gabbro/gabbronorite
with disseminated pyrrhotite-pentlandite-
chalcopyrite (see microphoto on left)

Po

Pt 
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Company details as described in Annual General Meeting presentation, November 2014: 

 the company market capitalisation is $770M (fully diluted), and the Nova-Bollinger 

mineral resource looks to be able to support a 10 year mine project with cash operating 

costs in the lowest quarter of global nickel producers.  Once operating the scale of the 

project is such that it will represent a top 15 global producer and the expected net cash 

flow from the project is $2.8B, using reasonable assumptions.  Additional prospects 

continue to be developed. 

Company status as described in the Annual General Meeting presentation, November 2014: 

 the company market capitalisation is $1.2B, and the definitive feasibility study for the 

project has been completed. Access arrangements with the traditional owner have been 

finalised and preferred tenders for major mine construction works identified.  

Construction is expected to start in late January 2015 with the first concentrate 

production expected in late 2016.  The company continues to explore and there are still 

additional target electro magnetic conductor targets to be drilled.   

The above details illustrate that in Western Australia the increase in private sector wealth 

when an exploration company transitions from an explorer to a company moving into the 

extraction and production stage is extraordinary.  In this case study example the company 

market capitalisation increased from $13M in 2009 to $1.2B in 2014; an almost 100 fold 

increase in value.  The case study also illustrates that companies of this nature do continue 

to invest in additional exploration activity once they have found a substantial deposit, and 

this commitment to continued exploration provides long term benefits to the Western 

Australian community.   

Implied values 

ACIL Allen has modelled the value to the state of this project, where we use the Department 

of Mines and Petroleum provided mid price scenario and apply a real discount rate of 12 

percent to the private sector return and a 4 percent discount rate for royalty income.  The 

values we use in the model are either ACIL Allen derived values or details obtained from 

publicly available company reports.  Based on these calculations we arrive at a NPV for the 

development of $1.23B, which roughly accords with the market valuation of the company.  

The similarity between the ACIL Allen derived NPV for the project and the market value for 

the company should provide some level of confidence regarding the ACIL Allen royalty 

income forecast.  From a state revenue perspective, we find that the NPV of just the royalty 

income from this one project is $107M.   
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Table 25 Sirius resources value 

Variable Value Unit Source 

Construction start 1/03/2015 Date FS p. 10 

Capital expenditure 473 Million dollars FS p. 8 

Construction time 36 Months FS p. 6 

Ramp up 6 Months ACIL Allen 

Planned mining reserve 14.2 Million tonnes FS p. 5 

Capacity 1.5 Mtpa FS p. 6 

Life 10 Years ACIL Allen 

Key nickel values    

Nickel grade 2 per cent FS p. 5 

Mined nickel 285 Kt FS p. 5 

Expected annual nickel production 26 Kt FS p. 8 

Key copper values    

Copper grade 2 per cent FS p. 5 

Mined copper 118 Kt FS p. 5 

Expected annual copper production 11.5  FS p. 8 

Key cobalt values    

Cobalt grade 2 per cent FS p. 5 

Mined cobalt 10 kt FS p. 5 

Expected annual cobalt production 0.85 kt FS p. 8 

Operating expenditure values    

OPEX material mined 124.64 AUD/tonne FS p. 9 

OPEX at target production 186.96 $ million p.a. ACIL Allen 

Key values    

Project NPV 1.23 $ billion ACIL Allen 

Royalty income NPV 106.75 $ million ACIL Allen 

Note: FS = ASX Announcement: Definitive Feasibility Study indicates Nova is a goer, July 2014 

6.3.2 Summary 

The empirical modelling used expected value relationships to derive estimates of the value 

to the state from the additional exploration activity stimulated by the EIS.  This case study 

has highlighted that in Western Australia exploration activity has the potential to lead to 

resource discoveries that are globally significant, and that such discoveries create significant 

private sector and public benefits.  

6.4 Case study summary 

The main results in this report are based on empirical modelling.  However, the report seeks 

to draw on multiple sources of information to substantiate the findings presented.  The 

empirical modelling found that the EIS program stimulated significant new private sector 

exploration expenditure and that exploration expenditure leads to new mines that create 

significant value.  Additionally, the empirical modelling assumed that not all private sector 

funds raised for exploration in Western Australia are sourced from within the state. 

The case study information is presented as part of the overall evidence base and the case 

study information is consistent with the empirical modelling results.   
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7 Other studies  

If, as argued above, there is a compelling case for government action to support exploration 

activity, it is reasonable to expect that we would observe governments taking such action.  It 

is therefore reasonable to ask: (i) what evidence is there that governments behave in a 

manner consistent with long established economic propositions, and (ii) what evidence is 

there that government actions have been successful in stimulating exploration activity.  

To answer these two questions the current policy settings of Australian jurisdictions were 

reviewed, and a literature search was conducted to identify relevant government program 

evaluation reports. 

7.1 Programs in Australia 

Through Geoscience Australia, the Commonwealth Government has a substantial 

commitment to the provision of pre-competitive scientific information.  Select relevant 

deliverables for Geoscience Australia, detailed in Department of Industry’s 2013/14 Annual 

Report, include: 

 the provision of pre-competitive minerals and petroleum information 

 promotion of a prospectus of Australia’s resources and energy endowment 

 provision of advice on current and potential mineral and energy resources 

 provision of technical assessments to support environmental assessment for projects.   

In addition to the traditional survey functions provided by state geological survey agencies 

the states and territories of Australia also have significant targeted programs that are aimed 

at assisting the exploration industry: 

Northern Territory – Creating Opportunities for Resource Exploration is a $23.8M 

investment for the period 2014-18 that is being co-ordinated by the Northern Territory 

Geological Survey.  The program focus is on providing pre-competitive science to stimulate 

exploration activity.7  

South Australia – The Plan for Accelerating Exploration (PACE) initiative, was started in 

2004 as a $22.5M 5-year program. The program was subsequently extended to 2009 with a 

further $8.4M investment.  For the period 2010-14 a further $10.2M has been allocated to 

the PACE 2020 program and for the 2013-18 period an additional $8M has been allocated 

to the PACE frontiers program focusing on pre-competitive data.8  

Queensland – The Future Resources Program includes $7.5M for geoscience; $9.0M for 

the Mt Isa geophysics initiative; $3.0M for collaborative drilling; $5.0M to extend the sample 

core library; $1.0 for a specific project at Cape York; and $1.5M for seismic work.9 

                                                      
7 Available www.core.nt.gov.au/about.html [accessed 5 December 2014 

8 Available www.pir.sa.gov.au/minerals/initiatives/pace [accessed 5 December 2014] 

9 Available www.dnrm.qld.gov.au/our-department/policies-initiatives/mining-resources/future-resources-program [accessed 5 
December 2014] 

http://www.core.nt.gov.au/about.html
http://www.pir.sa.gov.au/minerals/initiatives/pace
http://www.dnrm.qld.gov.au/our-department/policies-initiatives/mining-resources/future-resources-program
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New South Wales – the New Frontiers program was launched in 2006 and covers a range 

of activities that support exploration, including a drilling co-funding program, extension of 

library core services, and pre-competitive survey information.10 

Victoria – in response to the Inquiry into greenfields mineral exploration and project 

development report, the Victorian government developed an action plan to support 

exploration activity.  Specific actions included delivery of new pre-competitive geoscience 

and a drilling co-funding program.  Prior to the change of government in November 2014 the 

delivery of new pre-competitive geoscience action was underway, and the co-funding 

program had been added to the forward works program.11  

Tasmania – In 2011 the Tasmanian government introduced the Western Tasmanian 

Geoscience imitative.  As detailed in Geoscience Australia (2014), projects within this 

initiative include the mapping of four 1:25,000 map sheets, new LiDAR work, and additional 

gravity and airborne magnetic surveys.     

As the above list of targeted programs demonstrates, all Australia’s jurisdictions have a 

focus on not just standard geosurvey work, but have established specific targeted programs 

to support greenfield exploration.  At a minimum, this suggests Australian governments 

perceive such programs as valuable.  

7.2 Evidence of effects 

In terms of independent verification of program effects it could be argued that the peer 

reviewed literature should be given the highest weight.  Government agencies such as 

Treasury departments, ABARES, World Bank, and the IMF, have exacting internal review 

processes that are at least equal to the peer review process, and so reports from such 

agencies should also be weighted highly.  Books published by long standing publishers 

should also be seen as high quality sources.  Working papers from research institutes and 

universities are generally produced by independent researchers that do not receive funding 

for their work and so should be considered unbiased reports; but these papers have not 

necessarily been subject to the same critical review process as other publications and so 

should receive less weight.  In the case of commissioned reports, because there is 

necessarily a commercial aspect to the work, it is appropriate to take a cautious approach to 

the interpretation of results.  Studies based on Australian data are also more relevant than 

international studies. 

7.2.1 Peer reviewed studies 

One directly relevant Australian paper -- Scott et al. (2002) -- and one international paper -- 

Khindanova (2012) -- were identified in the peer reviewed literature.     

Scott et al. (2002) evaluate the return to Queensland Geological Survey actions to improve 

data quality.  In their cost effectiveness calculations they consider only the benefits that 

accrue to the state, and not those benefits that accrue to private exploration companies.  

For the most plausible scenario considered -- which considers as a return to the state only 

royalty income plus a fraction of the economic rent from new mines that is allocated to within 

state exploration -- Scott et al. find an IRR of 76 percent for the data quality improvement 

                                                      
10 Available www.pir.sa.gov.au/minerals/initiatives/pace [accessed 5 December 2014] 

11 Available ww.energyandresources.vic.gov.au/earth-resources/industry-and-investment/news-and-publications/victorian-
government-plan-for-the-earth-resources-sector [accessed 5 December 2014] 

http://www.pir.sa.gov.au/minerals/initiatives/pace
http://www.energyandresources.vic.gov.au/earth-resources/industry-and-investment/news-and-publications/victorian-government-plan-for-the-earth-resources-sector
http://www.energyandresources.vic.gov.au/earth-resources/industry-and-investment/news-and-publications/victorian-government-plan-for-the-earth-resources-sector
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program, or expressed alternatively, a cost benefit ratio of 6.2.  Note that the IRR value is 

approximately seven time greater than the return to general R&D investment cited earlier.   

Drilling co-funding programs can also be characterised as a production subsidy that 

supports new exploration investment.  If characterised this way, drilling co-funding programs 

might be seen as closer to programs such as general exploration tax incentive schemes that 

lower the effective cost of funding exploration activity.  Tax incentive schemes of various 

kinds have been implemented in other jurisdictions and analysis of such programs suggests 

that subsidies of this kind result in a strong exploration response. 

Khindanova (2012) considers the extent of exploration activity generated by the introduction 

of the Minerals Exploration Depletion Allowance (MEDA), which was in operation for the 

period 1983-97.  Controlling for both effect of prices and the new discovery effect, 

Khindanova (2012. p. 85) found that the MEDA program was associated with a (exp(0.48)-

1)×100 = 62 percent increase in exploration activity by junior explorers.  There was no 

response from major companies to the tax incentive program. 

One additional peer reviewed paper, with a focus on geoscience information in general, 

rather than exploration specific geoscience, was also identified.  The paper provides a 

review of existing studies into the value of geoscience information and the paper concludes 

that: “The results from previous research indicate that significant economic benefits are 

attached to the use of geological information” (Haggquist and Soderhold 2015, p. 99).    

7.2.2 Government agency literature  

In a comprehensive review of exploration issues, Hogan (2003) does not undertake a formal 

cost benefit assessment, but based on the weight of evidence concludes that in Australia it 

is highly likely geoscience expenditure has more than paid for itself.  

Canadian Department of Finance research found that the deductibility introduced as part of 

Canada’s Flow Through Share Scheme (similar to Australia’s Franking credit system) 

altered the incentives for exploration such that for every $1 in lost tax revenue the 

incremental gain in mining exploration activity was $3 (Department of Finance 1994).  It 

was, however, noted that once tax incentives become a decision criteria for investors this 

can lead to lower quality exploration, as investor incentives may not be aligned with 

exploration incentives. 

7.2.3 Other literature 

Synergies (2009) investigated the impact of various Canadian exploration incentive 

schemes.  The three incentives schemes considered are: the Flow Through Share Scheme 

(FTS) that allows individual investors income tax deductibility for new expenditures of the 

corporation, which is a long standing policy; the MEDA; and a tax incentive scheme that 

operated as both the Investment Tax Credit for Exploration (ITCE) scheme and the Mineral 

Exploration Tax Credit (METC) scheme, that allows a 15 percent deduction for expenditures 

on what is referred to as grass roots exploration spending (since 2000).   

Controlling for the effect of mineral prices and lags in the adjustment process, Synergies 

(2009, p. 65) found that the MEDA, the TIS, and the FTS resulted in increases of, 

respectively, 315 percent, 137 percent, and 79 percent, in junior exploration company 

expenditure.  Given the significant role of junior companies in the exploration sector these 

programs resulted in substantial new exploration expenditure.  

KPMG (2013) used a Computable General Equilibrium model to investigate the impact of 

the Commonwealth Government providing a Mineral Exploration Tax Credit scheme that 

would allow exploration company losses for greenfield exploration to be passed back to 
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Australian resident shareholders.  The analysis assumes that a 1.0 percent fall in 

exploration costs results in a 1.5 percent increase in exploration activity.  KPMG (2013, 

p.11) estimate that the tax credit would lower the cost of greenfield exploration activity by 

19.5 percent, and hence lead to a 28 percent increase in exploration activity.  Evaluated in 

2012-13, this exploration activity is estimated to equal $142M in new greenfield exploration, 

with a cost to government in terms of lost tax revenue of $133M.  In terms of the additional 

mining activity that flows from additional exploration due to the tax credit scheme, three 

scenarios are considered: 

 each additional $1 in exploration activity results in no additional mining return 

 each additional $1 spent on exploration results in an additional $1 return in the mining 

sector 

 each additional $1 spent on exploration results in an additional $2 return in the mining 

sector. 

For these three scenarios the net long run annual position for Commonwealth tax revenue is 

-$72M, $106M, and $286M.  

Duke (2010) reports estimates from 19 studies, including several from Australia, that look at 

the extent of new exploration expenditure stimulated by government exploration initiative 

programs.  Across these studies the mean increase in private sector exploration for each 

dollar of government investment is 6.2.  The maximum response value reported is a $19 

increase in private sector exploration for every dollar of government stimulus.    

The impact of the Northern Territory Exploration Attraction Programs 1999-2007 is reviewed 

in ACIL Tasman (2007).  The report does not formally model the program impact, but works 

though the economic implications assuming the program resulted in a five percent increase 

in exploration expenditure and a five percent increase in mineral production. 

The South Australian Plan for Accelerating Exploration (PACE) is evaluated in Economic 

Consulting Services (2014).  The review concludes that the ratio of exploration expenditure 

stimulated by the program was at least $20 of private exploration expenditure for every $1 

spent on the program.  The report then focuses on the revenue value of mining projects 

stimulated by the program rather than the rent value or the discounted net present value of 

these induced projects. 

Three separate analyses are presented in ACIL Tasman (2010).  In the first, which is 

specific to NSW, the reported findings suggest a one percent increase in pre-competitive 

geoscience expenditure results in a 0.37 percent increase in private sector exploration 

expenditure.  In the second model the effect of co-funding drilling and pre-competitive 

science are estimated separately for four Australian States.  The reported findings are that a 

one percent increase in pre-competitive geoscience expenditure result in a 0.21 percent 

increase in private sector exploration expenditure; and a one percent increase in drilling co-

funding expenditure results in a 0.24 percent increase in private sector exploration 

expenditure.  In the third analysis the relationship between mineral production (excluding 

coal) and exploration expenditure in NSW is estimated and the results suggest that a one 

percent increase in private sector exploration expenditure is associated with 0.27 percent 

increase in the real value on non-coal mineral production.  Converting the elasticity values to 

dollar values, ACIL Tasman (2010, p. 39) report that in the long run, for a one dollar 

increase in pre-competitive geoscience there is a long run increase in private sector 

exploration expenditure of $41 dollars; and for a one dollar increase in a combination of pre-

competitive geoscience and drilling co-founding there is $78 increase in private sector 

exploration spending.  To support these very high values case study information is 

presented.   
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7.3 Summary 

The evidence base that government investment in initiatives such as co-funded drilling 

programs and the provision of geoscience information results in a strong private sector 

exploration response is convincing.   

The analysis of the Canadian experience is robust.  If there is a production subsidy there is 

a strong exploration response from junior exploration companies.  The quality of the 

exploration response may however be below average as some investors may focus on the 

tax deductibility issue.  

The evaluation process for the drilling co-funding program is notable in this regard.  In direct 

contrast to general tax incentive schemes that may result in lower than average exploration 

activity, the evaluation process to secure co-funding ensures that above average exploration 

companies secure the production subsidy.  The EIS program should, therefore, be more 

effective than general tax credit type schemes.   

In the existing literature the return to government from investments to support exploration 

has been estimated using a variety of approaches.  The most convincing, and also the most 

relevant example of calculating the return to government from investment in programs such 

as the EIS is the Scott et al. study of the return to the Queensland community from 

investments in geoscience.  This study found a cost benefit ratio of 6.2, which is very high, 

despite the study being undertaken at a time when commodity prices were not high.    

Overall, the externality issues associated with exploration appear to be widely recognised.  

All major Australian jurisdictions are involved in the provision of pre-competitive geoscience 

information, and in addition, all also have targeted programs to support greenfield 

exploration.  There have been many studies that show exploration incentive schemes such 

as drilling co-funding or special tax deduction allowances generate substantial new private 

sector exploration expenditure.  Studies that have gone on to estimate the return to 

government, not just the extent of private sector exploration stimulated, are more limited, but 

the studies that have been conducted suggest a high return to government from geoscience 

and exploration incentive programs. 
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8 Conclusions 

This report has provided an economic impact assessment of the Exploration Incentive 

Scheme managed by the Department of Mines and Petroleum.   

Overview and context 

In Western Australia the mining sector is the main driver of wealth creation.  The sector is 

also a major contributor to state government revenue, and through royalty tax payments 

provides around 22 percent of general government revenue. 

Exploration activity is a necessary input into the creation and continued success of the 

mining sector.  Although major new discoveries are found at increasing depth, the evidence 

that the value of mineral and energy deposits discovered through exploration is a multiple 

many time greater than exploration spending is strong; even after discounting to allow for 

the time it takes to move from new discovery to an operating mine. 

Externality issues in exploration  

If exploration activity was a pure private good there would be no role for government other 

than in terms of environmental regulation.  Exploration activity is not, however, a pure 

private good, and there are substantial spillovers from private sector exploration.  The 

existence of spillovers means that the socially optimal level of exploration activity is greater 

than the level of exploration activity generated in a pure private market.  This issue has long 

been recognised, and globally, direct government funded geoscience is a standard 

government policy response.     

The nature of the exploration spillovers are such that the mix of exploration activity 

generated by a pure private market, in terms of greenfield exploration relative to brownfield 

exploration, is different to the socially optimal mix of exploration activity.  Specifically, a pure 

private market generates too much brownfield exploration and too little greenfield 

exploration.      

That there is a divergence between the socially optimal level and mix of exploration activity 

and the level and mix of exploration generated under a pure private market suggests at 

least the possibility that government action to support exploration in general, and greenfield 

exploration in particular, could raise community welfare.   

Across Australia the need to support greenfield exploration is widely recognised, and all 

major jurisdictions have implemented programs to support greenfield exploration.  In 

Western Australia a specific initiative to support exploration in greenfield areas is the 

Exploration Incentive Scheme.  

Private sector response to the EIS 

The international evidence, and the evidence from other Australian jurisdictions, all find that 

there is a strong private sector exploration response following the introduction of exploration 

incentives.  The strength of the response is moderated by general market conditions, as 

measured by commodity prices, and the extent of successful exploration.  When commodity 

prices are high, and when there have been major discoveries, the extent of the private 

sector exploration response to incentives is stronger. 
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For the sample period, we find that in the long run, defined as three years, there was a 

strong private sector exploration response to the Exploration Incentive Scheme.  Given: 

1. the program resulted in the release of significant new airborne magnetic and radiometric 

data that opened up new areas for exploration  

2. that receipt of co-funding for drilling can be seen as a quality marker that allows firms to 

raise additional private funds for exploration  

3. institutions in Western Australia are very supportive of exploration and mine 

development 

4. the geology in Western Australia is very prospective for mineral exploration 

5. the co-funding program is targeted rather than a general tax incentive program, 

a strong private sector exploration response was expected.     

Stage 1 benefits 

Additional exploration expenditure in Western Australia generates benefits.  For funds 

allocated to exploration from within Western Australia the benefit is the difference between 

the general consumption multiplier and the exploration industry multiplier.  For funds raised 

from outside Western Australia these funds represent a pure net gain for the Western 

Australian community.  Under the assumption that 50 percent of the exploration expenditure 

stimulated by the program was raised from outside Western Australia, we find that in net 

present value terms the long run benefit to the state (extra GSP) is $10.3M for every $1M 

invested in the EIS. 

Stage 2 benefits 

Using an expected value approach, the impact of the additional exploration expenditure 

stimulated by the program was investigated.  The model was calibrated to Western 

Australian specific data, where mineral discoveries tend to be larger than average.  Due to 

the long lead time between a given drilling campaign and the development of a mine all 

values were discounted.  For the private sector a real discount rate of 12 percent was used.  

For the government sector a real discount rate of 4 percent was used. 

In expected net present value terms, for every $1M invested in the EIS we find that the 

benefit to the state (extra GSP) is $13.4M.  This comprises $6.2M in additional taxation and 

royalty revenue, $3.9M due to additional construction activity, and $3.3M in new net wealth 

generated by the development of new mines. 

Total benefit 

The effects are additive, so that for every $1M invested in the EIS the long run expected net 

benefit to the state is $23.7M. 

Sensitivity analysis  

To explore the effect of high and low prices we conduct sensitivity analysis.  For the low 

price scenario we find that the expected value of an average drilling campaign is negative.  

When the expected value of a drilling campaign is negative we do not expect rational market 

participants to fund a drilling campaign that has only the average probability of success.  

Under a low price scenario only those prospects that have an above average chance of 

success, which are most likely to be brownfield projects, will attract funding.  Overall, the 

private sector exploration response to incentives and new geoscience information will be 

muted, and as such, the potential benefits that accrue to the state will be low.       
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Under the high price scenario we find that market conditions make it possible to fund the 

capital investment needed to develop very large mine projects.  These projects go on to 

operate for very long periods of time, and as such, deliver royalty, employment, and net 

wealth creation benefits to Western Australia for decades.  Under the high price scenario the 

expected net present value of every $1M invested in the EIS is $38.3M.  
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Appendix A Modelling approach 

A (trend stationary) Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ADL) model was used to estimate the 

extent of induced private sector exploration activity due to the EIS.  The ADL model can be 

difficult to interpret, so it is worth explaining the approach as a combination of two underlying 

sub-models that have a more natural interpretation: the partial adjustment model and the 

distributed lag model.  In some of the literature cited in section 7.2, the modelling approach 

is not clearly explained, and it can be hard to understand the modelling choices made.  

Such work is open to the criticism that the final model selected was the result of an ad-hoc 

search process that sought to find the largest possible response.   

The explanation presented below is based on a simplified model specification, but it places 

the subsequent empirical work on solid theoretical grounds.  

A.1 Partial adjustment model 

The first sub-model to consider is the partial adjustment model, and in the context of 

estimating the relationship between government expenditure on the EIS and private sector 

exploration activity, the model can be understood as follows.   

Start by considering a standard business operation.  In any business there are many 

operational frictions that mean it takes time to respond to changes in market conditions.  In 

the case of exploration activity this means that the contemporaneous period response to a 

change in market conditions is unlikely to be the complete final response.  For example, in 

response to an increase in the commodity price level the firm may want to increase 

exploration activity, but it takes time to raise funds, organise the drilling program, etc.   

This thinking leads to a model that says the current period response is only a partial 

response to the change in conditions; the full long run response will not take place for 

several periods.  The most common approach to operationalising this assumption is to 

assume that the adjustment process towards the target level of exploration activity depends 

on the difference between the unobservable target level for exploration activity in the current 

period and the observable actual level of exploration activity in the previous period.   

In its simplest form we would have the following expression for the theoretical unobservable 

relationship between the target level of exploration activity and government EIS expenditure: 

𝑄𝑡
∗ = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝐸𝑡 +𝑒𝑡

 . (4) 

In the above expression 𝑄𝑡
∗ denotes the target level of exploration at time t, given 

government EIS expenditure 𝐸𝑡, a and b are parameters to be estimated, and 𝑒𝑡 is a zero 

mean random error term that accounts for the various small random shocks that are always 

present in the system, but not explicitly accounted for in the model.  As it is the theoretical 

target exploration activity we do not actually observe 𝑄𝑡
∗, rather, what we observe is 𝑄𝑡, the 

actual level of exploration activity in each time period.   

Assuming the adjustment process depends on the difference between the level of 

exploration activity in the previous period and the target level of activity in this period gives 

the formal expression: 

𝑄𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡−1 = 𝛾[𝑄𝑡
∗ − 𝑄𝑡−1], (5) 

where 𝛾 is the speed of adjustment parameter.  The above expression say that the 

observed change in exploration activity is proportional to the difference between the level of 

exploration in the previous period and the target level of exploration activity this period.  
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Values for 𝛾 are bounded by zero, which implies no adjustment, and one, which implies 

complete adjustment.  That 𝛾 will lie somewhere between no adjustment and complete 

adjustment is the result that gives rise to the name “partial adjustment model”.  This 

relationship can also be seen by rearranging equation (5) as: 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝑄𝑡
∗𝛾 + 𝑄𝑡−1[1 − 𝛾], (6) 

which says that the level of exploration activity we observe today is a weighted average of 

the level of exploration activity in the previous period, and the optimal level of activity we 

would like to undertake today.   

To obtain a model completely in terms of observable information note that equation (6) can 

also be written as: 

𝑄𝑡
∗ =

𝑄𝑡

𝛾
−

𝑄𝑡−1

𝛾
− 𝑄𝑡−1. (7) 

The right hand side of equation (7) can then be used to replace the left hand side of 

equation (4) to give: 

𝑄𝑡

𝛾
−

𝑄𝑡−1

𝛾
− 𝑄𝑡−1 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝐸𝑡 +𝑒𝑡

 . (8) 

Following simplification, the expression collapses to: 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝛾𝑎 + 𝛾𝑏𝐸𝑡 + (1 − 𝛾)𝑄𝑡−1 + 𝛾𝑒𝑡
 . (9) 

The term 𝛾𝑏 in equation (9) then describes the short-run effect of government EIS 

expenditure on private sector exploration activity.  As, in the long-run, we move from one 

equilibrium point to another, to find the long-run effect we substitute into equation (9) long-

run equilibrium values.  Using 𝑄 
′ and 𝐸 

′ to denote long-run equilibrium values this 

substitution first gives:  

𝑄 
′ = 𝛾𝑎 + 𝛾𝑏𝐸 

′ + (1 − 𝛾)𝑄 
′, (10) 

which can then be rearranged to give: 

𝑄 
′ = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝐸 

′. (11) 

Equation (11) says that the long-run impact of government EIS expenditure on private sector 

exploration activity is given by the 𝑏 term. 

So, for the partial adjustment model the underlying model estimated is: 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝛾𝑎 + 𝛾𝑏𝐸𝑡 + (1 − 𝛾)𝑄𝑡−1 + 𝛾𝑒𝑡
 , (12) 

and the actual model regression output (estimated via least squares) is of the form: 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐸𝑡 + 𝛽2𝑄𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑡
′. (13) 

Long-run and short run impacts are then determined via a process of matching terms 
between the theoretical model (equation (12)) and the estimated model output (equation 
(13)).  Through this matching process it can be seen that we have 𝛽1 =  𝛾𝑏, so that in the 

estimated regression model the 𝛽1 parameter gives the short-run impact of EIS investment 
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on exploration investment.  Further, as the short run estimate is derived directly via the 

regression model, the standard error associated with the 𝛽1 estimate provides a clear 
measure of the uncertainty associated with the estimated short-run effect. 

As 𝑏 gives the long-run impact, through matching the estimated model output to the 

theoretical model output the long-run impact can be found as: 𝑏 = 𝛾𝑏 𝛾⁄ = 𝛽1 1 − 𝛽2⁄ .  
That is, the long-run impact is found from the estimated regression model as the ratio of the 
𝛽1 term and one minus the 𝛽2 term.  The variance of the ratio of two normally distributed 
random variables is not defined.  An accurate measure of the uncertainty surrounding the 
estimated long-run effect can however be obtained via the delta method approximation.   

The interpretation of the effects depends on whether or not transformations have been 

applied to the data.  If no transformations have been applied to the data then the marginal 

effect can be read directly from the model output.  If a log transformation has been used for 

private sector exploration expenditure, the effects have an interpretation as approximate 

percentage changes.  When the above model is estimated using the log of private sector 

exploration expenditure and the log of government EIS expenditure, the parameter values 

have an interpretation as the short-run and long-run own-price elasticity.12 

A.2 Distributed lag model 

The second sub-model to consider is the distributed lag model.  The distributed lag model 

says that there can be a delay in responses to a change in the operating environment.  In 

the context of the government EIS, the model says what happens today, in terms of the EIS, 

matters, but because we have a slow moving process, what happened in the past also 

matters for what happens today.  The motivation is similar to that outlined for the partial 

adjustment model.     

Using the same notation as for the partial adjustment model, the distributed lag model 

implies a model of the form: 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝑎 + 𝑏𝐸𝑡 + 𝑐𝐸𝑡−1 + 𝑒𝑡
 . (14) 

If it was thought appropriate, the model could also include 𝐸𝑡−2, 𝐸𝑡−3, … , 𝐸𝑡−𝑘 as 

additional explanatory variables.  For illustration purposes, here the discussion is restricted 

to a single period lagged effect. 

In equation (14) the 𝑏 term describes the current period, or short-run impact, and the 𝑐 term 

describes the delayed impact.  Similar to the partial adjustment model, the total impact, or 

long-run impact, is found by substituting equilibrium values into equation (14) to give: 

𝑄′ = 𝑎 + (𝑏 + 𝑐)𝐸 
′. (15) 

The long-run effect is therefore the sum of the terms on the current and past EIS 

expenditure variables.  As with the partial adjustment model, the interpretation of the 

estimates depends on whether or not log transformations have been applied to the raw 

data.  As the short-run impact is estimated directly, the estimate of the parameter standard 

error provides a measure of the uncertainty surrounding the estimate.  For the long-run 

impact a measure of estimate uncertainty can be derived using the delta method.  

                                                      
12  The partial adjustment model can be criticised as a backward looking model.  It might reasonably be argued that 

exploration companies are forward looking.  Such a framework is known as the rational expectation model.  However, from 
a statistical point of view the rational expectations model and the partial adjustment model are statistically equivalent.  This 
means that as an empirical matter it does not matter whether one thinks people are forward looking or backward looking, 
the empirical model estimated takes the same form. 
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A.3 Autoregressive distributed lag model 

With an understanding of the relevant sub-models, and the motivation for the way these 

models are estimated, it becomes possible to consider the ADL model.  The specific ADL 

model presented here is known as an ADL(1,1) model, and based on the literature review 

implementations of this kind of model appear to be the most flexible model that has been 

considered as a way to estimate the impact of government actions, such as incentive 

programs or tax changes on private sector exploration.13  The ADL(1,1) model may be 

thought of as a model that combines the distributed lag model and the partial adjustment 

model, and is specified as: 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐸𝑡
 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑡−1

 + 𝛽3𝑄𝑡−1
 + 𝑒𝑡

 . (16) 

As the model combines the partial adjustment model and the distributed lag model the short-

run and long-run effects are derived by working through the same steps.  Specifically, in 

equation (16) the short-run effect is given by 𝛽1, and the long-run effect is found by 

substituting long-run equilibrium values into equation (16) to give: 

𝑄′ = 𝛼 + (𝛽1 + 𝛽2)𝐸 
′ + 𝛽3𝑄 

′, (17) 

which, after grouping common terms and rearranging gives: 

𝑄′ =
𝛼

(1 − 𝛽3)
+

(𝛽1 + 𝛽2)

(1 − 𝛽3)
𝐸 

′. (18) 

As the term (𝛽1 + 𝛽2) (1 − 𝛽3)⁄  describes the equilibrium change in the level of private 
sector exploration activity following a change in the EIS it describes the long-run impact.  
Although the expression looks complex, note the expression is simply a composite of the 
way the long-run effect is derived in both of the sub-models described. 

  

                                                      
13 In at least once case an Error Correction Model (ECM) format was used, but as it is possible to derive the ADL format from 

the ECM format, here such models are treated as part of the same general model class.  
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Appendix B Co-funding grants 2011-12 

 

Table B1 Round 5 Co-funded Exploration Drilling 2011-12 Successful Projects 

  Applicant Name Drilling Project Title Target Commodities 

1 Anglo American Exploration 
(Australia) Pty Ltd 

Musgraves Project - Roquefort Prospect Ni; Cu; PGE's 

2 Anglo American Exploration 
(Australia) Pty Ltd 

Musgraves Project - Latitude Hill Prospect Ni; Cu; PGE's 

3 Atlas Iron Ltd Limestone Creek – Buried Brockman 
Formation. 

Fe 

4 Atlas Iron Ltd McCameys North – Boolgeeda Formation 
Stratigraphic Diamond Hole 

Fe 

5 Atlas Iron Ltd Jigalong: Marra Mamba Stratigraphy or 
Manganese Subgroup? 

Fe 

6 Atlas Iron Ltd Weelarrana: Buried Hamersley Stratigraphy Fe 

7 Aurora Minerals Limited Glenburgh Au; Cu; U 

8 Ausprey Resources Pty Ltd Wallal Banded Iron Formation Fe 

9 Australia Minerals & Mining Group 
Ltd 

Bencubbin Project Fe 

10 Beadell Resources Ltd Pleiades Lakes Au 

11 Beadell Resources Ltd Hercules Au 

12 Cazaly Rources Ltd Earaheedy Manganese Mn 

13 Chrysalis Resources Pioneer Gold Project - Norseman Au 

14 Chrysalis Resources Ltd Doolgunna West Au & Cu 

15 Dragon Energy Ltd Lee Steere Project- Spriggs Pool Prospect Fe, Mn 

16 Echo Resources Limited Lucius Target Au 

17 Empire Resources Ltd Constantine Project Pt; Pd; Ni; Cu 

18 Empire Resources Ltd Wynne Cu; Pb; Zn; W 

19 Enterprise Metals Limited Burgess Drilling Project Ni, Cu, PGE 

20 Fortescue Metals Group Horatio-Boolgeeda Evaluation Fe 

21 Galaxy Resources Ltd Mt Cattlin Lithium/Tantalum 

22 Gold Road Resources Ltd Golden Sands Au 

23 Gold Road Resources Ltd Dorothy Hills Au 

24 Green Rock Energy Collie Geothermal Drilling Geothermal 

25 Hancock Prospecting Pty Ltd Fortescue Valley Stratigraphic Drilling Fe 

26 Independence Group NL Duketon Nickel JV Ni, Cu, Pt, Pd 
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  Applicant Name Drilling Project Title Target Commodities 

27 La Mancha Resources Australia Ltd Frog's Leg Offset Au 

28 Laconia Resouces Ltd Barramine Project Cu; Pb; Zn; Au 

29 Matsa Resources Limited Mt Henry Gold/Magnetite Project (MH) Au, Fe 

30 McVerde Minerals Pty Ltd Pithara Au 

31 New Standard Onshore Pty Ltd Lawford #1 Well, Laurel Project Gas and Oil 

32 Northern Star Resources Limited Underground navigation drilling: Testing the 
continuation of mineralization (Voyager 3) 
down plunge, Paulsens Gold Mine, Wyloo 
Dome, Ashburton Region 

Au 

33 Oroya Mining Limited Talc Lake Nickel Project Ni; Cu-Au 

34 Rubianna Resources Ltd Murchison Au, Cu, Pb, Zn 

35 Salisbury Resources Limited Starion Gold Project Au 

36 Sirius Resources NL Ram Well Anomaly, Youanmi Igneous 
Complex 

Cu, Ni, Co, PGE's 

37 Sirius Resources NL Symons Hill Ni-Cu Anomaly Ni; Cu; PGE 

38 Speewah Metals Ltd Speewah zoned, epithermal fluorite-barite- 
Cu±Au mineralised veins and the associated 
potassic-alteration systems 

Cu, Au, F, 

39 TPL Corporation Limited Lightjack Hill Drilling Coal 

40 Traka Resources Limited Mt Short Cu, Pb, Zn 

41 Traka Resources Limited Jameson Project Ni, Cu 

42 UXA Resources Ltd Myroodah West U 

43 Ventnor Resources Limited Warrawanda Ni 

44 West Peak Iron Limited Santy Well Au, base metals 

45 CoxsRocks Pty Ltd Edjidina Au 

46 Greg Jorgensen Reptile Shear Au 

47 Harold Dowling Orrinda South Project Au 

48 Mr Christopher Potts Great Hope Gold Mine Au 

49 Mr Ladislav Stanko Mt Edwards, M15/34,  Widgiemooltha WA Au (Ag) 

50 Stuart Hooper Copperfield Northwest Au 

51 Sulphide Resources Pty Ltd Kat Gap Au 

52 Sulphide Resources Pty Ltd Tropicana East Au 

53 Wild Side Pty Ltd & Westover 
Holdings Pty Ltd 

Eucla West Project Mineral Sands 
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Executive Summary 

Globally, Western Australia is recognised as one of the world’s most prospective 

jurisdictions for mineral exploration, and in the most widely used industry 

benchmarking survey Western Australia is consistently ranked as either the top 

global jurisdiction for mining, or very near the top. 

Externalities are present in the private sector greenfield exploration market and this 

results in underinvestment, relative to the socially optimal level of greenfield 

exploration investment, which in turn impacts discovery rates.  Government 

provision of pre-competitive geoscience information and subsidies to support 

greenfield exploration are well established methods of correcting the exploration 

externality.  

The Exploration Incentive Scheme (EIS) has operated since 2009, and is focused 

on correcting the greenfield exploration externality through: direct co-investment 

to support new drilling activity in underexplored areas; provision of new pre-

competitive scientific information relevant to the development of resource 

exploration campaigns in new areas; and supporting additional research and 

development activities.  

Modelling found that $1 million of investment in the EIS generates $25 million in 

additional private sector exploration activity, on average, in the long-run.  This 

central estimate is less than previous estimates, but within the uncertainty bounds 

of previously reported estimates.  Much of the additional investment is sourced 

from outside Western Australia, and the out of State investment represents a net 

contribution to Gross State Product. 

With additional exploration activity, there are additional resource discoveries.  A 

small number of these mineral discoveries become commercial mines.  In Western 

Australia, successful discoveries can transition into very large mines, by global 

standards. 

Using an expected value framework it is possible to calculate the expected net 

present value from additional exploration activity, and the expected additional 

impact of future mines.  The expected impacts, per dollar invested, in net present 

value terms, and the associated 95% Confidence Intervals (95% CI) are: 

- exploration impact: $20.2 (95% CI $16.4 to $23.9) 

- construction activity impact: $7.6 (95% CI $3.7 to $12.0)   

- production wealth impact: $14.0 (95% CI $5.1 to $25.0)   

- royalties and taxes $9.9 (95% CI $4.8M to $17.4M). 

Not all funds invested in exploration activity are new funds to Western Australia; 

and some private sector wealth created through the establishment of new mines 

flows to shareholders that reside outside Western Australia.  Adjusting for these 

factors, the central estimate for the total return to Western Australia per dollar 

invested in the EIS is $31 (95% CI $18.5 to $44.8).  This estimate is slightly higher 

than previous estimates, but within the uncertainty bounds of previously reported 

estimates.  Relative to earlier estimates the higher return is in part due to a higher 

The role of the mining 

sector in Western Australia 

Market failure issues in the 
market for greenfield 

exploration  

The Exploration Incentive 

Scheme 

Exploration investment 

stimulus  

Future additional 

discoveries 

Expected value framework 

Additional economic activity  

The EIS net benefit to 

Western Australia is large 
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gold price assumption, relative to those previously assumed, and a more precise 

estimate of the exploration response to EIS spending, that allowed additional 

upside scenarios to be considered.   

The expected net present value return to Western Australia, per million dollars 

invested in the EIS, includes: 

- exploration impact: $10.1M (95% CI $6.3M to $13.8M) 

- construction activity impact: $3.8M (95% CI $1.8M to $6.0M)   

- production wealth impact: $7.0M (95% CI $2.5M to $12.5M)   

- royalties and taxes: $9.9M (95% CI $4.8M to $17.4M). 

The expected Full-Time Equivalent (FTE) employment impacts, per million dollars 

invested in the EIS are: 

- 18.0 FTE, for 3.0 years, as the exploration impact 

- 27.8 FTE for Fu1.8 years, as the mine construction phase impact, and 

- 10.7 FTE for 15.1 years, as the operating mine phase impact. 

Expected return to Western Australia per $1M invested in the EIS 

 

The modelling results are also consistent with the on-the-ground evidence of 

greenfield exploration campaigns supported by the EIS resulting in: new operating 

mines that have delivered substantial new construction activity, created substantial 

production wealth, and provided the government with income from royalty and tax 

payments; and future highly prospective developments where there are exploration 

companies currently transitioning to operating mine companies.   

Funding for the EIS at the current level provides a large net benefit to the Western 

Australian community as a whole, and also to the Government of Western 

Australia, narrowly defined as the return via mineral royalties and pay-roll tax.  This 

conclusion is consistent with previous analysis of the return to the Exploration 

Incentive Scheme (ACIL Allen 2015), and analysis of similar programs in other 

jurisdictions.  

Additional economic activity  

Employment impact 

On-ground evidence  

Key findings  
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1 Introduction  
This report presents an evaluation of the economic impact of the Exploration 

Incentive Scheme (EIS).  The report is the second economic impact assessment of 

the EIS, and follows the assessment structure established in the first report (ACIL 

Allen 2015); but makes use of the additional data that has become available since 

the first report was published.   

The Exploration Incentive Scheme began as a Royalties for Regions initiative in 

2009, but since July 2019 the program has been funded from Mining Tenement 

Rent revenue.  The scheme objective is to stimulate private sector exploration 

activity that would not otherwise have been undertaken, in underexplored areas of 

Western Australia.  The program is managed by the Geological Survey of Western 

Australia (GSWA) in the Department of Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety, and 

since 2009 the investment in the scheme has been over $160M.  Current 

government policy has set funding for the EIS under normal economic conditions 

at $10M per annum.  Additional funding has been approved for 2020-21 as part of 

the Government of Western Australia response to the COVID-19 pandemic.   

The specific EIS sub-programs have evolved through time, but the broad focus of 

funded activities has been consistent and has been to support new exploration 

activity in underexplored areas (which includes both at depth and spatially) through 

the provision of pre-competitive geo-science information and direct support for 

drilling activities; and supporting additional research and development activities (see 

ECS (2019) for a summary of specific program activities).   

The factors identified as contributing to the extent of private sector investment to 

find new resources include: (i) availability of geological information; (ii) state of 

technology; (iii) fiscal incentives; (iv) economic feasibility; and (v) industry 

perceptions of government credibility and sovereign risk (Gleb et al. 2012, p. 6).  

The EIS activities are well aligned with these factors.  

That government investment in EIS type activities can result in a strong private 

sector exploration response is clear (Duke 2010).  The provision of pre-competitive 

geoscience information opens up new areas of the State for exploration, and the 

provision of pre-competitive geoscience information is non-rival in consumption.  

This means that each new data release or data platform improvement can stimulate 

new exploration activity at multiple firms.  The new information provided can be 

used by large international companies, and so result in an increased budget 

allocation to exploration activities in Western Australia, which due to the provision 

of this information has become relatively more attractive; as well as stimulate the 

creation of new start-up ventures.  The extent of the gain is then moderated through 

the general mineral potential of the jurisdiction, economic and environmental 

regulation, and the legal framework around property rights.   

The receipt of co-funding for drilling has several benefits.  First, it directly lowers 

the marginal cost of drilling.  This leads to a direct increase in the number of metres 
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drilled.  The receipt of a grant also acts as a form of third-party quality certification 

for projects that allows firms to raise additional private sector funds for new 

exploration.  The additional funds raised from the private sector, which are typically 

many multiples of the value of the grant, are then invested in additional exploration 

activity.  Support for this argument is developed in Fogarty and Sagerer (2016).   

The existence of systematic funding rounds to support high risk exploration activity 

that are independent of the business cycle also decreases the probability of an 

exploration firm with solid fundamental prospects winding-up due to a temporary 

lack of funding, which might occur when prevailing market sentiment is especially 

negative.  This potential funding bridge works to directly increase the probability of 

a successful campaign to investigate a target resource, conditional on the prospects 

being positive.  Further, the existence of market condition independent funding 

sources works to decreases overall funding volatility, and this in turn improves the 

relative perception of Western Australia as a jurisdiction that has a favourable 

environment for mineral exploration activity, and hence increases the probability 

of choosing Western Australia as a jurisdiction for exploration.   

Finally, the requirement to provide core samples to the State government from co-

funded drilling campaigns ensures the continuing development of a resource 

database that is available to facilitate further research and understanding of the 

mineral resource distribution in Western Australia.  The value of the database may 

only become fully realised with future technology developments, so again, one 

round of investment may trigger many subsequent investment rounds when 

technology changes. 

The EIS also directly supports research activity, research training, and combined 

government plus research institute collaborations.  The literature provides strong 

evidence that the financial return to government from investment in research and 

development is high: with an internal rate of return of around 10% (Salter and 

Martin, 2001; Hurley et al., 2014).    

The additional exploration spending stimulated due to the EIS creates additional 

net benefits for Western Australia.  If the funding for this additional exploration 

activity is sourced from within Western Australia the marginal difference between 

the economic impact of general consumption spending and exploration spending 

represents a net gain to economic activity in Western Australia.  This effect is, 

however, likely to be small. 

If the funding for additional exploration activity is sourced from outside Western 

Australia, the full value of this induced spending represents a net gain to economic 

activity in Western Australia.  This can be thought of as the short-run direct impact 

of the program, and while these impacts can be substantial, in terms of an increase 

in Gross State Product (GSP), the flow of funds returning to the State government 

from this spending may be modest.   

The long-run impact of the EIS is the wealth created due to discoveries induced by 

the program, that ultimately transition to commercial mines.  The return to the State 

Government is through pay-roll tax and royalty payments from commercially 

operating mines, and these payments can be large.  For example, in FY2020r oyalty 
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income in Western Australia was $8.5B and is forecast to be similar in FY2021. 

(Government of Western Australia 2020). The return to the private sector providers 

of capital for exploration, from the successful development of a mine, can be many 

times larger than the direct exploration attraction impact, and the contribution of a 

mine, in terms of GSP, can be substantial.  

1.1 Exploration and mining in WA 

Western Australia is renowned as one of the most prospective geological 

environments for mining and mineral exploration in the world.  For example, the 

Fraser Institute publishes an annual survey of industry perceptions of jurisdictions, 

and Western Australia is consistently ranked as one of the top global jurisdictions 

for mining.  In terms of the combined measure of the policy environment for 

mining and mineral exploration potential of the region, in the global rankings 

Western Australia was ranked: 4th in 2020, 1st in 2019, 2nd in 2018, 5th in 2017, 3rd in 

2016, 1st in 2015, and 4th in 2014 (Fraser Institute, various years).   

Other Australian jurisdictions are also well regulated and have good mineral 

potential, but over the past decade, on average, Western Australia has accounted 

for 59% of the non-petroleum mineral exploration expenditure in Australia, which 

for decade to December 2020 has average $1.5B per annum (ABS, 2020a).  

That Western Australia is a highly favourable environment for mining activity is 

also evidenced through the size of the mining sector in Western Australia.  For the 

year ending June 2019, Western Australia’s Gross State Product (GSP) was $285.6B; 

and the mining sector represented 36% of this value (Figure 1).  The relative scale 

of the mining sector can be seen by noting that in Western Australia the 

Manufacturing sector accounted for 5% of GSP; and the Agriculture, Forestry and 

Fishing sector accounted for 2% of GSP.   

Figure 1: WA Industry sector Gross Value Added: 2018–19 and 2017–18 

 

Source:  WA Economic Profile October 2020 
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That mining provides much wealth for Western Australia does not justify 

government intervention programs such as the EIS: that provide direct and indirect 

subsidies to support private sector activities.  Well-functioning markets are able to 

ensure the efficient allocation of resources to competing uses.  It is generally only 

when an externality issue arises, or the good in question has non-excludability 

and/or non-rivalry in consumption aspects that government actions have the 

potential to improve outcomes.   

As noted above, pre-competitive geoscience information is non-rivalrous in 

consumption.  This property provides a clear theoretical basis for those EIS 

activities that are directly related to the provision of pre-competitive geoscience 

information; and this market failure issue is acknowledged by the Productivity 

Commission (Productivity Commission 2013). 

In addition to the issue of non-rivalry in the use of pre-competitive geoscience 

information, there is also an information externality associated with drilling 

campaigns that leads to underinvestment in greenfield exploration.  This issue has 

long been recognised and provides a sound theoretical basis for government 

intervention to support private sector exploration activity.   

Specifically, the outcome of any given exploration drilling program provides 

valuable information about the probability of success of future exploration drilling 

programs in regions with similar geological conditions.  Such locations may or may 

not be spatially close to the location of the specific current exploration campaign.  

This information ‘spillover’ leads to underinvestment in exploration, in a 

completely free market.   

In a pure free market scenario, exploration takes place up to the point where the 

expected marginal benefit is equal to the expected marginal cost.  As some of the 

exploration campaign benefit accrues to external parties, the marginal benefit to the 

funder of the drilling campaign is less than the total marginal benefit, and there is 

underinvestment in exploration.  The private marginal benefit is less than the total 

benefit.  Further, there is a direct incentive for any given potential funder of a 

drilling campaign to wait and not explore until someone else first undertakes a 

drilling campaign.   

The issue has been set out in the work of Nobel Laureate Joseph Stiglitz, where a 

proposed solution identified was for government to provide subsidies or tax 

incentives for greenfield drilling far from other drill holes (Stiglitz 1975).  Such 

subsidies work to lower the cost of an exploration program such that the socially 

optimal level of exploration is achieved.  The issue is illustrated in Figure 2, which 

shows that when the Marginal Social Benefit (MSB) is greater than the Marginal 

Private Benefit (MPB), the equilibrium level of exploration is Q’, and this is less 

than the optimal level of exploration Q*.  The provision of drilling subsidies for 

greenfield exploration, and the provision of pre-competitive geoscience 

information both work to lower the Marginal Private Cost (MPC) of the drilling 

campaign, and if the subsidy is set at the appropriate level, it is possible to reach 

Q*. 
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Figure 2: Resolving the exploration externality through EIS type investments 

 

Note:  MPC = Marginal Private Cost; MPB = Marginal Private Benefit; and MSB = Marginal Social Benefit; 
The distance Q* - Q’ = the shortfall in the level of exploration, relative to the socially optimal level.  

1.2 Key points summary 

The activities funded as part of the EIS fit within a clear, sound, economic 

framework.  The EIS program of activities are targeted at specific, widely 

acknowledged market failure issues: pre-competitive geoscience; greenfield 

exploration; and support for basic research and development.  Due to the 

importance of the mining sector to the economy of Western Australia — as 

evidenced through the large revenue stream provided by Royalties — addressing 

these market failure issues have the potential to provide a large net benefit to the 

State.  

1.3 Report structure 

The evaluation structure in this report has been designed to be consistent with the 

approach used in ACIL Allen (2015) and proceeds as follows: 

 Stage 1, detailed in Chapter 2 involved modelling the relationship between EIS 

expenditure and private sector exploration activity 

 Stage 2, as detailed in Chapter 3 involved using the Stage 1 outputs to model 

the relationship between exploration activity and expected commercial mine 

discoveries  

 Stage 3, as detailed in Chapter 4, involved combining the Stage 1 and Stage 2 

information to: (i) provide estimates of the net benefit to Western Australia due 

to the EIS; (ii) explore the sensitivity of the main findings to different model 

assumptions; and (iii) provide a reconciliation of the current results to previous 

findings  
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 Stage 4, as detailed in Chapter 5, involved using case study example information 

and other evidence as independent sources of evidence to validate the empirical 

modelling.  

In terms of reporting, in addition to central case estimates, the report focuses on 

presenting probability distributions to provide a measure of uncertainty around 

both central case results and the sensitivity results.   

2 Exploration investment impact 
This chapter represents the Stage 1 analysis and: (i) provides a summary of the 

previous approaches that have been used to model the relationship between 

EIS/geoscience spending and private sector exploration activity, including the 

strengths and weaknesses of these approaches; (ii) outlines some alternative 

approaches to modelling the relationship between EIS spending and private sector 

exploration activity, including the strengths and weaknesses of the alternatives; (iii) 

provides a summary of the data used to estimate the relationship between EIS 

spending and private sector exploration activity; and (iv) presents modelling results.     

2.1 Previous modelling strategies  

In ACIL Allen (2015) an Autoregressive Distributed Lag (ADL) modelling 

framework is used to estimate the relationship between EIS spending and 

exploration spending.  Additionally, the relationship between overall Government 

of Western Australia investment in geoscience and exploration spending is 

investigated in Fogarty and Sagerer (2016) using a similar modelling strategy.   

Here the focus is on the ACIL Allen (2015) model, which can be understood as 

follows: Let: 𝑄𝑡 denote the actual level of exploration activity at time 𝑡; 𝐸𝑡, denote 

the actual level of EIS investment at time 𝑡; and 𝑃1𝑡, 𝑃2𝑡 𝑃3𝑡 denote a set of three 

relevant commodity prices, at time 𝑡.  With this notation the estimated model can 

be written as: 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐸𝑡
 + 𝛽2𝐸𝑡−1

 + 𝛽3𝑄𝑡−1
 + 𝛽4𝑃1𝑡

 + 𝛽5𝑃2𝑡
 + 𝛽6𝑃3𝑡

 + 𝑒𝑡
 , (1) 

where the 𝛽𝑖 are parameters to be estimated, and 𝑒𝑡
  is a zero mean error term.  In 

equation (1) the short run (current period) effect of EIS spending is given by 𝛽1.  

As detailed in the appendix, the long run effect is found by substituting long run 

equilibrium values into equation (1), which after rearranging generates the 

expression (𝛽1 + 𝛽2) (1 − 𝛽3)⁄  as describing the change in the equilibrium level of 

private sector exploration activity following a one unit change in EIS spending.  

This change defines the long-run impact of EIS spending on exploration activity.    

The model can be estimated in terms of logs, where the estimated coefficients are 

interpreted as elasticities, or in levels, where the values can be interpreted as 

multipliers.  The strength of this modelling approach is the relatively sophisticated 

treatment of dynamics (through the use of lagged values for both private sector 

exploration activity and EIS spending as covariates); and the use of several different 
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commodity prices to capture market conditions.  The cost of using this modelling 

approach is that it introduces multicollinearity into the model, and through the 

inclusion of many explanatory variable reduces the effective sample size.  This in 

turn leads to estimates that are unbiased, but imprecise.    

The ACIL Allen (2015) report focused on models in levels, where standard error 

information was derived via the delta method.  The mean estimate for the long run 

EIS impact was $178 per dollar invested, with a 95% Confidence Interval (95% CI) 

of $20 to $336.   

Similarly, in Fogarty and Sagerer (2016), which uses a similar modelling approach 

to ACIL Allen (2015), the mean estimate for the impact of general geoscience 

spending on exploration activity is large ($130 per dollar invested), and the 95% CI 

wide: $5 to $254 per dollar invested.     

Faced with significant estimate uncertainty, both previous studies take a 

conservative approach and use the 95% confidence interval lower bound estimate 

as the estimate of the long run response of exploration spending stimulated for 

every $1 of government investment in either the EIS (ACIL Allen 2015) or 

geoscience (Fogarty and Sagerer 2016).   

When faced with estimate uncertainty such an approach is a valid strategy, but 

results in a conservative estimate of impacts.   

2.2 Alternative modelling strategies 

The existing literature provides strong evidence of a positive relationship between 

government investment in geoscience and private sector exploration investment; 

and that dynamics are an important feature.  The main limitation of the existing 

literature is that estimates are imprecise, and this is primarily caused by 

multicollinearity.  The source of the multicollinearity is the inclusion of correlated 

variables as regression model covariates.  The correlated variables are: commodity 

prices at a given point in time; and current and past period EIS expenditure through 

time.  

The estimate imprecision issue can be addressed, at a cost of a less complete 

description of dynamics, and a less nuanced treatment of market conditions 

variables.    

Specifically, the partial adjustment model is a specific (restricted) type of ADL 

model that removes the need to include lagged values of EIS expenditure as a 

covariate, but still allows both short run and long run effects to be estimated 

through the inclusion of lagged exploration expenditure as a covariate.  With this 

model the core elements of a dynamic model are maintained, but multicollinearity 

issues are decreased. 

Additionally, rather than including values for multiple separate commodity price 

series to capture market conditions, Principle Component Analysis (PCA) can be 

used to generate a single composite market conditions variable, defined as the first 

principle component from analysis of the relevant price series.  This approach 
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allows for a substantial reduction in multicollinearity issues, and also increases the 

model degrees of freedom.   

Formally, the trade-off across approaches is described as a variance-bias trade-off.  

In practice, for this application, the cost is a slightly less precise description of 

overall market conditions via the covariates that controls for market conditions, 

and that the market conditions variable does not have a natural interpretation.  For 

example, when prices are included directly in the model the estimated coefficients 

describe directly the impact of prices on exploration activity.  With the use of a 

principle component covariate such a direct interpretation is not possible.  With 

mean centred data the principle component covariate can describe positive and 

negative market conditions, and the relative intensity of market conditions, but 

there is no direct meaning to the coefficient estimate attached to the variable in the 

regression model.  

Within the specific context of trying to ‘control’ for the impact of market 

conditions, rather than directly model the impact of commodity prices, the benefits 

of the PCA approach can substantially outweigh the costs.   

Finally, rather than rely on a frequentist estimation strategy, a Bayesian approach 

can be used, where priors that reflect known information such as: (i) the relationship 

between government investment in geoscience and exploration investment is likely 

to be positive; (ii) the relationship between commodity prices and exploration 

investment is likely to be positive; (iii) the long run response of the private sector 

to EIS spending is likely to be greater than the short run response can be used.   

Arguments can be made in favour of both Bayesian and Frequentist methods, but 

the case for Bayesian methods is made in Gelman, et al. (2013), and as computer 

power has increased Bayesian methods have increased in popularity.  

2.3 Model structure and inputs 

The three strategies to mitigate against estimate imprecision described in the 

previous section have been implemented.  The details are described here. 

2.3.1 Principle component analysis 

The PCA relied on Kassambara and Mundt (2020) to implement the relevant data 

decompositions.  The inputs were AUD gold, nickel, and iron ore prices from 

FY2004 through FY2020.  Maximum quarterly prices were used for each 

commodity.  Data were downloaded from Bloomberg, and for iron ore the reported 

price series for Hebei was selected and merged with historical government data.   

2.3.2 Regression model structure 

The model estimated can be written as: 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐸𝑡
 + 𝛽2𝐺𝑡

 + 𝛽3𝑀𝑡
 + 𝛽4𝑄𝑡−1

 + 𝑒𝑡
 , (2) 

where the 𝛽𝑖 are again parameters to be estimated; 𝐸𝑡, 𝑄𝑡, and 𝑒𝑡
  are as previously 

defined; 𝐺𝑡 denotes general geoscience and related service expenditure; and 𝑀𝑡, 
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denotes market conditions, as measured by the first principle component from 

analysis of the iron ore, gold, and nickel price. 

Similar to equation (1), in equation (2), the short run (current period) effect of EIS 

spending is given by 𝛽1, but the long run effect is now found as (𝛽1) (1 − 𝛽4)⁄ .  With 

this model form, this expression defines the long run impact of EIS spending on 

exploration activity in Western Australia.  A complete explanation of the way the 

dynamics work, and why this expression defines the long-run relationship is 

provided in the Appendix material.  

2.3.3 Regression model inputs 

The response variable is non-petroleum exploration expenditure in Western 

Australia, as reported in ABS catalogue 8412.0.  The model covariates are: (i) EIS 

expenditure and other relevant GSWA expenditure, as separate covariates, as 

provided by the Department; (ii) the first principle component from the commodity 

price model to capture market conditions; and (iii) lagged non-petroleum 

exploration expenditure, to capture dynamics 

As part of the model structure it is necessary to make starting distributional 

assumptions for each component of the model.  As these distribution assumptions 

are made prior to model estimation they are referred to as model priors.  The prior 

for the intercept (𝛼) on the mean centred data is a normal distribution with location 

parameter (mean) zero and scale (standard deviation) parameter 2.5 times the 

standard deviation of the response variable (non-petroleum exploration 

expenditure in Western Australia).  The priors for 𝛽1 through 𝛽3, are characterised 

by a Laplace distribution with location parameter ten, and scale parameter two.  The 

prior for the speed of adjustment parameter (𝛽4) is a Laplace distribution with 

location parameter one-half, and scale parameter two.1  The prior for the model 

error standard deviation parameter is an exponential distribution with the rate 

parameter set at the reciprocal of the response variable standard deviation.   

With Bayesian model estimation it is necessary to allow the sampling algorithm to 

‘warm-up’.  The warm-up samples are referred to as the burn-in.  Samples from the 

burn-in are discarded.  It is also possible for the sampling algorithm to get stuck 

and not sample the complete distribution appropriately.  One way to identify 

whether this is a problem is to run the sampling algorithm for many iterations, and 

run it multiple times (each run is called a chain) to check for consistency in results.  

The post burn-in Markov Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) chain length is set at 1,000, 

and four chains are used.  Agreement across the between- and within-chain 

estimates is measured via the �̂� diagnostic, where samples are only used if �̂� < 1.05.  

This approach is recognised as generating reliable estimates for parameter 

distributions.  Model estimation relied on Goodrich et al. (2020). 

                                                      
1 As detailed in the appendix, the speed of adjustment parameter should lie between zero and one. 
As the speed of adjustment parameter is central to the long run estimate, the role of the prior was 
investigated by revising the prior to a Laplace distribution with location parameter ten, and scale 
parameter two.  The long run estimate was, in practical terms the same as reported in the text. This 
suggests there is sufficient information in the data for the prior to not dominate this effect. 
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2.4 Regression model results 

The implied long run impact multiplier is 24.9 (SD 12.6).  This means that for every 

$1 investment in the EIS, in the long run an additional $25 in exploration 

expenditure is stimulated, on average.  The median R2 value for the model is 0.59, 

suggesting that despite the use of a relatively simple model to describe both 

dynamics and prevailing market conditions, the majority of the variation in the data 

is explained by the model.  The speed of adjustment parameter estimate is 0.42, 

which says that gap between actual and target exploration expenditure shrinks by 

42% each year. 

There is still considerable uncertainty in the long run multiplier estimate, but relative 

to earlier modelling that relied on a shorter data series, estimate precision has been 

substantially improved.  The implied posterior distribution for the current model 

estimate of the long run estimate is shown Figure 3, along with information on 

earlier estimates. 

The current long run estimates are consistent with the lower end of previously 

reported values, but as noted above, and as can be seen in Figure 3, previous 

estimates were relatively imprecise.  The current estimates are also broadly 

consistent with the summary of 19 studies looking at the extent of new exploration 

expenditure stimulated by government exploration initiative programs reported in 

Duke (2010).  In Duke (2010) the mean increase in private sector exploration for 

each dollar of government investment is 6.2, and the maximum response value 

reported is a $19 increase in exploration for every $1 of government investment.  

Given that in global rankings Western Australia is consistently ranked as one of the 

best places for mining and exploration, it is reasonable to expect that the response 

in Western Australia would be consistent with the upper end of previously reported 

estimates.  

Figure 3: Comparison of current and previous long-run impact estimates 

 

Note:  Although the technical interpretation of the measures is different, for practical comparison purposes 
the 95% HDI (Highest Density Interval) from Bayesian models and the 95% CI (Confidence Interval) from 
Frequentist models can be viewed as comparable measures of estimate uncertainty.   

Unlike previous analysis that has been concerned about estimate precision and so 

advocated using the 95% CI lower bound estimate as the exploration multiplier, 

here, the central estimate of $25 in new exploration activity stimulated, per $1 
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invested in the EIS, is chosen as the long run impact estimate.  Additionally, we 

recommend plus and minus one standard deviation ($12.50) as an appropriate 

measure of uncertainty.   

In terms of a contribution to GSP, the funds attracted to Western Australia from 

either interstate or overseas can be seen as a net contribution to GSP.  Funds raised 

from within Western Australia represent a reallocation of spending from one 

activity (general private sector consumption) to another (exploration activity) and 

so do not represent a net, new contribution to GSP.   

ACIL Allen (2015) assume that at most 50% of funds for exploration are sourced 

from within Western Australia.  This is a reasonable assumption and so is 

maintained for this evaluation.  This implies the net primary contribution to GSP 

in terms of new funds invested in economic activity in Western Australia is a return 

of around $12.5 for every $1 invested in the EIS. 

3 Exploration impacts model 
The evaluation of the impact of the net increase in exploration spending follows 

the framework introduced in ACIL Allen (2015), but extends the approach to 

capture additional sources of uncertainty, and presents result distributions rather 

than high, low, and central estimate scenarios.  The central estimate from the base 

case modelling in this report can be compared to the central case estimate in the 

previous ACIL Allen report.  

3.1 The logic for an expected value framework 

The previous section established that EIS investment leads to additional 

exploration activity in Western Australia.  Exploration activity is a high-risk activity.  

Most exploration activity does not result in the establishment of a commercial mine, 

and so the commercial pay-off to most exploration activity is approximately zero.  

A small number of drilling campaigns result in commercially exploitable discoveries, 

and in rare cases very large commercial discoveries are made.  A firm undertaking 

an exploration campaign therefore incurs expenditure with certainty, for an 

uncertain future payoff, potentially far into the future, and the distribution is highly 

skewed.  

The expected commercial pay-off to exploration can be understood through the 

analysis of the performance of 100 randomly selected Australian Stock Exchange 

(ASX) listed junior Australian mineral exploration companies presented in Schodde 

(2014).  Over a ten-year period: 

- 78 companies decreased in value; with 41 companies falling in value by 

more than 90%; and 18 falling in value by 99%.  

- 22 companies increased in value; two by a factor of more than 30; two by a 

factor of between 15 and 10; three by a factor of between 10 and 5; nine by 

a factor of between 5 and 2; and the rest less than doubled in value. 
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The relatively high proportion of exploration companies that have increased in 

value over a ten-year period demonstrates that exploration activity in Australia, in 

general, is very successful.  The highly skewed return distribution shows that 

although the expected return to an investment in a junior exploration company is 

positive, the median result for an investment in a junior exploration company is for 

the value of that investment to collapse by almost 90%. 

Where payoffs are uncertain, it is helpful to use an expected value framework.  The 

basic elements of the framework can be understood by considering a stylised and 

simplified flow of decisions for an individual exploration company that has one 

initial round of exploration funding.  At each stage of the simplified and stylised 

decision process the outcome is to either proceed to the next stage or stop. 

1) The firm raises money for an exploration campaign.  The decision on where to 

conduct the campaign (Western Australia or elsewhere) has been influenced by 

access to pre-competitive geoscience data that allows exploration activity risk 

to be lowered, and/or government co-funding for drilling; local human and 

physical capital availability; governance and legal framework arrangements; and 

the general level of infrastructure and cost of doing business considerations.  

The campaign either takes place in either Western Australia or another 

jurisdiction.  

2) The result of the campaign is that either a significant find is made or is not 

made.  The probability that a significant find is made is influenced by the 

geological environments present in the selected area of exploration, the extent 

of funds raised, and the available human and physical capital.  If a significant 

find is not made, the company ceases.  If a significant find is made, the company 

undertakes a second, much larger funding round to conduct further drilling to 

prove up the resource.  

3) The second drilling program establishes that the resource either has commercial 

potential, or does not.  If the resource does not have commercial potential, the 

company ceases.  If the deposit has commercial potential the company seeks to 

transition the discovery into an operating mine, of the appropriate size: small, 

medium, or large.     

4) If market conditions (prices) are favourable, the discovery transitions to a 

commercial mine of the appropriate size.  If market conditions are not 

favourable, the discovery is deemed uneconomic and the company ceases.  

5) The transition to operating mine stage involves another much more substantial 

funding round, and these funds are used for mine construction.  During this 

stage there are substantial construction expenditure and employment benefits 

delivered within regional Western Australia.  Much of the funding used for the 

construction phase is provided from outside Western Australia and so is a net 

gain to the State. 

6) Once the mine starts operating, the owners receive income from the profit 

generated on the sale of minerals, and the government receives Royalty income 

and pay-roll tax income.   
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3.2 Expected mines model structure 

For consistency with previous evaluations, to derive the base case results the 

essential elements of the ACIL Allen (2015) structure are followed.  Alternative 

scenarios are then explored through sensitivity analysis.  

The ACIL Allen model structure can be understood as follows.  The government 

invests $1M in the EIS and this triggers additional private sector exploration 

activity, which can be measured in terms of additional metres drilled.  Discoveries 

of different mine types are made every 1.73 million metres drilled in the ACIL Allen 

(2015) study, and depending on market conditions a proportion of these discoveries 

transition to operating mines.  Only when discoveries transition to operating mines 

is there a return to those that funded the drilling campaign, and government.  

The returns are expressed in terms of Expected Net Present value terms.  

ACIL Allen considered three commodity types and three mine sizes, where any 

given exploration campaign is not considered mineral specific: i.e. the metres drilled 

count equally towards the discovery of each mine type, in the relative proportion 

such discoveries are made.  This is an appropriate assumption for the modelling 

approach used, and is maintained in this evaluation.   

3.3 Key model assumptions 

Key model assumptions relate to:  

i) the exploration expenditure triggered by the EIS  

ii) the all-in cost per metre drilled  

iii) the distance drilled per commercial find  

iv) the nature of each commercial find  

v) commodity prices 

vi) mining Royalty rates, and 

vii) the discount rate used to convert future values into Net Present Value 

(NPV) equivalents.   

The model assumptions and the relationship to the values used in the ACIL Allen 

report are detailed below. 

Exploration activity triggered by the EIS 

The modelling of the private sector response to EIS spending found that $1M in 

EIS investment stimulated a $25M private sector response, with SD $12.6.  To 

reflect uncertainty the model assumes $1M in EIS spending triggers either $12.5M, 

$25.0M, or $37.5M in additional exploration investment.  The high and low bounds 

reflect one standard deviation above and below the central estimate. 

This improves upon ACIL Allen (2015), where a single value of $19.8M (in 2015 

dollars) was used for the private sector investment stimulated per $1M invested in 

the EIS.  As the value used in ACIL Allen (2015) was a lower bound estimate, it 
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was argued that this assumption was sufficiently conservative to be confident that 

the modelled results would be realised.  In light of the limited data availability at the 

time this was a valid modelling choice, but it does mean that the overall ACIL Allen 

(2015) are conservative estimates.    

For comparison purposes, Table 1 shows the inflation adjusted ACIL Allen values 

and the current study values in 2020 dollar equivalents.  It is important to note that 

the current study includes values similar to the value assumed in ACIL Allen (2015) 

and also more responsive and less responsive scenarios.   

Table 1:  Exploration activity triggered per $1 in EIS investment (2020 dollars) 

ACIL Allen (2015) Low response Central case High response 

21.5 12.5 25.0 37.5 

Note: Inflation conversion is via the RBA inflation calculator. 

Drilling activity triggered by the EIS 

The ACIL Allen report uses Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS) catalogue 8412 

to estimate the per meter drilling cost and using a three-year average report $382 as 

the per metre drilled cost (in 2015 dollars). 

Analysis of the same data source for the 12-years to September 2020 suggests that 

the all-in cost of exploration drilling for new deposits over the past 12-years has 

been around $340 per metre drilled (in 2020 inflation adjusted dollars).  Cost can 

fluctuate with the business cycle.  When looked at on a quarter-by-quarter basis the 

standard deviation in per metre drilling costs is approximately $90.  When looked 

at on an annual basis, the standard deviation is around $45.  The kind of drilling 

stimulated by and/or directly supported through EIS funding is likely to be 

relatively remote.  Reflecting this, and the variation in drilling costs through time, 

the central all-in drilling cost is set at $350 per metre with $275 per metre and $425 

per metre used to define the high low range.  The marginal cost of any drilling 

program will be less than this, but this value attempts to capture ancillary costs 

associated with exploration activity. 

A comparison of the ACIL Allen inflation adjusted model value and the values used 

in this study is presented in Table 2.  The reason for the difference in the central 

estimate is that real drilling costs, on average, have been lower in the years since the 

ACIL Allen report was completed (see Figure 4). 

Table 2:  All-in per metre drilling costs assumptions (2020 dollars) 

ACIL Allen (2015) High cost  Central case Low cost 

415 425 350 275 

Note: Inflation conversion is via RBA inflation calculator. 

Source: ABS catalogue 8412. 
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Figure 4: Evolution of exploration drilling costs (inflation adjusted 2020 dollars) 

 

Note: Historical values inflated to current dollar equivalents using National CPI values 

Source:  ABS catalogue 8412 

Expected discovery distribution  

The distance drilled per commercial find is based on ACIL Allen (2015), and again 

nine types of resource discovery are the focus.  Values are, however, adjusted to 

reflect the detail in Schodde (2019) that shows a general trend towards an increasing 

cost per discovery.  Unlike ACIL Allen (2015), which uses a single discovery rate 

distribution, in this analysis three different discovery rate distributions are used.  In 

Table 3, specific values are reported that match the way the information was 

reported in ACIL Allen (2015).  Note that the discovery rates represent the rate of 

discovery to a given drilling campaign, allocated across all nine representative mine 

types, and not the overall rate of discovery per metres drilled.   

Table 3:  Metres drilled per commercial discover: (Million metres) 

Mine type 
ACIL Allen 

(2015) 
Low success 

rate 
Medium 

success rate 
High success 

rate 

Small Gold Mine 3.8 4.8 4.0 3.6 

Medium Gold Mine 13.6 17.0 14.2 12.9 

Large Gold Mine 50.9 63.6 53.4 48.3 

Small Nickel Mine 15.6 19.6 16.4 14.9 

Medium Nickel Mine 29.1 36.3 30.5 27.6 

Large Nickel Mine 50.9 63.6 53.4 48.3 

Small Iron Ore Mine 14.5 18.2 15.3 13.8 

Medium Iron Ore Mine 67.8 84.8 71.2 64.4 

Large Iron Ore Mine 67.8 84.8 71.2 64.4 

An alternate way of expressing the detail in Table 3 is in terms of the impact on 

success probabilities.  Using the long run exploration impact of $25, and the central 

case per meters drilled, Table 4 describes the long run impact of $1M in EIS 

investment in terms of the success probability of a find of each type.  The central 
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case discovery rate in this evaluation is slightly less than the ACIL Allen values, but 

the high and low cases ensure that a range of outcomes are considered.   

Table 4:  Impact of $1M of EIS investment on discovery probabilities 

Mine type 
ACIL Allen 

(2015) 
Low success 

rate 
Medium 

success rate 
High success 

rate 

Small Gold Mine 0.0188 0.0149 0.0179 0.0198 

Medium Gold Mine 0.0053 0.0042 0.0050 0.0055 

Large Gold Mine 0.0014 0.0011 0.0013 0.0015 

Small Nickel Mine 0.0046 0.0036 0.0044 0.0048 

Medium Nickel Mine 0.0025 0.0020 0.0023 0.0026 

Large Nickel Mine 0.0014 0.0011 0.0013 0.0015 

Small Iron Ore Mine 0.0049 0.0039 0.0047 0.0052 

Medium Iron Ore Mine 0.0011 0.0008 0.0010 0.0011 

Large Iron Ore Mine 0.0011 0.0008 0.0010 0.0011 

Mine characteristics  

The nature of each commercial find is described via a styled mine.  For each mine 

the assumed wage is $140,000 per FTE, which is based on the ABS May 2020 

Average Weekly earnings survey for the mining sector.  For mine construction it is 

assumed that the average wage is $100,000, due a much greater variety of labour 

being required. 

The stylised mines are consistent with those used in ACIL Allen (2015), which were 

calibrated to mines in Western Australia.  By global standards, the large discovery 

mine category is a very large mine, but this is consistent with the nature of mining 

in Western Australia.  For example, the large mine types are broadly consistent with: 

Boddington for gold; Ravensthorpe for nickel; and Roy Hill for iron ore.  Medium 

and small discoveries are also relatively large mines, as they are proportional to the 

scale of mines in Western Australia. 

As part of the sensitivity testing a scenario is considered where iron ore mines are 

excluded from the analysis.  

Representative gold mines  

The representative small gold mine discovery has a reserve of 9M tonnes, at an 

average grade of 2.9 grams per tonne; a construction cost of $80M; operating 

expenses of $850 per tonne; 250 FTE employees, and an operating life of 10 years.  

The time from drilling to the start of construction is two years, construction time 

is 6 months, and it takes a further 6 months to reach full production. 

The representative medium gold mine discovery has a reserve of 50M tonnes, at an 

average grade of 2.4 grams per tonne; a construction cost of $800M; operating 

expenses of $1,000 per tonne; 500 FTE employees, and an operating life of 10 years.  

The time from drilling to the start of construction is 5 years, construction time is 

1.5 years, and it takes a further 6 months to reach full production. 

The representative large gold mine discovery has a reserve of 450M tonnes, at an 

average grade of 1.6 grams per tonne; a construction cost of $3,500M; operating 
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expenses of $1,125 per tonne; 750 FTE employees, and an operating life of 15 years.  

The time from drilling to the start of construction is 10 years, construction time is 

2.5 years, and it takes a further year to reach full production. 

Figure 5: Representative gold mines  

 

Representative nickel mines  

The representative small nickel mine discovery has a reserve of 8M tonnes, at an 

average grade of 1.6%; a construction cost of $80M; operating expenses of $10,000 

per tonne; 100 FTE employees, and an operating life of 15 years.  The time from 

drilling to the start of construction is 2 years, construction time is 1 year, and it 

takes a further 6 months to reach full production. 

The representative medium nickel mine discovery has a reserve of 25M tonnes, at 

an average grade of 1.6%; a construction cost of $500M; operating expenses of 

$8,000 per tonne; 225 FTE employees, and an operating life of 15 years.  The time 

from drilling to the start of construction is 5 years, construction time is 1.5 years, 

and it takes a further year to reach full production. 

The representative large nickel mine discovery has a reserve of 180M tonnes, at an 

average grade of 0.8%; a construction cost of $2,000M; operating expenses of 

$18,000 per tonne; 390 FTE employees, and an operating life of 55 years.  The time 

from drilling to the start of construction is 10 years, construction time is 4 years, 

and it takes a further 2 years to reach full production. 
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Figure 6: Representative nickel mines  

 

Representative iron ore mines  

The representative small iron ore mine discovery has a reserve of 300M tonnes, at 

an average grade of 49.1%; a construction cost of $500M; operating expenses of 

$60 per tonne; 200 FTE employees, and an operating life of 30 years.  The time 

from drilling to the start of construction is 5 years, construction time is 1.5 years, 

and it takes a further 1.5 years to reach full production. 

The representative medium iron ore mine discovery has a reserve of 1,000M tonnes, 

at an average grade of 46.4%; a construction cost of $5,000M; operating expenses 

of $55 per tonne; 450 FTE employees, and an operating life of 30 years.  The time 

from drilling to the start of construction is 7 years, construction time is 3 years, and 

it takes a further 2 years to reach full production. 

The representative large iron ore mine discovery has a reserve of 2,500M tonnes, at 

an average grade of 60.4%; a construction cost of $10,000M; operating expenses of 

$46 per tonne; 900 FTE employees, and an operating life of 40 years.  The time 

from drilling to the start of construction is 10 years, construction time is 5 years, 

and it takes a further 3 years to reach full production. 
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Figure 7: Representative iron ore mines 

 

Commodity price assumptions 

The price scenarios assumed as potential average prices achieved over the life of 

each mine are shown in Table 5, where the values in parentheses are the values in 

ACIL Allen (2015).  The ACIL Allen report notes that the values used were agreed 

with the Department.  The values used here have been derived from analysis of the 

Bloomberg price data for the past 20 years, where the objective has been to 

characterise average prices that might be achieved over a period of time, and not 

just the extremes highs and lows of the price distribution.  The main difference 

between the two sets of values is the decrease in the nickel price assumption and 

the increase in the gold price assumption.  The central case value for iron ore is 

approximately unchanged, but the range is larger in this study, relative to the values 

used in the ACIL Allen report.     

Table 5:  Price assumptions per commodity reconciliation 

Scenario Nickel Gold Iron ore  

 $AUD per T $AUD per Oz $AUD per T 

Low 11,000 (15,000) 1,200 (1,200) 60 (65) 

Central 16,500 (20,000) 1,600 (1,400) 100 (95) 

High 22,500 (35,000) 2,000 (1,600) 150 (125) 

Note: Iron Ore is for 62% Fe. 

Source: Bloomberg price data.  
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Figure 8: Relative price evolution for gold and nickel since 2015 report 

 

Note: The scale of each price series is quite different, and so each price series has been normalised to a 
standardised index value so that the relative change in price can be compared. 

Source:  Bloomberg. 

Royalty rates 

The royalty rates are the same for the current study and the ACIL Allen (2015) 

study: 2.5% for gold and nickel, and 7.5% for iron ore.    

Discount rate assumption 

There remains considerable debate regarding the appropriate discount rate to use 

when evaluating government funded programs.  Infrastructure Australia has settled 

on three reference rates for high, low, and medium discount rates, and these rates 

are 10%, 7%, and 4%.  These rates are broadly consistent with the range of values 

historically recommended by the State Government.   

Use of a high discount rate does not automatically mean a conservative approach is 

being used.  For example, in the mining sector, where there are significant end of 

project costs, use of a high discount rate will result in a low weight being placed on 

these end of project costs, and such an approach could not be considered a 

conservative approach to project analysis. 

It is also important to note that although discount rate advice in Australia has been 

relatively static, this is not the case for all global jurisdictions.  In the US, the 

required discount rate to use for evaluations of Federal Government programs is 

published annually.  The 2020 recommended discount rate for program evaluations 

of the scale used in this analysis is 0.4% real (OMB 2019).   

The discount rate plays an important role in the evaluation.  For example, consider 

the stylised large mines.  In each case there is a ten-year delay between when initial 

drilling takes place, and when construction of the mine starts; construction takes up 

to 5 years; and mine life is between 15 and 55 years.  The large time lag between 

when drilling takes place, and when royalty revenue starts to flow, means the 
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discount rate has a large impact on the NPV calculation.  This is illustrated in Table 

6, which shows the value of $1 in royalty income discounted to a current NPV 

equivalent, at time horizons relevant for a large commercial find.   

The model assumes that it would be 15-years between a drilling campaign that 

identified a large (Tier 1) resource and when production would start to generate 

royalty income.  At a real discount rate of 2% — which is substantially less than the 

2020 cost of State government debt, and also substantially above the US 

government recommended discount rate — $1 of Royalty income would have an 

NPV of 74.3 cents; while if the discount rate was 10% this value would 23.9 cents.  

As can be seen from the last row of Table 6, for a large mine, that would still be 

operating 60 years after the initial discovery, with a high discount rate the NPV of 

the Royalty income is approximately zero, at the end of mine life.   

Table 6:  NPV of $1 at different discount rates and time horizons (cents) 

 2% 4% 7% 10% 

15-years from drilling 74.3 55.5 36.2 23.9 

30-years from drilling 55.2 30.8 13.1 5.7 

60-years from drilling 30.5 9.5 1.7 0.3 

  

For this application we set the discount rate at 4% when evaluating the return to 

government, which is the same value used in ACIL Allen (2015).  The impact of 

assuming discount rates of 2% and 7% is explored as part of the sensitivity analysis.   

Project valuation for the private sector is different to that for the government 

sector.  For the private sector there are both financing cost considerations and 

idiosyncratic project risk considerations.  As such it is generally not appropriate to 

use the same discount rate for the private sector as used for the government sector.  

Different government and private sector discount rates are used in ACIL Allen 

(2015), and a literature has developed on the use of a lower discount rate for the 

public sector within the context of public-private projects (Grout 2007).  In the 

context of public geoscience and exploration activity, Gildemeister et al., (2018) 

discuss choosing between the private sector discount rate of 10% or the 

government social discount rate of 6% for project evaluation.  For the private sector 

perspective calculations, the central case relies on a real discount rate of 10%, with 

the impact of 8% and 12% explored as part of the sensitivity testing.   

3.4 Summary exploration impacts  

The model results can be separated into the private sector impact, and the return 

to government impact. 

3.4.1 Private sector impacts 

The private sector impacts are calculated net of taxes and royalty payments, and 

impacts per dollar of EIS investment, and are as follows: 

- The mean NPV for construction activity associated with the mine 

infrastructure build stage is $7.6, with 95% CI $3.7 to $12.0   
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- The mean NPV for the production wealth associated with mineral 

production is $14.0, with 95% CI $5.1 to $25.0, and  

- The mean NPV for the total private sector wealth associated with 

constructing and operating mines is $21.6, with 95% CI $9.0 to $36.2. 

Figure 9: Expected private sector impact per $1 EIS investment (NPV) 

 

Note: Bootstrapped distributions. 

3.4.2 Government sector impacts 

The return to the Government of Western Australia comes primarily through 

royalty income and pay-roll tax. Details on the expected return to government, per 

$1 invested in the EIS from pay-roll tax, royalty income, and combined, are shown 

in Figure 10. 

The results provide clear evidence that: the return to the State government is 

positive.  The mean combined pay-roll tax and royalty income expected return is 

$9.9 per dollar invested, with 95% CI $4.4 to $16.4. 

From Figure 10 it is also clear that the main return to government channel is royalty 

income.  The mean expected return from pay-roll tax is $0.53 per dollar invested, 

with 95% CI $0.33 to $0.77; and the mean expected return from Royalty income is 

$9.4 per dollar invested, with 95% CI $4.0 to $15.7. 
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Figure 10: Expected return to government per $1 EIS investment (NPV) 

 

Note: Bootstrapped distributions.  

4 Return to Western Australia 
The stage one and stage two modelling in Chapters 2 and 3 described the total 

impact of investment in the EIS.  The return to government was defined in terms 

of royalty income and payroll-tax income received; and the return to the private 

sector was defined in terms of the net private sector wealth created, and the benefit 

due to additional exploration and construction activity.  Issue of horizontal fiscal 

equalisation across Australian jurisdictions are beyond the scope of this report.  

Some of the total benefits flow to non-residents of Western Australia, and some of 

the additional exploration activity is a redirection of funds from other activities 

rather than net new investment into Western Australia.   

Following the format of ACIL Allen (2015), the return to Western Australia is 

defined as the additional exploration expenditure attracted to Western Australia 

from outside Western Australia; the additional construction investment spending 

attracted from outside Western Australia during the mine construction stage; that 

proportion of additional net private sector wealth held by residents of Western 

Australia; and the royalty and payroll-tax received by the Government of Western 

Australia. 

The remainder of this chapter presents:  

i) Base case return to Western Australia estimates 

ii) Sensitivity analysis that explores the role of the discount rate assumption 

and the type of exploration activity stimulated assumption, and 

iii) A reconciliation of the current findings to the findings reported in ACIL 

Allen (2015). 

4.1 Base case return to Western Australia 

For consistency with previous analysis, the assumptions used to determine the 

return to Western Australia are that: 50% of the funds raised for exploration and 

construction are external to Western Australia, and that 50% of established mine 
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wealth flows out of Western Australia.  With these assumptions 50% of the funds 

raised for exploration and mine construction are treated as a net gain to Western 

Australia, and 50% of the expected net wealth creation leaves the State. 

4.1.1 Financial impacts 

A summary of the various elements of the expected return to Western Australia is 

provided in Figure 11.  The central estimate for the total return is $30.8 per dollar 

invested, and the 95% CI range is $18.5 to $44.8.   

The components of the total return are: 

- Exploration impact: $10.1, with 95% CI $6.3 to $13.8  

- Construction impact: $3.8, with 95% CI $1.8 to $6.0 

- Production wealth: $7.0, with 95% CI $2.5 to $12.5 

- Royalty income: $9.4, with 95% CI $4.0 to $15.7, and 

- Pay-roll tax: $0.5, with 95% CI $0.3 to $0.8. 

The two largest components of the total return to Western Australia are the net 

additional funds attracted to Western Australia for exploration activity, and royalty 

payments to the Government of Western Australia as the community return from 

resource extraction.  

Figure 11: Expected return to Western Australia per $1 EIS: base case (NPV) 

 

Note: Bootstrapped distributions. 
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4.1.2 Employment impacts 

Describing expected employment impacts is complicated, as it is necessary to 

consider both the length of activity and the scale of activity, jointly.  To make the 

assessment tractable we follow the approach used in ACIL Allen (2015) and 

describe the impact when all variables are set at the central values.  With these 

settings the expected employment impacts per $1M invested in the EIS are: 

- 18.0 FTE, for 3.0 years, as the exploration impact 

- 27.8 FTE for 1.8 years, as the mine construction phase impact, and 

- 10.7 FTE for 15.1 years, as the operating mine phase impact. 

4.2 Sensitivity scenario analysis  

As part of the sensitivity analysis, both the role of the discount rate assumption and 

the role of mineral discovery type is explored.  The sensitivity analysis that follows 

demonstrates that the main result of a strong positive state benefit is robust to 

alternative assumptions. 

4.2.1 Impact of the discount rate assumption 

Here we consider the impact of varying the discount rate assumption.  In scenario 

one, the government discount rate assumption is increased from 4% to 7%, and the 

private sector discount rate assumption is increased from 10% to 12%. In scenario 

two, the government discount rate assumption is decreased from 4% to 2%, and 

the private sector discount rate assumption is decreased from 10% to 8%. 

Higher discount rate scenario 

Figure 12 provides a summary of the results, when higher discount rates are used, 

and returns are uniformly lower.  With a higher discount rate assumption, the 

central total benefit to Western Australia estimate falls from $30.8 to $23.5, with 

95% CI $15.0 to $32.8. 

The respective estimates for each component of the total return are: 

- Exploration impact: $9.7, with 95% CI $6.1 to $13.3  

- Construction impact: $3.2, with 95% CI $1.6 to $5.1 

- Production wealth: $5.1, with 95% CI $1.8 to $8.2 

- Royalty income: $5.0, with 95% CI $2.1 to $8.2, and 

- Pay-roll tax: $0.4, with 95% CI $0.2 to $0.5. 
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Figure 12: Expected return to Western Australia per $1 EIS: high discount rate 

 

Note: Bootstrapped distributions. 

Lower discount rate scenario 

Figure 13 provides a summary of the expected results, when lower discount rates 

are used, and returns are uniformly higher.  With a lower discount rate assumption, 

the central total benefit to Western Australia estimate increases from $30.8 to $44.7, 

with 95% CI $25.4 to $65.9. 

The respective estimates for each component of the total return are: 

- Exploration impact: $10.5, with 95% CI $6.6 to $14.3  

- Construction impact: $4.9, with 95% CI $2.3 to $7.7 

- Production wealth: $12.1, with 95% CI $5.1 to $20.0 

- Royalty income: $16.4, with 95% CI $7.1 to $26.9, and 

- Pay-roll tax: $0.7, with 95% CI $0.4 to $1.1. 
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Figure 13: Expected return to Western Australia per $1 EIS: low discount rate 

 

Note: Bootstrapped distributions. 

4.2.2 Impact of mine type discoveries 

The base case model assumes that additional drilling can trigger gold, nickel, or iron 

ore discoveries.  Iron ore mines in Western Australia can have a very long life; and 

have been a substantial driver of both private sector wealth, and royalty income (see 

Figure 15).  Western Australia is the world’s leading supplier of iron ore, with a 

global market share more than twice that of the second supplier, Brazil; the cash 

cost of production is low (see Figure 15); and Australia’s major export ports are 

close to key markets.  More specifically, iron ore production dominates the Western 

Australian economy, and in 2019 the iron ore industry accounted for 20% of Gross 

State Product; 82% of State Government royalty income; and 18% of State 

Government revenue (DJTSI 2020).  

To explore the role of expected iron ore discoveries, the model was estimated under 

the assumption that the additional exploration activity stimulated by the EIS only 

stimulated activity associated with gold and nickel discoveries.  

For this scenario the expected return to the State falls from $30.8 to $16.7 (95% CI 

$11.9 to $21.9).   

The reduction in return is primarily through lower royalty income, which falls from 

$9.4 to $2.0 (95% CI $1.1 to $3.0); and lower expected new private sector wealth, 

which falls from $7.0 to 1.7 (95% CI $0.7 to $2.8). 
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Figure 14: Expected return to Western Australia per $1 EIS: no iron ore 

 

Given the high profitability of iron ore mines in Western Australia, the long mine 

life, and the baseline Royalty rate, it is not surprising that excluding iron ore results 

in a decrease in the expected benefit to Western Australia.    

However, that there is still a strong positive expected return to EIS investment, 

once Western Australia’s most important commodity is removed from the analysis 

demonstrates that the main result is robust, and not dependent on triggering 

additional iron ore discoveries.    

Figure 15: Characteristics of iron ore industry in Western Australia 

 

Source:  Reproduced from DJTSI (2020) 

4.2.3 Summary sensitivity analysis finding  

The base case modelling results incorporate many sources of uncertainty, however 

some model parameters, such as the discount rate assumption and the type of 
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exploration activity stimulated assumption reflect subjective choices.  The 

sensitivity analysis established that the main study finding of a large positive net 

benefit from EIS spending is robust to alternative, plausible assumptions, for the 

discount rate and mine type discoveries.      

4.3 Reconciliation to previous findings 

4.3.1 Financial impacts reconciliation 

A reconciliation of the previous finding to the current findings is presented in Table 

7.  So that the two sets of results are comparable, the earlier ACIL Allen (2015) 

estimates have been adjusted for inflation to 2020 equivalent values.   

For the ACIL Allen (2015) estimates the central estimate value is reported and the 

values in parentheses represent the high to low range.  For the current study the 

central estimate is reported, along with the 95% CI.  The transfers between the 

government and the private sector have been netted out from the return to the 

private sector, and do not represent double counting.   

Table 7:  Benefit comparison per $1M invested in the EIS (2020 dollars) 

Category ACIL Allen (2015) Current study 

 $ $ 

Exploration expenditure 11.2 (0 -11.2) 10.1 (6.3 – 13.8) 

Construction expenditure 4.2 (0 - 6.3) 3.8 (1.8 – 6.0) 

Production wealth  3.6 (0 – 12.3) 7.0 (2.5 – 12.5) 

Royalties 6.3 (0 – 11.2) 9.4 (4.0 – 15.7) 

Pay-roll tax 0.4 (0 – 0.5) 0.5 (0.3 – 0.8) 

Total 25.7 (0 – 41.6) 30.8 (18.5 – 44.8) 

Note: For ACIL Allen values in parentheses represent high low range and for current study values in 
parentheses represent 95% CI.  

Although the new central estimate is higher than the previous estimate ($30.8 

compared to $25.7) the proportion of the area under the distribution estimate curve 

for the current study that lies within the high to low range of ACIL Allen (2015) 

study is 93%.  This can be interpreted as representing broad agreement, in terms of 

findings, between the previous study and this evaluation, although the high low 

range for the previous study is relatively large. 

The low case finding in the current study is always higher than the ACIL Allen 

report low case finding due to a difference in assumptions.  The low case scenario 

in the ACIL Allen study considers a scenario where all commodity prices are 

uniformly low, for the entire future period, such that no matter what the level of 

EIS investment, there is no private sector exploration response.  In the current 

study such a scenario falls outside the 95% confidence interval, hence the low case 

for the current study is always higher.  The ACIL Allen report notes that the low 

case scenario represents an extreme outcome.  

Royalty income is higher in the current study, in part due to the higher average gold 

price assumption.  As detailed in Figure 8, the gold price has risen strongly since 
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the previous report.  As such, the model price assumptions for gold have been 

revised upwards for the current study.  

The higher production wealth finding is in part due to the current study using a 

10% real discount rate rather than a 12% real discount rate, as was used in the ACIL 

Allen study.  When a matching 12% discount rate assumption is used the estimate 

for production wealth falls from $7.0 to $5.1, with 95% CI $1.8 to $8.2. 

4.3.2 Employment impacts reconciliation 

Similar to the financial impact reconciliation, the current study findings of impacts 

per $1M invested are in general more positive than the ACIL Allen 92015) findings.  

Expressed in terms of total FTE years, the ACIL Allen central estimate was 189 

FTE years, and the current study estimate is 266 FTE years, per million dollars 

invested.  The reason for the difference is largely due to a modest difference in the 

assumed average mine life for the central case between the two studies.  A 

reconciliation of the sets of impacts is presented below: 

 Exploration impact  

- 18.0 FTE, for 3.0 years (current) compared to 12.5 FTE, for 3 years (ACIL 

Allen) 

 Mine construction impact 

- 27.8 FTE for 1.8 years (current) compared to 27.6 FTE for 2 years (ACIL 

Allen) 

 Operating mine impact 

- 10.7 FTE for 15.1 years (current) compared to 7.4 FTE for 13 years (ACIL 

Allen). 

Overall, the difference in the central case reflects different assumptions.  The ACIL 

Allen (2015) study explicitly sought to use conservative assumptions, and so some 

potential upside scenarios are excluded from the ACIL Allen modelling.  Here, the 

objective has been to consider a central best-case estimate, and then consider both 

upside and downside uncertainty.  As this study includes potential upside scenarios 

not considered in the ACIL Allen (2015) report, it is natural that the central estimate 

in this study is higher than in the ACIL Allen (2015) study.    

5 Supporting evidence 
This chapter provides complementary supporting evidence that supports the main 

empirical modelling. 

5.1 Peer-reviewed studies 

The results showing a positive return to the Government of Western Australia from 

EIS spending are consistent with the limited number of peer-reviewed studies that 

have estimated the return to Government from investment in geoscience type 
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activities.  Peer-reviewed studies have tended to emphasise the benefit-cost ratio 

metric to assess impacts.  For example, Scott et al., (2002) report benefit-cost ratios 

for government investment in geoscience of between 4.7 and 6.2 for Queensland, 

with a 6% discount rate; Fogarty and Sagerer (2016) report mean benefit-cost ratios 

of between 5.2 and 9.0 for Western Australia, with discount rates varying between 

5% and 9%; and Gildemeister et al. (2018) report a central estimate of 11.5 as the 

benefit-cost ratio for public geoscience expenditure in Chile, where a 10% discount 

rate is used.  

Figure 16 plots the benefit-cost ratio distribution from the government perspective 

from this analysis, at three different discount rates, and the central estimates are 

17.0 with a 2% discount rate, 9.9 with a 4% discount rate, and 5.8 with a 7% 

discount rate.  Overall, when the results are expressed in benefit-cost ratio terms, 

the results are broadly consistent with the values reported in the peer-reviewed 

literature.  

Figure 16: Expected benefit-cost ratio for government investment in the EIS 

 

Note: Bootstrapped distributions. 

5.2 A pipeline of projects 

The modelling results are based on an expected value framework.  Such a 

framework allows uncertainty to be appropriately incorporated into the government 

policy evaluation framework.  As the EIS has been operational for more than a 

decade it is also appropriate to ask what actual on ground evidence exists on EIS 

performance.  If the EIS is working as expected, it should be possible to identify 

some on-the-ground evidence of EIS funding leading to prospective developments 

that have good prospects of transitioning to an operating mine.   

Here, three case studies are presented from three funding rounds that illustrate the 

expected pattern of development is present: there are operating mines where the 

development of the exploration drilling program benefited from EIS funding; there 

are highly developed projects that have progressed to the feasibility stage, that have 

directly benefited from EIS funded activities; and there are emerging prospects that 

have been developed as targets due to EIS funded activities, where external funding 

for extensive additional drilling campaigns has been secured.  
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The first case study describes an outcome from an early round of co-funded drilling 

in the Fraser Range where there has been a complete transition from a small 

exploration company that received co-funding for exploration drilling, to an 

operating world class mine.  As part of this transition there was a dramatic increase 

in private sector wealth, and around $500M was spent on mine site construction.  

As an operating mine the State government is now receiving royalty income from 

this mine.  Co-funding was provided in Round 3 (2011-12), but the overall drilling 

campaign also relied on historical GSWA precompetitive data resources. 

The second case study describes a small exploration company that received co-

funding for drilling that is currently at the point of commissioning a feasibility study 

for a new, large, world class gold mine.  The company has experienced a rapid 

increase in value, has undertaken extensive additional exploration activity to prove 

up the resource and has been able to raise substantial funds from capital markets to 

fund the required additional exploration drilling and associated project 

development costs.  Co-funding was provided in Round 15 (2017-18), and the 

overall campaign concept relied on GSWA maintained resources (e.g. Western 

Australian mineral exploration reports (WAMEX), such that historical context of 

mining in the region was known.   

The third case study provides an example of a small exploration company that has 

received co-funding for drilling and has been able to leverage the preliminary results 

into a farm-in arrangement with a large established mining company that is willing 

to fund substantial additional exploration drilling to investigate the resource base.  

This demonstrates a pathway from initial exploration to substantial new privately 

funded exploration activity in a potential emerging resource province.  Co-funding 

for drilling was received in various funding rounds, and this example demonstrates 

why a large private sector multiplier, as found in the stage 1 modelling reported in 

Chapter 2, is realistic.  

5.2.1 Nova nickel project 

The Nova nickel mine in the Fraser Range represents a valuable case study that can 

place the abstract modelling results in context.  As detailed in a range of ASX 

announcements and reports, initial exploration activity for the project made use of 

data from various sources, including historical data from the 1960s; GSWA 

geophysics and soil sample information; and drilling activity was directly supported 

by the EIS.2  

In December 2011 Sirius Resources had a market capitalisation of $13M and was 

undertaking drilling co-founded through the EIS in the Fraser Range, where the 

prospectivity of the region was generally regarded as low, but emerging exploration 

results on the back of earlier pre-competitive geoscience data suggested the 

potential for gold and nickel was high (Bennett 2011).  This co-funded drilling 

program led to the development of the Nova Nickel mine, currently operated by 

IGO Limited (IGO).   

                                                      
2 ASX announcement Sirius Resources Limited 20 January 2010 illustrates the role of historical 
GSWA geochemical sampling. 
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Following the initial discovery in 2012, substantial additional work was undertaken 

to prove up the Nova resource base, and by the end of 2014 a definitive feasibility 

study had been completed.  At the time the definitive feasibility study had been 

completed the value of Sirius Resources had risen to $1.2B.  In 2015 the company 

was acquired by IGO for $1.8B.  Over a four-year period there was an increase in 

wealth for equity owners in this junior exploration company of 140 fold.   

The 2015 IGO Annual Report noted the expected cost of mine development for 

Nova as $443M; that the mine life will be ten years, and construction will largely be 

completed during the 2016 financial year.  The actual construction cost was slightly 

higher than expected ($456M), but what is most notable is the relatively short time 

period from discovery to production.  For example, the project proceeded to 

production approximately one-third faster than assumed transition timeline used in 

the Chapter 3 analysis.  

Figure 17: Nova: production, construction, employment 

 

Source: IOG 2017 Annual Report 

The return to Government flows primarily from royalty payments, when the mine 

is operating.  The first set of financial results available for the Nova mine are for 
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the 2018 financial year, and the accounts show that mine total revenue was $349M, 

from 1.5M tonnes of mined ore.  Subsequent Annual Reports indicate that in 2019 

revenue was $502M, from 1.5M tonnes of mined ore; and in 2020 revenue was 

$593M, from 1.5M tonnes of mined ore.  The associated royalty payments for these 

three years are around: $8.7M, $12.5M, $14.8M.  The mine has a projected life of a 

further six years, but exploration results in related tenements are reported in the 

Annual Report as positive, and it is common for further exploration activity to 

result in an extension to an initial mine.   

Assuming mine life is extended by two years due to prospective adjacent 

exploration, which is conservative, and that production levels and prices are similar 

to those over the past two years, the NPV of the royalty stream to the Government 

of Western Australia, referenced to the year of the initial drilling, is around $123M, 

$96M, and $68M, for discount rates of 2%, 4% and 7%.   

The Nova operation employs around 460 people, and so provides substantial 

regional employment (IGO 2018). 

This example illustrates that government investment through GSWA and the EIS 

is central to real world resource discoveries in Western Australia, and that these 

discoveries subsequently transition into operating mines, after substantial additional 

exploration to prove up the resource.  Private sector wealth creation is substantial; 

construction investment is substantial; and operations provide a substantial 

financial return to the Government of Western Australia.   

5.2.2 Bellevue gold prospect 

At 30 June 2017, Bellevue Gold Limited (Bellevue) then trading as Draig Resources 

had a market capitalisation of $5.4M and was undertaking a drilling program 400km 

north-west of Kalgoorlie.  It is notable that as a historical mining region, the world 

class geoscience data maintained by GSWA make it possible for areas to be re-

investigated, in-light of new technology.  Understanding what has happened in the 

past is important information for those seeking to undertake a new exploration 

campaign, and the data maintained by GSWA make this knowledge available.    

Box 1: Example of reporting by companies on EIS co-funding 

Exploration Incentive Scheme (EIS) co-funded drilling returns significant mineralisation from 

new target located to the East of Deacon  

• The first two holes of a three-hole Western Australian Government co-funded EIS program 

drilled into the area to the east of the Deacon Shear intersected gold, revealing the potential 

for another lode. Gold mineralisation is associated with quartz-pyrrhotite veining and free 

gold, analogous to the Bellevue, Deacon and Viago lodes.  

• The results included:  

• 1.2m @ 9.0g/t gold from 1,057m and 1.6m at 9.3g/t gold from 1,096m downhole in 

DRDD327 extension  

• a 400m step out drill hole to north with 0.4m @ 42.3g/t gold from 646.7m downhole in 

DRDD309 extension  

Source:  ASX ANNOUNCEMENT 29/10/2020: Bellevue September 2020 Quarterly Report 
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Following an initial discovery drill hole in November 2017, a maiden resource of 

0.5M oz at a grade of 8.2 g/t was declared in October 2018.  A subsequent extensive 

drilling program has increased that resource base to 2.4M oz at 10.0 g/t as of 

November 2020; with an associated increase in market capitalisation to $1.1B 

(Bellevue 2020).   

The company has undertaken an extensive drilling program to prove up the 

resource.  In the last quarter of 2020, the company was operating six drill rigs at the 

site; had drilled 300,000 meters of diamond drill core; and had an ongoing 

exploration budget for near mine and greenfield targets of $35M; and $150M cash 

on-hand to fund development activities (Parsons 2020).  

The 2020 Annual report (p. 5) notes the following features of the project: (i) one of 

the highest-grade discoveries in a leading jurisdiction for mining (10g/t); (ii) very 

low discovery cost per oz ($18/oz); (iii) the strong cash position of the company 

($151M); (iv) the scale of the project (2.3M oz); and (v) high recovery rate from test 

work completed (97.3%).  Additionally, the project is close to established 

infrastructure for power and water, accessible from Leinster, which is serviced with 

a daily flight to Perth; and the gold price is high.  Combined these features suggest 

a high probability that the project will progress to an operating mine in a relatively 

short period of time.   

Figure 18: Underground portal works at Bellevue (September 2020) 

 

Source:  Bellevue (2020) 

This case study illustrates that following a drilling campaign supported by co-

funding, and access to GSWA databases for historical activity, large subsequent 
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exploration campaigns can be triggered; it is possible to raise substantial funds from 

capital markets; and that it is highly likely in the future there will be additional 

royalty income flowing to the Government of Western Australia from a new 

globally significant gold mine.  

Table 8:  Bellevue resource development timeline 

Date Key resource detail 

November 2017 Discovery drill hole: 7m at 27.4 g/t 

September 2018  Maiden resource: 0.5M oz at 8.2 g/t 

October 2018 Resource Update: 1.04M oz at 12.3 g/t 

February 2019 Resource Update: 1.53M oz at 11.8 g/t 

July 2019 Resource Update: 1.8M oz at 11.1g/t 

February 2020 Resource Update: 2.2M oz at 11.3 g/t 

July 2020 Resource Update: 2.3M oz at 10.0g/t 

November 2020 Resource Update: 2.4M oz at 10.0g/t 

Source: Bellevue (2020)  

5.2.3 Encounter Yeneena copper-cobalt project 

Encounter Resources Ltd (Encounter) has undertaken a range of exploration 

projects in the Paterson province that have been supported through EIS funding.  

Funding has included several co-funded drilling campaigns across different blind 

targets, and use of regional precompetitive geophysical datasets.  These activities 

have identified several large-scale copper-cobalt prospects.   

To further develop the project, in 2020 Encounter entered into a farm-in agreement 

with IGO, for IGO to fund up to $15M of exploration activity over the next seven 

years.  For this exploration expenditure funding, IGO has the opportunity to earn 

a 70% interest in the project.      

Figure 19: Interpreted geology for copper-cobalt targets in Paterson-province that 
have been part of EIS co-funded drilling 

 

Source:  Encounter (2020) 

This project is still at the very early stage, but this case study example demonstrates 

that initial exploration activity can leverage substantial new private sector funds for 
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additional exploration.  This example directly supports the high exploration 

multiplier estimate, as it demonstrates a path from initial drilling to a substantial 

subsequent private sector drilling program that would not otherwise have taken 

place.  

The example also demonstrates that EIS funding is supporting the creation of a 

continuing pipeline of potential projects, that may transition to operating mines.  

Figure 20: Encounter annual report highlighting EIS funding 

 

Source:  Encounter (2020) 

6 Conclusion  
The EIS is a targeted government program that addresses the widely acknowledged 

market failure issues that result in private sector underinvestment in greenfield 

exploration.  

Through the provision of pre-competitive geoscience information, platforms for 

data use, and direct support for exploration drilling, the EIS is able to address this 

market failure issue and stimulate substantial additional exploration activity.   

Due to the highly favourable mineralogy in Western Australia, and world class 

legislative framework and infrastructure, addressing this market failure issue 

delivers substantial net benefits to Western Australia. 

Using conservative assumptions, ACIL Allen (2015) found that, in 2020 dollars, the 

long run expected benefit to the State per dollar invested in the EIS was $25.7 

(range $0 - $42).  This benefit comprised new funds attracted to Western Australia, 

new private sector wealth creation, and a return to government via taxes and royalty 

payments.   
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Using a similar methodology, this study has found that the long run expected 

benefit to Western Australia per dollar invested in the EIS is $30.8 (95% CI $18.5 

to $44.8).  These benefits, decomposed into their component parts, comprise: 

- exploration impact: $10.1M (95% CI $6.3M to $13.8M) 

- construction activity impact: $3.8M (95% CI $1.8M to $6.0M)   

- production wealth impact: $7.0M (95% CI $2.5M to $12.5M)   

- royalties and taxes $9.9M: (95% CI $4.4M to $16.4M) 

The associated employment impacts per $1M invested were found to be: 

- 18.0 FTE, for 3.0 years, as the exploration impact 

- 27.8 FTE for 1.8 years, as the mine construction phase impact, and 

- 10.7 FTE for 15.1 years, as the operating mine phase impact. 

The high benefit to Western Australia estimate was found to be robust to different 

discount rate and mineral success scenarios, and is a robust result.  A summary of 

the expected impacts, per $1M invested in the program, is shown at Figure 21.   

Figure 21: Benefit per $1M invested in the Exploration Incentive Scheme 
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Appendix A  

A.1 Overview of dynamics 

The way dynamics are introduced into the model can be understood as follows.  Let 

there be a change in market conditions, for example, let the relevant commodity 

price increase.  In response to the increase in the commodity price level, firms may 

want to increase exploration activity, as the return to a successful drilling campaign 

has increased.  Despite the immediate desire of the firm to increase exploration 

activity, it takes time to raise funds, organise the drilling program, etc.; and as such, 

the extent of the contemporaneous response is mediated by the real world business 

frictions involved in operationalising the desire to increase exploration activity.   

Further, it is assumed that the larger the change in market conditions, the greater 

the desired change in activity.  If commodity prices change a lot, it is reasonable to 

expect a large change in exploration activity, in the long run; and if the change in 

commodity prices is modest, it is reasonable to expect only a modest change in 

exploration activity.     

A.2 A formal model of market dynamics 

Formally, the above description of the dynamics for the way exploration activity 

responds to changes in market conditions can be incorporated into a model as 

follows.  Let 𝑄𝑡
∗ denote the target level of greenfield exploration expenditure at time 

t (which is not observed); given government EIS expenditure 𝐸𝑡; other government 

expenditure on general geoscience and related service, denoted 𝐺𝑡; and market 

conditions, as measured by 𝑀𝑡, which is found as the first principle component 

from analysis of the iron ore, gold, and nickel price. The model can then be written 

as:    

𝑄𝑡
∗ = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐸𝑡

 + 𝛽2𝐺𝑡
 + 𝛽3𝑀𝑡

  (3) 

The main issue with this expression is that the key variable, which is target 

exploration expenditure 𝑄𝑡
∗ is not observed.  What is actually observed is 𝑄𝑡, the 

actual level of exploration activity at time 𝑡.   

Dynamics can be incorporated by assuming that the extent of the change in 

exploration activity between any two periods depends on the difference between 

actual expenditure on exploration in the previous period, and the target level of 

expenditure in the current period.  Formally, this relationship can be written as:  

𝑄𝑡 − 𝑄𝑡−1 = 𝛾[𝑄𝑡
∗ − 𝑄𝑡−1], (4) 

where 𝛾 is the speed of adjustment parameter.  The above expression says that the 

observed change in exploration activity is proportional to the difference between 

the level of exploration in the previous period and the target level of exploration 

activity in the current period, which reflects current market conditions.  Based on 

the logic described for the context of partial adjustment to business frictions 0 <

𝛾 < 1.  Note, rearranging equation (4) gives: 
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𝑄𝑡 = 𝑄𝑡
∗𝛾 + 𝑄𝑡−1[1 − 𝛾], (5) 

which says that the level of exploration activity observed in the current time period 

is the weighted average of the level of exploration activity in the previous period, 

and the target level of exploration for the current period.   

To obtain a model completely in terms of observable information, note that 

equation (5) can also be written as: 

𝑄𝑡
∗ =

𝑄𝑡

𝛾
−

𝑄𝑡−1

𝛾
− 𝑄𝑡−1. (6) 

The right hand side of equation (6) can then be used to replace the left hand side 

of equation (3) to give: 

𝑄𝑡

𝛾
−

𝑄𝑡−1

𝛾
− 𝑄𝑡−1 = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐸𝑡

 + 𝛽2𝐺𝑡
 + 𝛽3𝑀𝑡

 , (7) 

Following simplification, the expression collapses to: 

𝑄𝑡 = 𝛾𝛼 + 𝛾𝛽1𝐸𝑡
 + 𝛾𝛽2𝐺𝑡

 + 𝛾𝛽3𝑀𝑡
  + (1 − 𝛾)𝑄𝑡−1. (8) 

The expression defined by equation (8) is a model written completely in terms of 

observable values, and hence can be estimated.  The short run impact of 

government EIS expenditure on private sector exploration activity is described by 

the term 𝛾𝛽1, which is estimated directly by the model.  Long run impacts are 

defined by the move from one equilibrium position to another.  Using 𝑄 
′, 𝐸 

′, 𝐺 
′, 

and 𝑀 
′ to denote long-run equilibrium values this substitution gives:  

𝑄 
′ = 𝛾𝛼 + 𝛾𝛽1𝐸 

′ + 𝛾𝛽2𝐺 
′ + 𝛾𝛽3𝑀 

′  + (1 − 𝛾)𝑄 
′, (9) 

which can then be rearranged to give: 

𝑄 
′ = 𝛼 + 𝛽1𝐸 

′ + 𝛽2𝐺 
′ + 𝛽3𝑀 

′. (10) 

Equation (10) says that the long-run impact of government EIS expenditure on 

private sector exploration activity is given by the 𝛽1 term.  In the equation estimated 

in terms of observables, the parameter estimate associated with current period EIS 

expenditure is 𝛾𝛽1, and the parameter associated with lagged exploration activity is 

(1 − 𝛾).  The long-run impact is therefore found as the ratio of the parameter 

estimate associated with contemporaneous EIS expenditure, divided by one minus 

the parameter estimate associated with one period lagged private exploration 

expenditure.    

The variance of the ratio of two normally distributed random variables is not 
defined, but the it is possible to approximate variance via the delta method.  As 
such, it is also possible to describe both the best guess estimate of the long run 
impact and the extent of uncertainty surrounding that estimate, as described by the 
estimate standard error.   
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Note that although the model has been explained in terms of a backward looking 

business outlook, in the sense that the adjustment process is defined by the 

difference between past actual expenditure, and target current expenditure, the 

rational expectations model, where exploration investment decisions are forward 

looking, is statically equivalent to a partial adjustment model.  The practical 

implication of this is that even if firms form expectations of future market 

conditions, and then develop exploration investment decisions based on their 

expectations of the future, the formal statistical model used to represent such 

behaviour is the same as the model described above.   
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EIS - Co-funded companies - 3 years

ACH Nickel Pty Ltd DiscovEx Resources Limited

Agnew Gold Mining Company Pty Limited Dreadnought (Kimberley) Pty Ltd

AIC Mines Limited Dreadnought Resources Ltd

AIC Resources Ltd Dundas Minerals Limited

Alchemy Resources Ltd Emetals Limited

Altan Rio Minerals (Aust) Pty Ltd Encounter Resources Limited

Alto Metals Limited Enegex Limited

AngloGold Ashanti Australia Ltd Energy Resources Limited

Antipa Minerals Ltd First Au Limited

Ardea Resources Ltd First Development Resources Pty Ltd

Artemis Resources Limited Focus Minerals Limited

Ausgold Exploration Pty Ltd Gascoyne South West (GSW) Pty Ltd

AusQuest Limited Gateway Mining

Australian Light Minerals Genesis Minerals

Australian Rare Earths Limited Geocrystal Limited

Australian Vanadium Ltd Geostats Pty Ltd

Auteco Minerals Gold Road Resources Limited

Avenira Limited Golden Spur Resources Pty Ltd

AWE Perth Pty Ltd - Mitsui Golden State Mining Limited

Bangemall Metals Pty Ltd Great Boulder Resources Ltd

Battery Minerals Limited Great Southern Mining Limited

Beach Energy Limited Great Western Exploration Ltd

Bellevue Gold Greatland Pty Ltd 

BHP Nickel West Gruyere Mining Company

Black Cat Syndicate Limited Halls Creek Mining Pty Ltd

Black Raven Mining Hamelin Gold Limited

Breaker Resources NL Hamelin Resources Pty Ltd

Bryah Resources Limited Hammer Metals Limited

Buru Energy Limited Hexagon Energy Materials Ltd

Cannon Resources Limited IGO Limited

Caravel Minerals Limited Independence Group NL

Carawine Resources Ltd Independence Newsearch Pty Ltd

Carnarvon Petroleum Kairos Minerals Ltd

Caspin Resources Kalgoorlie Nickel Pty Ltd

Castle Minerals Limited Karora Resources

Cazaly Resources Limited Kesli Chemicals Pty Ltd

Chalice Gold Mines Ltd Kidman Resources

Chalice Mining Limited Killi Resources Limited

Cherish Metals Pty Ltd Kin Mining NL

Cloonmore Group Pty Ltd Kingston Resources Ltd

Constellation Resources Lamboo Operations Pty Ltd

Coronet Resources Ltd Latitude Consolidated Ltd

Cullen Exploration P/L Lefroy Exploration Limited

Cygnus Gold Ltd Longshot Resources

Dacian Gold Limited LRL (AUST) Pty Ltd

Darlot Mining Company Lunnon Metals Limited

De Grey Mining Ltd Lynas Corporation - Mt Weld Mining P/L

Desert Metals Limited Manda Resources Pty Ltd

DevEx Resources Maria Resources Pty Ltd



EIS - Co-funded companies - 3 years

Matlock Geological Services Pty Ltd SI6 Metals Ltd 

Maximus Resources Limited Silver Lake Resources

MCA Nominees Pty Ltd Sipa Exploration NL

Medallion Metals Pty Ltd Southern Star Exploration Pty Ltd

Mid West Geothermal Power Pty Ltd St George Mining Ltd

Midas Minerals Ltd St Ives Gold Mining Company Pty Ltd

Mincor Resources NL Strickland Metals Limited

Mineral Resources Limited Strike North West Pty Ltd

Minjar Gold Pty Ltd Surefire Resources NL

Moho Resources Ltd Surveyor Resources Pty Ltd

Morella Corporation Ltd Tali Resources Pty Ltd

Mount Gibson Mining Limited TechGen Metals Ltd

MRC Graphite Pty Ltd Tempest Minerals Ltd

Musgrave Minerals Ltd Theia Energy Pty Ltd

Native Mineral Resources Pty Ltd Todd River Metals Pty Ltd

Newcrest Mining Limited Todd River Resources

Newmont Exploration Pty Ltd Traka Resources

Nexus Minerals Trigg Mining Ltd

NickelX Limited Vango Mining Ltd

Odessa Minerals Limited Venturex Sulphur Springs Pty Ltd

Opis Resources Pty Ltd Venus Metals Corporation Ltd

Origin Energy West Pty Ltd WA1 Resources Ltd

OZ Minerals Ltd Warriedar Mining Pty Ltd (Red Dirt)

Paterson Resources Ltd Western Areas

Peak Minerals Limited Western Gold Resources

Peako Limited Westernx Pty Ltd

Pilbara Goldfields Pty Ltd Yilgarn Exploration Ventures Pty Ltd

Pilbara Manganese Pty Ltd

Pilbara Minerals Ltd

Podium Minerals Ltd

Prodigy Gold

Red 5 Limited

Red Metal Limited

Red Mountain Mining Ltd

Redstone Resources Limited

Regis Resources Ltd.

Resource Potentials

Rincon Resources Ltd

Rio Tinto Exlploration

Rox (Mt Fisher) Pty Ltd

Rox Resources Ltd

Rumble Resources Ltd

S2 Resources 

Sabre Resources Ltd

Sahul Exploration Pty Ltd

Salt Lake Mining

Salt Lake Potash 

Saracen Gold Mines Pty Ltd

SensOre Yilgarn Ventures Pty Ltd

Serena Minerals Limited 
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